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State funding cut hits Clemson again 
As University officials adjust 
to this cut, legislators warn 
more could be on the way. 
WILL SPINK 
News Editor 
The South Carolina Budget 
Control Board issued a 3.73 percent 
across-the-board cut for state agen- 
cies Tuesday. This funding cut, 
which is on top of the five percent 
cut in December, will cost Clemson 
over $5 million. 
University Budget Director Alan 
Godfrey, who said the cuts were 
larger than he had hoped or expect- 
ed, explained that these are "tough 
times" for the South Carolina econo- 
my, and thus for state agencies like 
Clemson. 
The University will lose about 
$3.74 million from a proposed 
amount of just over $100 million for 
educational and general funds and 
nearly $1.7 million from a proposed 
total of nearly $45 million for public 
service activities. 
"(Budget cuts) are getting to be 
too frequent an activity down there.. 
. . We will try to balance things out 
without placing too big a burden on 
the students," said Godfrey, who 
admitted a tuition increase is possi- 
ble, although definitely not certain, 
if the cuts become permanent as 
expected. 
State representative B.J. Skelton 
from Pickens County has Clemson 
and Southern Wesleyan University 
in his District 3. Skelton says that 
while the situation is not great now, 
it will be "serious" for the next fiscal 
year, too. In fact, Skelton projects 
another eight to nine percent cut 
around July 1 "unless some more 
revenue turns up." Godfrey agreed 
that there could be another cut in the 
future. 
The only thing that can prevent 
the currently proposed cut from 
becoming effective is an alternative 
legislative proposal by Tuesday. 
Godfrey, Skelton and Mike 
Sponhour, spokesman for the 
Budget Control Board, all agreed 
that this legislative intervention will 
Zubrin visits on way to Mars 
Space expert will address the 
Columbia tragedy and the 
fixture of U.S. space program. 
WILL SPINK 
News Editor 
In the wake of the Columbia 
shuttle tragedy, one of the nation's 
top space experts is visiting 
Clemson next week. Dr. Robert 
Zubrin will speak on "Mars Direct: 
Humans to the Red Planet Within a 
Decade" at the Strom Thurmond 
Institute at 7:30 Monday night. 
"Space travel clearly is being 
questioned by everyone right 
now," said Dr. Peter Cohen, associ- 
ate  director of Calhoun Honors 
College, which is sponsoring the 
event. "The chance to talk to some- 
one who's been so involved with 
this for so long is a great opportu- 
nity." 
While Zubrin's visit has been 
planned since this summer, recent 
events make his visit to the 
University of even more interest 
and benefit to students, faculty and 
community members, organizers 
said. 
"A lot of the attention has shift- 
ed recently because people realize 
we need to jump forward techno- 
logically. America needs a fron- 
tier," Cohen explained. 
Zubrin is the author of "The 
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COURTESY OF ROBERT ZUBRIN 
MARS MAN: Robert Zubrin has plans for men to visit the Red Planet soon. 
not happen. 
"I don't believe the legislature is 
going to do that," Skelton said. "For 
the legislature to get involved would 
require going back through every 
agency and right now doing next 
year's budget." 
Skelton further explained that the 
reason it is so hard to protect higher 
education from these across-the- 
board cuts is that public education 
makes up 52 percent of the state 
budget; therefore, if legislators pro- 
tect public education, everything 
else has to be cut double. 
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Student organization plans 
peace rally for Wednesday 
Community members are 
showing support for the 
event. 
ADORA CHEUNG 
Editor in Chief 
With the possibility of war in 
Iraq looming, peace advocates in 
Clemson will assemble this 
Wednesday at 12 p.m. for a peace 
rally on Bowman Field. 
Students and community mem- 
bers plan to stage a non-partisan 
gathering to encourage citizens to 
promote a peaceful resolution to 
the ongoing situations in the 
Middle East. 
Rob Barnett, graduate student in 
power and rally organizer, hopes 
that this rally, headed by the 
Clemson for Peace organization, 
will convince University students 
to take a public stance in one of the 
year's biggest news-making sto- 
ries. However, Barnett empha- 
sized, "It's not a protest; it's a 
peace rally." 
Jonathan Hayes, graduate stu- 
dent in economics and rally organ- 
izer, believes that there are many 
people in Clemson who are anti- 
war, and "we're hoping to get 
[that] silent majority," he com- 
mented. 
Clemson for Peace will begin 
posting flyers around the commu- 
nity to encourage anyone to attend. 
"It's a complete grassroots effort, 
spread by word of mouth," said 
Hayes. 
In addition, some area church 
leaders have attached themselves 
to the rally and say that they will 
be encouraging their congrega- 
tions this Sunday to attend the 
event. 
Chris Heavner, the Lutheran 
campus minister, believes a major- 
ity of the community is against the 
war, and he hopes that this rally 
will help identify those people. 
"Unfortunately, there hasn't be 
in this community a rallying place 
for people to come together to say 
[we're against war]," said 
Heavner. "The voices of reason of 
have been drowned out by the ral- 
lying cries for war." 
Lane Glaze, United Methodist 
minister, says that as a church, 
United Methodists believe that 
"war is incompatible with 
Christian teaching." 
However, he noted that while 
some clergy have encouraged 
peaceful options, the church is 
very diverse when it comes to the 
issue of Iraq. For example, 
President George W. Bush, the 
visionary behind the possible 
attacks, is a United Methodist. 
And at Clemson United Methodist 
Church, Glaze knows a few in the 
congregation who are also pro- 
war, and he knows that a "hawk- 
ish" few will not agree with the 
idea of peace. 
In addition to gathering those 
with the same ideas of peace, 
Barnett hopes to attract those who 
have not yet made up their minds. 
Kurt Mueller, a senior majoring 
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Smoking, 
alcohol to 
disappear 
from dorms 
Academic and social 
changes will affect many 
freshman residences this fall. 
CAROLINE STONE 
Staff Writer 
In the fall of 2003, the nature of 
residential living at Clemson will 
experience "numerous positive 
changes," according to Daniel 
Karns, assistant director of 
Residential Life. In addition to 
academic changes, prohibition of 
alcohol in some dorms and smok- 
ing in all dorms will be in effect. 
He explained that Young, Geer, 
Johnstone A section, the fourth 
floor of Mauldin, and the third, 
fourth, fifth, and 10th floors of 
Manning will "officially house 
solely freshman residents, resi- 
dents who, in Clemson's effort to 
improve academic performance, 
will all participate in Clemson's 
First Year Experience Program." 
Clemson's Housing 
Department, in collaboration with 
the Residence Hall Association 
and members of Clemson's 
Student Government, recognized 
the success that the First Year 
Experience Program in Lever and 
Byrnes and the First Class 
Program in Benet have already 
experienced. 
"(These programs) have pro- 
duced positive academic perform- 
ance and higher levels of satisfac- 
tion in incoming freshman.... In 
order to replicate the same type of 
success that has been experienced 
in the past, we will be implement- 
ing several changes in freshman 
residential areas," said Daniel 
Karns Assistant Director of 
Residential Life. 
Among these changes will be a 
lowered student to resident assis- 
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the halls to see changes next year. 
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Car crash turns tragic for 
"joyful" Ole Miss student 
LAURA HOUSTON 
Daily Mississippian (U. Miss.) 
(U-WIRE) OXFORD, Miss. — 
Many people will remember 
University of Mississippi student 
Laura McCulloch Treppendahl's 
passion for life long after she was 
buried in Baton Rouge, La., on 
Monday. 
Treppendahl, 19, of Baton 
Rouge, died at 1:47 a.m. Friday 
from injuries sustained after her 
vehicle collided head-on with 
Gregg Patrick Gibbes' 1997 silver 
Chevrolet Tahoe west of the old 
railroad overpass on West Jackson 
Avenue. 
Her funeral will be at 1 p.m. at 
First Presbyterian Church in Baton 
Rouge, preceded by a 10 a.m. visi- 
tation, according to Rabenhorst 
Funeral Home East of Baton 
Rouge. 
Gibbes' 
Tahoe, carrying 
at least eight 
people, had 
already side- 
swiped interna- 
tional studies 
senior Kelly 
Carpenter's 
1999 black 
Toyota,       and 
continued      to    =^==^^= 
travel west in 
the east-bound lane until his vehi- 
cle met Treppendahl's before 12:58 
a.m. when the Oxford Police 
Department responded, according 
to the police statement. 
The department statement estab- 
lished alcohol as a factor in the 
accident. District Attorney Jim 
Hood said a blood sample from 
Gibbes, 19, of Laurel, were among 
those sent to Jackson for testing. 
Treppendahl died on the scene. 
The Tahoe's passengers were 
injured but in stable condition, and 
Carpenter was not injured. 
Treppendahl's roommate 
Melissa Perkins was shocked, 
unable to believe what was hap- 
pening even as she sat in Baptist 
Memorial Hospital's waiting room 
Friday night after the accident. 
"In the middle of all that is some 
degree of anger. I know that you 
can't blame anybody and that all of 
this is in God's plan. Before she 
"Laura had a joy that came 
from knowing who she was 
in Christ, and that identity 
showed through in every 
single thing that she did." 
LESNEWSOM 
RUF Campus Minister 
was even born, He knew that she 
would live exactly 19 years," 
Perkins, an English sophomore 
from Montgomery, Ala., said. 
Perkins said she would never 
forget the love Treppendahl offered 
to everyone around her. 
"The love that she had for people 
came straight from Him. I think 
that's what she'd want to be 
remembered for," Perkins said. 
"All that she was was just God 
working through her. She wanted 
to learn how to make every minute 
of her life a ministry." 
One of the ways Treppendahl, a 
family and consumer science soph- 
omore, showed love was through 
creative projects, Perkins said. 
From painting quotes  on  the 
walls of their house's kitchen to 
organizing a birthday scavenger 
hunt       in       Perkins'       honor, 
Treppendahl 
    "could       make 
stuff out of noth- 
ing,"       Perkins 
State: Teenagers need majors 
said. 
"I have incred- 
ible    love    for 
Laura,  but I'm 
not    the     only 
one,"     Perkins 
said. "A part of 
her is in so many 
=^^=^==    different     peo- 
ple." 
It was this genuine, contagious 
spirit   that   Ole   Miss   Campus 
Crusade for Christ staff member 
David Robins said he will recall 
when he looks back on the memo- 
ries he shared with Treppendahl. 
He attributed this to the "joy that 
just radiated off her." 
"She was consumed with one 
thing, and that was Christ," he said. 
Treppendahl was also involved 
with Reformed University 
Fellowship, Campus Minister Les 
Newsom said, and there she was 
"delightful." 
"Laura had a joy that came from 
knowing who she was in Christ, 
and that identity showed through in 
every single thing that she did," 
Newsom said. 
In lieu of flowers, memorial 
donations can be sent to the First 
Presbyterian Church of Baton 
Rouge, 763 North Blvd., Baton 
Rouge, La., 70810. 
High school students may 
have to choose emphasis 
areas in eighth grade. 
JOHN ADAM WICKLIFFE 
Staff Writer 
Under a new program proposed 
by the South Carolina State 
Department of Education, students 
would begin planning for a future 
career with clusters of classes in 
high school, much like a college 
major. 
The "Steps to Prosperity" pro- 
gram that will be introduced to the 
state legislature in March would 
begin during the student's middle 
school years, when they are consid- 
ering several future career options. 
State officials claim that this 
method of learning will better pre- 
pare students for college and a 
future career. 
"Students are not exiting high 
school with as much focus as they 
should in regards to their career," 
said Bob Couch, the state 
Department of Education's director 
of career and technical education. 
"This is work-based learning." 
Don Fuhr, education professor 
emeritus at Clemson and a former 
school superintendent, said the pro- 
posal is "what needs to be done to 
the curriculum." 
"There's got to be alignment 
between what kids take and what 
they need to be prepared for after 
high school," he said. "It's a great 
step forward." 
However, some legislators and 
parents are opposed to the program 
because it forces youngsters to 
make decisions about their future 
too early for the students to have 
any idea of what career they want. 
"A significant percentage of col- 
lege students don't declare a major 
until their sophomore year," said 
Senator Mike Fair. "How in the 
world can we move that back six 
years when students are still dealing 
with the onset of acne?" 
Fair is a member of the Senate's 
education committee and has open- 
ly opposed vocational education 
programs in previous years because 
of the risk of young people's mak- 
ing bad decisions. 
While lamenting that her daugh- 
ter had trouble with figuring out 
what to wear each morning, Easley 
resident Lillian Mayes asked, "How 
can we expect them to decide what 
they want to do with the rest of their 
life?" 
However, officials note that the 
curriculum does not lock students 
into a certain career choice and 
allows students to explore their 
career ambitions by taking electives 
in areas that interest them. Rather 
than haphazardly taking random 
elective choices that have no bear- 
ing on a future career, students will 
take electives that allow them to be 
focused on a specific career goal. 
The plan also helps blur the 
divide between higher and lower 
performing and, consequentially, 
higher and lower income students 
by removing the college preparato- 
ry and technical preparatory tracks 
and replacing them with individual 
graduation plans that would be tai- 
lored for the individual student. 
The plan includes 16 different 
career clusters. Based on aptitude 
and interest, students would pick at 
least one, Couch said. 
In collaboration with guidance 
counselors and parents, each stu- 
dent would pick core classes and 
electives that complement the clus- 
ter chosen. The new method of 
schedule construction maintains the 
state-mandated 24-unit requirement 
for high school graduation. 
The program appears to be work- 
ing at Walhalla Highschool, where 
senior Tom Pham will graduate in 
May with a "major" in pre-engi- 
neering, like those before him who 
graduated with a "major" last year. 
Counselors often help students 
fill out these plans with pencils 
because they understand that these 
plans may change. 
Sarah Simpson, a senior who is 
"majoring" in health and human 
services, said her eighth-grade 
career plan was to be a restaurant 
manager, following in the footsteps 
of her grandparents who own a 
restaurant in Seneca. She now plans 
on becoming a medical examiner— 
part of the health and human servic- 
es cluster — using biology, anato- 
my and physiology classes she took 
as part of that cluster. 
"When you think of majors, you 
think of college," she said. "But my 
major in high school required a lot 
of science classes and that helped 
get me prepared." 
The state will pilot the program in 
three school districts next fall and 
would take five years to implement 
the program statewide. 
Around the World 
Sick animals may have licked shuttle 
debris 
Three cows and two deer with 
swollen tongues, swollen heads 
and stiff necks are being tested to 
see if they were somehow sickened 
by debris from the space shuttle 
Columbia. 
Carla Everett, spokeswoman for 
the Texas Animal Health 
Commission, said pieces of the     i 
shuttle were found in a prop- 
erty with the captive deer in 
Jacksonville, Texas. 
Paraguay's president avoids impeachment 
Paraguayan President Luis Gonzalez Macchi nar- 
rowly escaped being thrown out of office on corrup- 
tion charges on Tuesday when the country's Senate 
acquitted him after a two-week impeachment trial by a margin 
of five votes. Gonzalez Macchi had been accused of misappro- 
priation of funds, fraud, the torture of leftist militants and ille- 
gally buying a stolen BMW car. 
Southern China struggles with 
unknown illness 
Chinese and Hong Kong authorities 
are on the alert as a mystery illness 
sweeps through southern China. The 
pneumonia-like sickness has so far 
killed at least five people and hospital- 
ized around 300, with panicked 
Chinese flocking to pharmacies to stock 
up on medicines. Many Chinese use 
vinegar as a disinfectant, and 
the surge in demand led to a 
10 percent rise in the share 
price of a major producer 
on Tuesday, according to 
The Associated Press. 
Trampling deaths mar Muslim holy week 
According to Saudi officials, 35 people have been trampled to 
death during the Hajj, the annual Muslim pilgrimage to Mecca. 
Wednesday's 21 deaths occurred on a bridge as the throngs of pil- 
grims were heading to throw stones at one of three pillars represent- 
ing Satan's temptation of Abraham, the officials said. The stoning 
represents a rejection of evil deeds. On Tuesday 14 pilgrims were 
killed in a similar incident. 
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Tissue engineering comes to home PCs 
Researchers can print living 
tissue on desktop printers 
with new techniques. 
DANIEL LOWREY 
Assistant News Editor 
A computing tool, common in 
homes and businesses across the 
country, is revolutionizing biologi- 
cal tissue engineering. 
Clemson scientists, in conjunc- 
tion with researchers from the 
Medical University of South 
Carolina (MUSC), are using desk- 
top printers to produce three- 
dimensional living tissue. The work 
is the first step on the road to print- 
ing complex tissues or even entire 
organs, said Thomas Boland, an 
assistant bioengineering professor 
at Clemson. 
"Instead of ink, we're substitut- 
ing components such as a growth 
medium and cells — which, just 
like ink, can be directed through the 
nozzle onto the paper material," 
Boland explained. Meanwhile, for 
Boland and his fellow researchers, 
the "paper material" is actually 
plastic or glass that can be placed in 
a Petri dish for further study. 
Like printing with different col- 
ors, placing different types of cells 
in the ink cartridges should make it 
possible to recreate complex struc- 
tures consisting of multiple cell 
types. 
Previous research has developed 
techniques for building up tissues 
layer by layer, but none has proven 
as simple and quick as printing. 
Most tissue engineers first create a 
degradable scaffold, or base, and 
then seed it with cells. This method 
has been used to create complex 
shapes, such as the infamous "ear 
on a mouse," but placing different 
cell types precisely is a complex 
operation. 
By printing alternate layers of a 
scaffold-like gel and clumps of 
cells onto slides, Boland and 
Vladimir Mironov of MUSC have 
demonstrated that three-dimension- 
al structures can be built. If the gel 
layers are thin enough, cells fuse 
when they come in contact with 
each other, and bits of tissue are 
formed. When the structure is fin- 
ished, the gel can be removed, 
which leaves only the living mate- 
rial. 
Large structures might not be 
strong enough to hold together if 
the gel is removed after a short 
period. However, Boland's team is 
currently     experimenting     with 
adding substances such as the skin 
protein collagen to speed fusion 
and reinforce structures. 
Other labs have printed arrays of 
DNA and proteins, said Boland. 
But he noted this is the first time 
scientists have printed living cells 
using ink jets. Boland also men- 
tioned that although printing should 
make it easier to position cells, 
many other problems remain to be 
overcome before entire organs can 
be created. A huge challenge in tis- 
sue-engineering solid organs, for 
example, is supplying enough oxy- 
gen and nutrients to sustain cells 
deep within the structure. 
"Basically, we're trying to find 
solutions to some of the problems 
in tissue engineering," Boland 
explained. "Currently, the limita- 
tion on creating tissue is at one mil- 
limeter thick. At any level beyond 
that, blood supply and nutrients 
cannot arrive at the cells." 
Calling blood vessels the "$50 
million question," Boland further 
emphasized the necessity of being 
able to synthesize blood vessels in 
eventually building organs. 
"Once we have blood vessels, to 
make an organ we will need only to 
place cells around those blood ves- 
sels. Then, the problem becomes an 
issue of scale-up. We would need a 
mechanism to allow for the larger 
size and thickness of an organ," he 
said. 
Boland first stumbled onto the 
idea for printing cells while using 
the modified printer to create a kind 
of matrix to make proteins stick to 
cells. "I asked myself, 'Why don't 
we use cells directly and cut out the 
middleman?'" he said. 
The printers were then tailored 
specifically for the researchers' 
purposes by cleaning out the ink 
cartridges and refilling them with 
cells and supporting "scaffold" 
gels. Using a team of students with 
backgrounds spanning electrical 
engineering, polymer science and 
bioengineering, Boland's group 
altered the printer's feed systems 
and reprogrammed the software 
that controls the viscosity, electrical 
resistances and temperature of the 
printing fluids. 
"If everything works as we hope 
it will, this could be a great contri- 
bution to personalized medical 
care," said Boland. "Every hospital 
would have a printer with the com- 
ponents to make a fully functioning 
organ." 
Getting the science and technolo- 
gy to that point, however, could 
take up to 15 years, the researchers 
warn. "As exciting as this is, it's 
still in the very earliest stages," said 
Mironov. 
A much quicker application 
could harness the technology to 
develop tissues for rapid drug 
screening. 
"Instead of testing on animals, 
scientists could do preliminary tests 
with tissue made especially for the 
purpose," said Boland. "Right now 
companies test pre-market drugs in 
cells or in animals. An animal does- 
n't tell you much: it just dies or 
doesn't die. Now, companies could 
use these printed tissues to test 
products more quickly and accu- 
rately." 
The tissue work is partly funded 
by grants from NASA and the 
South Carolina Experimental 
Program to Stimulate Competitive 
Research. It will be published in 
"Trends in Biotechnology" in 
April. Authors are Mironov, 
Boland, Roger Markwald and 
Thomas Trusk, both of MUSC, and 
Gabor Forgacs of the University of 
Missouri. 
CAMPUS LIFE 
Career Fair to offer record 
number of internships, jobs 
E LEWIS'Clemson University 
TINY TISSUE: A U.S. quarter reveals the relative size of the printed tissue. 
This year 'sfair will occur 
Tuesday and Wednesday in 
the Hendrix Center. 
MELISSA NICOSIA 
Staff Writer 
As the economy has been an 
increasing concern over the past 
year, it has become harder to find 
jobs available with desirable wages. 
However, Heather Karns, assistant 
director of recruitment and employ- 
ment for the University, said that 
college graduates should remain 
optimistic because they "have the 
best opportunities out there." 
The Spring Career Fair, taking 
place on Feb. 18 and 19 in the 
Hendrix Student Center, is a prime 
example of the opportunities avail- 
able to college students. Over 100 
companies come to the fair to offer 
internships, part-time employment 
and full-time employment. 
"Attending the Career Fair (last 
year) showed me all of the possibil- 
ities that there are out there and 
gave me a glimpse of the real 
world," said sophomore Sara Beth 
Curtis, a nursing major. 
This year the Career Fair brings 
more internships than it ever has 
before. Although the spring is the 
high season, it is rare that nearly 
half of the companies attending the 
fair are offering internships to stu- 
dents as they are this year. 
"Being a graphics communica- 
tions major, I am required to have 
two internships to graduate. The 
Career Fair gives me the conven- 
ience of finding an internship with- 
out having to travel or make a lot of 
phone calls," sophomore Rebecca 
Copelan said. 
Companies are interested in net- 
working with younger students for 
when the economy does get better 
and the funds are not as tight. They 
are very eager to make connections 
to achieve long-term goals. 
Out of the many companies 
attending, the fair is always heavily 
weighted on the side of engineering 
because engineering companies 
normally respond the quickest, 
organizers said. However, this year 
brings a more well-rounded fair 
encompassing more majors than 
usual. More companies than usual 
are also offering opportunities to all 
majors, which is beneficial to the 
underrepresented majors. 
For those students who are still 
undecided about their major, the 
JOB SEARCH: Students looked for 
jobs and internships at a past fair. 
Career Fair may help to narrow the 
choices. 
"The career fair is a great way to 
get a first look at the jobs you might 
want in the future," said sophomore 
Justin Hellwig, a financial manage- 
ment major. 
Karns and Deb Herman, 
Assistant Director of Internship 
Program, were responsible for 
organizing the fair along with the 
major supporters who give addi- 
tional funding: Coty US, Crown 
Cork and Seal Company, General 
Electric, Harris Corporation, 
Michelin North America and 
Milliken & Company. 
According to these directors and 
companies, there are three main 
things students can do to improve 
their chances in getting a job offer: 
presentation, background research 
and ability of the candidate to pro- 
mote himself. 
Presentation is important in con- 
veying to the employer that the can- 
didate knows how to dress for the 
job and that he can effectively com- 
municate, especially explaining 
how he will fit into the company. 
Many employers look for stu- 
dents who have done even a little 
research about the company. When 
students have not done any 
research, it becomes the employer's 
focus and gives the employer the 
idea that the student is not serious 
about the position. A student should 
also be able to promote himself with 
good communication skills and be 
confident in his ability to perform 
the tasks of the available position. 
Although college students have 
the best opportunities available, 
Karns stressed that these opportuni- 
ties are not just thrown at the stu- 
dents. "You have to stand out from 
the crowd," she said. 
U-WIRE 
Fake diplomas have invaded Internet programs, officials report 
MELISSA BERLANT 
The Daily Aztec (S.D.S.U.) 
(U-WIRE) SAN DIEGO — A 
diploma with a degree verification 
service is easy to purchase on the 
Internet, according to an investiga- 
tion by the U.S. General 
Accounting Office. The downside 
— it's fake. 
Sen. Susan Collins requested the 
report from the GAO because she 
was concerned about how easy it 
was to get a diploma on the Internet 
and wanted to know what people 
were doing with the degrees, GAO 
Senior Special Agent Robyn 
Stewart said. 
The GAO went undercover as 
Susan M. Collins and bought a 
bachelor of science degree in biol- 
ogy and master's of science degree 
in medical technology from the 
nonexistent Lexington University. 
The "premium package," which 
also came with honors distinctions 
and a telephone verification serv- 
ice, cost $1,515. Before giving the 
degree, the company asked Collins 
to provide references who could 
verify she had experience in biolo- 
gy and medical technology, but it 
never actually called the refer- 
ences. The degrees, along with 
transcripts, arrived in about three 
days, Stewart said. 
The report said the owner of 
Degrees-R-Us was a disbarred 
lawyer living in Las Vegas who 
began the business two years ago, 
after watching a television expose 
on another diploma mill. 
Stewart said they targeted 
Degrees-R-Us for investigation 
because, unlike many degree mills, 
it is based in the United States, 
which makes the possible prosecu- 
tion of the company easier. 
The GAO searched a govern- 
ment-sponsored Internet resume 
database and found about 1,200 
resumes that included degrees from 
14 of 43 diploma mills identified 
by the Oregon State Office of 
Degree Authorization. They con- 
tacted four people from the search. 
Stewart said one woman she 
spoke with repeatedly changed her 
story. The woman said she bought a 
phony degree as a joke and to see 
how it could be done, but that she 
didn't actually plan to use the 
diploma. 
"We don't have any information 
to refute that, but the fact that she 
paid like $400 or $500 for it gives 
us an indication that more than 
likely she's not telling the truth," 
Stewart said. 
The GAO sent the issue to the 
Federal Trade Commission and the 
U.S. Postal Service for further 
investigation."We just kind of 
learned that people who do that 
kind of thing are just losers," 
Stewart said. "We didn't identify 
anybody who was in a real position 
of responsibility who was using 
those degrees, so I guess the bot- 
tom line is, at this point, I don't 
think we have anything to fear." 
The Degrees-R-Us Web site is 
still operational and the company 
still answers its phone. The opera- 
tor, however, declined to comment 
and no one else returned The Daily 
Aztec's calls. 
ODA Administrator Alan 
Contreras said: "The problem, of 
course, is you end up with people 
in positions of responsibility using 
degrees that aren't real. Do you 
really want your roads designed by 
engineers with mail order degrees? 
Do you really want your children 
treated by a pediatrician with a fake 
degree?" 
The ODA lists unaccredited col- 
leges and diploma mills who's 
degrees are unacceptable in Oregon 
on its Web site, 
http://www.osac.state.or.us/oda/dip 
loma_mill.html. 
Some fake degrees are available 
with the names of actual universi- 
ties. The Daily Aztec received one 
such degree for San Diego State 
University. That diploma came 
with transcripts that listed classes 
that were not even offered at SDSU 
and the phone number for a "tran- 
script office" based in Washington, 
D.C., to verify that the holder of 
the degree attended the school on 
the transcript. 
Executive Director of 
Enrollment Services Sandra Cook 
said to distinguish whether a per- 
son graduated from a school, some- 
one would have to call the univer- 
sity's actual Registrar's Office. 
"You just have to be careful that 
you don't take a diploma as proof 
of graduation — you don't call a 
phone number that's not a legiti- 
mate place," Cook commented. 
"It's hard for me to believe that 
anyone could actually take this 
fake diploma and not think that 
they'd get caught somewhere down 
the line." 
To tell the difference between a 
degree mill and a reputable univer- 
sity, Treacy Lao, the principal 
coordinator for distributed learn- 
ing, said to beware of schools that 
promise too much and to watch out 
for hype in a school's advertise- 
ments. She said SDSU offers dis- 
tance-learning courses, but they are 
distinguishable from a degree 
mill's courses because they have a 
lot of student-teacher interaction 
included in them. 
Foods and nutrition junior 
Ashley Harpst said she would be 
angry if someone used a fake 
degree because it's not fair to peo- 
ple who actually worked for their 
degrees. 
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Public universities suffer as budgets diminish 
Another round of blanket budget cuts to 
state agencies on Tuesday has left many 
wondering when and where these exten- 
sive reductions are going to end. Tax rev- 
enues over the past few months have come 
up $120 million lower than expected, leaving 
the Budget and Control Board with no choice 
but to make "the biggest cuts that we've had 
in modern times," according to House Ways 
and Means Committee chairman Bobby 
Harrell. The board ultimately approved an 
immediate cut of 3.7 percent, which will gen- 
erate a total savings of $170 million. 
South Carolina's public institutions of 
higher learning are among the most drastical- 
ly affected of all of these with the University 
of South Carolina tightening its belt by $6.4 
million and Clemson cutting $1.1 million 
from its budget. Previous cuts to these insti- 
tutions were damaging enough, but schools 
were able to compensate for them through 
planning and preparation. Tuesday's 
decrease, however, has not left schools in 
such a position. 
At this point, blows to the budgets of 
South Carolina's institutions could be felt 
very deeply in the form of adverse effects. 
Such negative consequences as reduced serv- 
ices to students, increases in tuition and fees, 
reductions in faculty and staff, fewer classes 
offered, much larger class sizes and even 
declines in public service programs will be 
just a few of the outcomes in store for public 
colleges and universities including Clemson. 
Such negative effects will be at best incon- 
venient and at worst devastating to members 
of the University communities. The possibil- 
ities do not end there because these ramifica- 
tions could cause ill effects of their own. 
These problems could multiply further by 
spawning a host of other side effects as they 
continue to affect schools. In other words, 
severe reductions in funding to S.C. schools 
are just the beginning of a vicious cycle that 
could bring more harm to educational quality 
and economic status in the long run than they 
do help in easing the budget crisis short- 
term. 
Many politicians are using the new South 
Carolina Education Lottery to justify shuf- 
fling public dollars out of education and into 
other programs. As any in-state student can 
tell them, this excuse is completely unfound- 
ed. Money from the lottery is used to fund 
scholarships for qualified in-state students 
rather than going to colleges and universities 
directly. Increases in state scholarships have 
only kept up with the rise in tuition necessi- 
tated by budget cuts. So, students who 
receive these scholarships are breaking even 
rather than seeing more benefits from their 
hard work. Students who don't qualify for 
these scholarships are simply paying more 
each semester. Furthermore, there is not cur- 
rently enough money being generated to fully 
fund these scholarships because more stu- 
dents have qualified for them than expected. 
Between the LIFE and Pametto Fellows 
scholarships, there is a total shortfall of $15.9 
million. This funding gap contributes to the 
already aggravated revenue situation. 
In the end, budget cuts will not be enough 
to keep the budget balanced. Shuffling 
money around, cutting corners and removing 
needed funds only worsens the economy 
overall. Legislators are simply going to have 
to find some alternate ways to earn revenue. 
While there are many possibilities for doing 
this, one of the most practical examples 
would be to raise the tobacco tax. Hopefully, 
they will find a solution before the situation 
escalates to a devastating level. 
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written 
by the editorial editor and represent the majority view 
of THE TIGER senior staff. In representing the 
majority view, the lead editorial may not represent the 
individual view of any particular member. 
SPEAKINGOUT 
What are some 
ways for the 
state to raise 
money beside 
cutting higher 
education? 
Allen Pendarvis 
pre-med 
freshman 
"Increase the sales tax, increase lot- 
tery promotion, reduce anti-drug 
campaigns. This is something that 
should not be under funded." 
Cheri Cook 
english 
"Have a bake sale and quit cutting 
important programs. Do some house 
cleaning and see what we are fund- 
ing that is actually useful." 
Scott Stellern 
engineering 
sophomore 
"Increase sales tax; 5 percent is noth- 
ing. Promote tourism of South 
Carolina to bring in more money." 
Lori Layne 
mathematical 
sciences 
freshman 
"Increase sales tax and taxes on 
tobacco products." 
Valentine's Day is not just for couples 
It's no secret that Valentine's Day 
is my favorite holiday of the 
year. There are many people, 
however, who do not share this 
sentiment. They view the holiday 
as a reminder of the fact that they 
don't have a boyfriend, girlfriend, 
husband, wife or whatever. By 
their calculations, this single status 
means they are without love and 
therefore inferior to 
couples who use this 
single date out of 
the calendar year as 
an excuse to indulge 
in way too much 
PDA., chocolate, 
staring deeply into 
each others' eyes 
and so forth. 
I agree with these Cupid haters 
who feel the need to pooh-pooh the 
day of love on one point: after 
about 10 years of age, too much of 
the emphasis of this holiday is 
placed on lovebirds and romantic 
relationships in general. I also 
agree that that's pretty icky, for 
lack of a better term. However, 
my opinion of Valentine's Day 
takes this one step further. I think 
that not only is this definition 
supremely icky, but it is also very 
constraining. 
Ok, so Hallmark says you 
should have a date, a dozen roses 
and a bottle of champagne waiting 
for you at the end of this special 
day, and if you don't, then you 
must be some kind of heartless, 
Elizabeth 
Renedo 
editorial 
editor 
(interim) 
on, we're smart enough to know 
that that's not true. So why are so 
many reasonable people still both- 
ered by it? 
It is my belief that in order for 
something to upset you, you have 
to give it the power to do so. In 
this case, that simply means 
believing that Hallmark is right; 
that the lack of a warm body to rub 
up against really is 
an indication that 
you are the unlove- 
able loser you have 
suspected yourself to 
be all along. 
So, in keeping 
with this theory, all 
you have to do to 
learn to appreciate 
Valentine's Day is to change your 
point of view. Take a cue from 
Webster's Dictionary, which has 2 
separate entries and 15 definitions 
of the word "love" and expand 
your interpretation of this multi- 
faceted term. 
You might argue that this is an 
oversimple solution to a problem 
that doesn't really matter that 
much in the scheme of things, but 
you woule be wrong. All of this 
anti-Valentine's Day sentiment is 
just an indicator of a larger issue. 
We live in a world where people 
live from day to day without stop- 
ping to appreciate, not just what 
they have, but who they have as 
well. Of course everyone loves 
their friends and families, but what 
sub-human love leper. But come        about the acquaintances we see 
everyday? Maybe the modern sub- 
urban culture is to blame, but 
somehow we have all acquired the 
unfortunate skill of being alone in 
a crowd and distance ourselves 
from the people we are closest to 
proximity-wise. We have built 
walls between ourselves and the 
others we see daily. 
What does this have to do with 
Valentine's Day? I guess not 
much, directly, but it certainly con- 
tributes to the sense of loneliness 
and inability to form relationships 
that become amplified leading to 
feelings of dejection on this day of 
love. 
Instead of moping around your 
apartment or dorm room because 
your crush didn't ask you out, try 
organizing a party for your friends 
or distributing elementary school- 
style Valentine's cards to the peo- 
ple you see everyday. Not only 
will these expressions of affection, 
esteem and plain old friendship (all 
forms of love, by the way) be 
appreciated by everyone included, 
but they will also generate love in 
return. No, a cartoon valentine is 
not going to win you the man or 
woman of your dreams, but it can 
brighten your day and someone 
else's simultaneously. 
Valentine's Day is about more 
than just roses and wine. It's about 
friendship and appreciation, too. 
Elizabeth Renedo is a senior in 
English.  E-mail comments to 
letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
Letters to 
the Editor 
Most dangers of 
marijuana are relat- 
ed to its illegality 
The Clemson chapter of the 
National Organization for the 
Reform of Marijuana Laws 
(NORML) is to be commended 
for raising awareness of the 
senseless harm caused by puni- 
tive marijuana laws. Marijuana 
prohibition has done little other 
than burden millions of otherwise 
law-abiding citizens with crimi- 
nal records. The University of 
Michigan's Monitoring the Future 
Study reports that lifetime use of 
marijuana is higher in the U.S. 
than any European country, yet 
America is one of the few 
Western countries that uses its 
criminal justice system to punish 
citizens who prefer marijuana to 
martinis. 
Unlike alcohol, marijuana has 
never been shown to cause an 
overdose death, nor does it share 
the addictive properties of tobac- 
co. The short-term health effects 
of marijuana are inconsequential 
compared to the long-term effects 
of criminal records. 
Unfortunately, marijuana repre- 
sents the counterculture to mis- 
guided reactionaries in Congress 
intent on legislating their version 
of morality. In subsidizing the 
prejudices of culture warriors, the 
U.S. government is inadvertently 
subsidizing organized crime. 
The drug war's distortion of 
immutable laws of supply and 
demand make an easily grown 
weed literally worth its weight in 
gold. The only clear winners in 
the war on marijuana are drug 
cartels and shameless tough-on- 
drugs politicians who've built 
careers on confusing drug prohi- 
bition's collateral damage with a 
relatively harmless plant. The 
big losers in this battle are the 
American taxpayers who have 
been deluded into 
believing big government is the 
appropriate response to non-tradi- 
tional consensual vices. 
Robert Sharpe, M.P.A. 
Washington, D.C. 
Letters to the editor should be no 
longer than 250 words. They 
must include the author's name, 
hometown and phone number (or 
email address). All letters will be 
checked for authenticity and may 
be edited for clarity and grammar. 
THE TIGER reserves the right 
to print or edit all submissions. 
Send letters to our U.S. Mail 
address or email them to 
letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
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Be your own Valentine, 
practice self-care 
In America, two diseases of cnoice, 
smoking and obesity, are the lead- 
ing secondary causes of death. But 
why, in a nation where health infor- 
mation and the opportunities to pro- 
tect our health are so abundant, do 
we increasingly choose to engage in 
hazardous behavior? 
I believe it is because taking good 
care of ourselves is a 
misunderstood priori- 
ty. I take my cue 
from how Jesus 
responded when 
asked, "What are the 
greatest command- 
ments?" Jesus 
replied, "Love the 
Lord your God with all your heart 
and with all your soul and with all 
your mind. This is the first and 
greatest commandment. And the sec- 
ond is like it: Love your neighbor as 
yourself." Most people focus on the 
"Love your neighbor." Few seem to 
notice the "as yourself." As I have 
grown older, I have made discover- 
ies that have broadened my under- 
standing of this axiom. 
The reasons we fail at caring for 
ourselves are as varied as the indi- 
viduals who choose to engage in 
destructive behavior. It is partly 
because we are often addicted to 
activity, achievement and socializ- 
ing. And even if you have avoided 
these, you may still be in danger of 
ignoring your internal needs for the 
sake of the world around you. 
A common cry is the phrase "I 
just don't have the time to take care 
of myself." In an age where technol- 
ogy has reduced the demands of 
time-consuming menial tasks, it has 
conversely revved up demands in 
other areas. Deadlines are sooner. 
Distractions have increased expo- 
nentially. And, in short, the treadmill 
is moving faster and faster. To delib- 
erately slow down and take the time 
to care for one's self has become 
counter culture, even as our culture 
promotes the image of the healthy 
body and soul as ideal. 
Somewhere, we must chose to 
STOP and make time to practice 
self-care. Yet this is a somewhat 
intimidating prospect given that we 
find so much of our fulfillment and 
security from trying to be everything 
to everyone. We are inclined to feel 
that saying "no" reeks of weakness 
and selfishness. 
There is a social security in hav- 
ing a long list of incoming email and 
full voice mail box. Demands on our 
time and attention offer us tangible 
Kirby Player 
staff 
columnist 
evidence of our worth. We fear that 
if we disengage, even for a cause as 
noble as self-care, we may become 
less popular, miss opportunities or 
be seen as anti-social. A few souls in 
history have escaped this plague. 
The most famous is Henry David 
Thoreau, who went to the woods 
and found the solitude much to his 
liking. May his tribe 
increase. And may oth- 
ers who followed the 
same path find ways to 
share their wisdom 
with members of a 
harried population that 
needs to emulate them. 
We must learn that the 
true source of success and security is 
an inside job. When it comes to 
building achievement and security, 
external circumstances are shaky 
foundations. 
Finally, as Oprah says, "It is all 
about the 'LUV!'" For at its core 
self-love is a marker for interaction 
with our surrounding environment. 
If we truly love ourselves, we will 
constantly evaluate how we are 
treating ourselves. We will be will- 
ing to dig deep inside and experi- 
ence the pain of self-discovery that 
is needed to change. We will engage 
in a love affair with ourselves that 
leads us to make consistent choices 
of self-care that ultimately can pro- 
duce joy, contentment, health and an 
expressive quality of life. The beau- 
ty of this discovery is that, by choos- 
ing self-love and self-care, we can 
better love our neighbors. To neglect 
self-care is to rob yourself and oth- 
ers by shortening your life and abili- 
ty, because of illnesses of body or 
mind, to be fully engaged in impor- 
tant activities and relationships. In 
my view, to neglect caring for your- 
self is the ultimate selfishness. 
So if we have been unable or 
unwilling to make this change so far, 
where do we find this road to self- 
care? I have found that it really is 
"all about the love."   As I have 
sought to know God, He has helped 
me know myself and practice better 
self-care. So this Valentine's Day, 
why don't you be your own 
Valentine and practice a little self- 
care. After all, loving yourself is a 
pretty good gift with great rewards! 
Kirby Player is the director of alumni 
and student services of CAFLS. The 
Tiger asks each faculty/staffcolum- 
nist to voice his or her opinion on 
various subjects. E-mail comments to 
letters@The TigerNews. com. 
COMMENTARY 
Internet personal ads can help 
Ah, Valentine's Day. Sighs will 
be heaved. Kisses will be 
planted. Twister will be 
played. The stock prices of latex 
manufacturers across 
the country will 
jump like a jack-in- 
the-box on Viagra. 
You'll no doubt be 
fed some crockery 
about how V-Day is 
the work of some 
defunct Catholic 
saint, or worse, defunct Roman 
god who couldn't keep his arrows 
in their proverbial sling. 
But, really, who am I kidding? 
Ah, Single's Awareness Day 
(S.A.D.). Ice cream will be eaten. 
Pajamas will be worn. Chess will 
be played. The price of Marvin 
Gaye records will plummet like 
your chances of ever finding a soul 
mate. 
No, I'm not bipolar, but when it 
comes to Valentine's Day most 
people tend to gravitate towards 
one of these two extremes—and 
until recently, there was no hope 
for the downtrodden masses: those 
unfortunate many unable to find 
the person of their dreams in time 
to have a happy Feb. 14. 
But now, friends, I say there is 
hope! Behold the beauty of the 
Internet Personal Ad! 
Personally, I think that if you 
waited until now to start looking 
for that special Valentine, you'll 
get what you deserve - another 
desperate person. It's really not all 
that bad, though. At the very least, 
you'll get some combination of 
pity and desperation that is likely 
to end in gratuitous hooking-up. 
Rule No. 1 of the Internet 
Personal: you have to categorize 
yourself. Are you Black or 
Nubian? White or 
Caucasian? 
Apparently, "white" 
sounded too plain, so 
they changed it to 
something exotic, 
and voila. 
"Caucasian" was 
born. 
Now that you're ready for all the 
people who will select the love of 
their lives based on skin color, you 
have to say where you're from. 
This way, if "Ukraine" pops up, 
your potential suitors will know 
that you're in it for the green card. 
Next, decide what you want. Are 
you a MSW, WSM? MSM, WSW? 
Okay, those are easy enough, but 
then you get into the real special- 
ties: Men seeking Couple. Couple 
seeking Woman. Couple seeking 
Couple. Women seeking Dogs. 
Men seeking teenagers to chain in 
the basement. Personally, I think 
the FBI should read these adver- 
tisements just to keep tabs on all 
the freaks out there. 
Now, let us examine some clas- 
sic personals to see what you're 
really up against. You know, to 
scope out the competition. 
"I want marriage immediately! I 
need your cuddles! I need you 
immediately! Baby, I need you 
very fastly! Need you now!" 
Man, she totally understands 
me! "Very fastly?" Yeah, she does- 
n't even sound desperate. 
Then we have the real winners. 
"Vegetarian, Celtic, Shaman, 
Pagan. Am a dominant female 
looking for submissive or switch- 
able male. Monogamy, serious 
relationship prospects only. Must 
like children, have 8-year-old 
daughter, no ex involved." 
When she says 'must like chil- 
dren,' does she mean to eat? Guess 
not if she's a 'vegetarian.' And I'm 
sorry, but I don't know what a 
'switchable male' is. And I don't 
think I want to. I feel very dirty all 
of a sudden. 
After the description comes the 
picture, and as we all know from 
eBay, it will sell a lot better if it 
has a picture. But, for the love, 
please don't cut your pictures out 
of magazines. Or, at least do a 
good job of it. Why? Because I can 
see the page number in the corner, 
and I'm pretty sure that Tyra 
Banks wouldn't be looking for 
love on "Match.com." 
In the end, what you get is a lot 
of 14-year-olds messing with peo- 
ple's heads, and a lot of 40-some- 
things with hair plugs trying to 
trick people into thinking they're 
30. None of which makes sense 
because the jig is up if you ever 
have to actually meet this person. 
And if the whole point is to find 
someone who loves you for who 
you are, aren't you just screwing 
yourself anyway? 
My opinion? People are like 
pants. They're meant to be picked 
out in person. 
Daniel Lowrey is a junior in econom- 
ics and English. E-mail comments to 
letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
COMMENTARY 
Let's update student activities 
The "Clemson experience" is 
only half of what it could be; 
student life is a major part of 
this. There has always been some- 
thing unique about 
student life here, but 
it now seems to be 
faltering. Currently, 
many programs are 
suffering; some have 
deteriorated in the 
last few years, while 
others need innova- 
tion and vision for growth. 
Intramural programs were once 
an integral, impressive part of stu- 
dent life. Universities across the 
country would come to observe 
our operations and see the pro- 
grams we had developed. Today, 
we have lost the strength and qual- 
ity we once had. At our height, 150 
basketball teams would be regis- 
tered to play each semester. Now, 
we are lucky if basketball, or 
insert-your-favorite-sport-here, is 
even offered. Games are cancelled 
or rescheduled an hour before they 
are to begin. Some sports are lucky 
to play a few games, and if so, 
they might even be forced to play 
them all within one week. Students 
are increasingly frustrated with the 
quality of intramural programs. 
This has nothing do with the Fike 
renovations; it has everything to do 
with our commitment to quality. 
The problems arise from lack of 
resources, poor management, and 
lack of emphasis. Each sport needs 
to have semester long schedules 
with games that are reliable. Every 
semester, our intramural fields 
have something wrong with them. 
Bowman field is fixed within a 
week after homecoming, but our 
intramural fields are unusable most 
of the year. Years ago, we had 
quality programs, 
with more teams and 
more games. Why 
can't we do this 
now? Countless stu- 
dents look forward to 
playing intramural 
sports, but this sim- 
ple request is not 
being fulfilled. We need to solve 
this problem now. 
Student centers should be a cen- 
ter for student life. Our student 
centers are split between two sides 
of campus. And within them, there 
is little for a student to seek out in 
the first place. Between both cen- 
ters, there is very little seating 
(couches and comfortable chairs), 
no real meeting rooms, few organi- 
zation offices, and one small com- 
puter lab. They are not places that 
are pleasant for students to use and 
interact within. Let's think outside 
of the box; heck, in Tulane's 
library, they have thirty plus 
couches and chairs all boxed in 
together; students can sit and chat; 
it's something creative and unique. 
Let's find our touch. Something 
needs to be done to increase the 
quality of the student centers. They 
need to be more accessible and 
inviting, have more features, and 
have the ultimate goal of creating a 
center point of campus life. 
Diversity has become a buzz 
word, but has it become something 
of action? Impressively, the 
University seems to be dedicated 
to improving diversity on campus. 
However, something appears to be 
missing. Diversity is a broad term. 
It spans race, gender, geography, 
sexuality and background. Students 
learn from each other as much as 
in the classroom. Too often it 
seems, we focus on the quantita- 
tive aspects of diversity, rather 
than the qualitative and the larger 
picture. Diversity can and will be a 
major part of student life; let's 
keep working towards that goal. 
Students need to feel a vested 
interest in student activities. Many 
universities offer a plethora of 
activities each week. Students 
attend them in mass; it's part of the 
culture. In some schools, the stu- 
dents have voted for increases in 
student activity fees to build new 
buildings and offer new programs. 
I am not recommending that we 
raise any fees, but we should 
rethink our programming options 
to adapt to the needs of students. 
And as a side note, years ago, we 
had big name bands come on a 
regular basis. Have we lost that 
touch too? 
The bottom line is that student 
life and student services are not to 
the standard that Clemson students 
deserve. We can take and mold the 
Clemson experience into some- 
thing unique and memorable. 
Student life needs to become a pri- 
ority; we need to dedicate the 
resources, think creatively and take 
definitive steps of leadership. 
Joseph Godsey is a senior in computer 
engineering. E-mail comments to let- 
ters@TheTigerNews.com. 
"Nothing takes the taste out of peanut butter 
quite like unrequited love." 
- CHARLIE BROWN 
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CAMPUS LIFE 
Student body gets "eaten alive" 
Actress presents thoughts on 
anorexia during individual 
performance. 
JESSICA BRIT 
Staff Writer 
Clemson welcomed Broadway 
actress Eva van Dok to Tillman 
Hall auditorium last Tuesday, van 
Dok, a recovered anorexic-bulimic, 
performed a one-person theater 
piece that explored the emotional 
impacts of eating disorders. The 
event, which lasted approximately 
an hour and a half, was sponsored 
by UPAC, the Panhellenic Council 
and Redfera Health Center. 
Having performed in New York 
both on and off Broadway, van Dok 
has also shown her talent in hun- 
dreds of colleges and conventions 
around the country, as well as in 
numerous theaters in Europe. Her 
inspiration for the program, "Eaten 
Alive", came from her own bout 
with eating disorders when she was 
a chubby, inactive 12-year-old. 
The event of growing into a new 
body during puberty compelled her 
to become an anorexic/bulimic, 
and as a result of this behavior, she 
shrank to 68 pounds. Her war with 
eating disorders lasted through her 
mid-20s, and at times she would 
get so desperate that she would 
take a single curdle of cottage 
cheese, cut it up and eat it, feel hor- 
rifying guilt, and then make herself 
purge. 
She has since received help and 
has been free from eating disorders 
for six years. Hitting close to home 
for van Dok, "Eaten Alive" is the 
story of five women who all share 
the common thread of being vic- 
tims of eating disorders. 
The scene of the play was set 
with a lone wooden coat rack 
placed in the middle of a barren 
stage. The first character portrayed 
by van Dok was an overly busy 
mother full of anxiety.   "You are 
not hungry," she scolded herself, 
pretending to look into a mirror, 
"you've gotten fat. You have no 
discipline." 
She then transformed into a col- 
lege sophomore who placed a 
heavy emphasis on appearance and 
tried to persuade her friends to 
splurge and purge, telling them that 
"gaining weight is worse than 
dying." 
Character 3, a woman tennis- 
player, was not only picky about 
her choices in food, but she also 
believed in the stigma that being 
small equaled being adorable. In 
contrast, character 4 was a woman 
battling obesity. Sitting in her doc- 
"The struggle women deal 
with is frightening. [It is a] 
societal problem." 
EVA VAN DOK 
Actress 
tor's office, she said that she had 
tried too many weight loss pro- 
grams and none of them worked. 
The last persona van Dok took 
on was that of a woman who 
claimed to be allergic to all food; 
she wanted to be just like Barbie - 
to have the perfect body with the 
perfect life. 
After her performance van Dok 
was joined on stage by a health- 
care panel from Redfern Health 
Center that included a physician, a 
psychiatrist, a nutritionist and a 
clinical psychologist. The panel of 
women then took questions and 
comments from the audience, 
including what percentage of stu- 
dents on Clemson's campus has 
eating disorders. 
The healthcare panel replied, 
"Those who choose to get help [are 
mostly] women, 0.5 to 1 percent 
who get help are anorexic ... 3 to 5 
percent [have] bulimic behaviors. 
There is not a day that goes by that 
we do not [see] an eating disorder." 
When asked if junk food was the 
next tobacco in our ever-growing 
toxic culture, the health-care panel 
said, "The struggle women deal 
with is frightening. [It is a] societal 
problem." Added van Dok, "Our 
society tries to make anorexia cool. 
It all comes from the same place by 
looking for the norm. Magazines 
are much the un-norm in society." 
When van Dok was asked how 
the people closest to her reacted to 
her disease, she said that her imme- 
diate family members did not want 
to deal with it and they were 
unhelpful by constantly saying that 
she had to keep eating. The nega- 
tive stigma associated with eating 
disorders makes victims feel sepa- 
rated from society. 
The health-care panel comment- 
ed that "so much shame is associat- 
ed with the behaviors," and van 
Dok explained that a person's eat- 
ing disorders sprang from much 
larger internal issues as she added 
that she has never met anyone with 
an eating disorder who does not 
"have an underlying problem of 
depression." 
The first and most helpful step a 
victim of eating disorders can take 
is to realize that he or she needs to 
get into therapy, according to the 
panellists. When confronting the 
victim, one should gently ask ques- 
tions about depression, family life 
and any other underlying issues, 
and only then encourage her to 
seek help. If the victim is over 18, 
she can only receive professional 
help when she is personally ready. 
van Dok admitted that her own 
recuperation was a bit of a rocky 
climb until she began celebrating 
the idea of eating again: "You 
don't realize that you're killing 
yourself ... A part of the recovery 
process is falling back and going 
up and falling back," she comment- 
ed. 
U-WIRE 
Eating disorders create 
growing health problem 
KARA GIVENS 
Daily Mississippian (U. of Miss.) 
(U-WIRE) OXFORD, Miss. — 
College students fall under 
increased pressure in American 
society to fit into a defined mold 
that requires a certain dress size or 
a perfect physique. 
This pressure can result in eating 
disorders, such as anorexia, bulim- 
ia or binge eating, leading to emo- 
tional and bodily damage. 
"What we've learned is that 
these various eating disorders are 
more than just about food and 
weight. There are many emotions 
and issues of 
self involved," 
said University 
of Mississippi 
Counseling 
Center staff 
psychologist 
Billy Barrios. 
Eating disor- 
ders vary from 
person to per-     ==^=== 
son and do not 
affect everyone in the same way. 
The disease can start at different 
points in life, but they all result in 
serious damages to the body. 
"For some, the pattern may have 
had its onset during college. In that 
case, you would see certain things 
to bring that about, like a change to 
a new environment or a new cul- 
ture to some, a culture in which 
physical appearance is more 
emphasized or there is more stress 
in comparisons," Barrios said. 
Anorexia is caused by self-star- 
vation to lose an unnecessary 
amount of weight. Hunger is often 
denied and combined with inten- 
sive exercise brought about by an 
extreme fear of becoming fat." 
Decreased heart and blood pres- 
sure levels cause the heart to 
change, kidney failure, osteoporo- 
"What we've learned is that 
these various eating disorders 
are more than just about food 
and weight." 
BILLY BARRIOS 
Psychologist 
sis, muscle loss and hair growth 
called lanugo that covers the whole 
body in an effort to keep the body 
warm. 
Anorexia has one of the highest 
death rates of all mental health 
conditions. Between 5 to 20 per- 
cent of patients will die, according 
to the National Eating Disorders 
Web site. 
Bulimia occurs when a person 
eats a large amount of food and 
then purges it in secret without 
regard to whether they are hungry 
or full. 
Constipation, chronic irregular 
bowel movements, teeth stains, 
pancreatitis, 
————— peptic ulcers 
and unusual 
swelling of the 
jaw and cheek 
areas are just 
some of the 
effects that 
bulimia has on 
the digestive 
system. 
Binge eating 
is recognized by frequent episodes 
of eating large quantities of food in 
a short period, often alone with 
feelings of shame or guilt due to 
overeating. 
Binge eating occurs in about 25 
percent of obese people; it causes 
high blood pressure and choles- 
terol levels, heart disease and dia- 
betes. 
"These patterns are typically the 
most reported and studied among 
college students; obesity is also in 
this category," Barrios said. 
"We try to put out the message 
that we are here, we're concerned 
and we wish to help," Barrios said. 
The center offers year-round 
counselors and a support group to 
help students adopt a more satisfy- 
ing, rewarding and healthier 
lifestyle. 
U-WIRE 
Officials respond to terror alert 
BRENT BURKEY 
Daily Collegian (Perm. St. U.) 
(U-WIRE) UNIVERSITY 
PARK, Pa. — Federal officials 
raised the nation's terror alert level 
from "elevated" to "high" on 
Friday, calling on authorities and 
citizens to have increased vigi- 
lance against a possible terrorist 
attack. 
The alert is the second-highest 
level on the color-coded Homeland 
Security Advisory System and 
marks only the second time since 
Sept. 11 that it has reached such 
levels. 
The "high" alert extends down 
to state and local officials. 
Pennsylvania responded to the 
heightened awareness by activat- 
ing its State Emergency 
Operations Center, April 
Hutcheson, Pennsylvania 
Emergency Management Agency 
spokeswoman, said. 
The center's purpose is to direct 
county and local agencies in the 
event of an emergency, Hutcheson 
said. She added that because of the 
raised terror alert, the operation 
center will be partially, but not 
fully, staffed 24 hours a day. 
As for local responders, 
Hutcheson said the state fire mar- 
shal has not issued any additional 
orders to the state's fire depart- 
ments, but added first responders 
are always on a high alert. 
"They are always going to 
respond whether we are in red, 
orange, green, or yellow," she said. 
Penn State Police Services had 
no specific plans to change any 
procedures or policies when the 
alert was issued, Steve Shelow, 
Pennsylvania State University 
police deputy director, said. 
"I really don't see [the alert] 
changing what we do from day to 
day," Shelow said. 
Basically, the alert for local law 
enforcement means they should be 
extra sensitive about certain infor- 
mation that could be related to a 
possible act of terrorism, he said. 
Shelow said areas the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation asks to be 
monitored during these times, such 
as tall buildings and railway cen- 
ters, don't exist on campus. 
Security at large venues such as 
the Bryce Jordan Center should 
remain thesame. Changes such as 
checking bags and not allowing 
large backpacks inside venues 
were already made after Sept. 11, 
Shelow said. 
"Regardless of where we are at 
on the warning level, we would be 
doing this anyway," he said. 
As is the case with other first 
responders, Shelow attributes the 
static level of security to a constant 
effort to be as prepared and vigi- 
lant aspossible for acts of terror- 
ism, he said. He said policies are 
constantly being reevaluated at all 
levels of law enforcement. 
"You couldn't go to a Big Ten 
law enforcement conference and 
not have this come up," Shelow 
said. 
Deputy Federal Security 
Director Ken Schleiden said secu- 
rity at the University Park Airport 
will also stay at the same level 
because screeners are already sup- 
posed to be as alert as possible. No 
new security precautions are 
planned as a result of the alert, he 
added. 
CUTS FROM PAGE 1 
The Budget Control Board's cut 
recommendations came in response 
to the Board of Economic Advisors' 
projections on Monday that rev- 
enues would fall $120 million short 
of expected levels. The Budget 
Control Board added another $50 
million that they felt was necessary 
to keep the budget in balance to total 
$170 million in cuts statewide. 
The additional $50 million took 
into account a nearly $20 million 
deficit in the Department of 
Corrections and more than $25 mil- 
lion of obligations associated prima- 
rily with the LIFE and Palmetto 
scholarships. 
The Budget and Control Board's 
only option constitutionally is to 
make the across the board cuts, leg- 
islators said. The legislators are the 
only ones who can propose an alter- 
native means of making up the 
deficit by protecting some agencies 
and hitting others harder. 
Godfrey said Tuesday that he had 
spoken with President Barker and 
that they and other University offi- 
cials will meet Monday to determine 
the "specific direction to take in 
response" to the cuts. 
Godfrey did acknowledge, how- 
ever, that the University had already 
developed a contingency plan for 
dealing with budget cuts because 
officials knew the possibility for this 
cut was significant. 
He said that this plan, while it is 
not necessarily the final decision, 
calls for $5 million from the central 
resources that have not yet been 
allocated this year, but rather set 
aside for this purpose, first be used 
to alleviate the extent of the cuts. 
Godfrey said that the University had 
already "frozen" these funds for this 
situation. 
The second proposed stage would 
take money from support units out- 
side the University's five colleges. 
These groups could include the pres- 
ident's office, student affairs, facili- 
ties and finances, according to 
Godfrey. 
Two other areas that have been 
identified for possible cuts are auxil- 
iaries (up to $1 million) and aca- 
demics (up to $2.5 million). 
Monday's meeting will begin dis- 
cussion of the best way to deal with 
the cuts, and the University will 
implement its plan soon after that, 
Godfrey said. 
DORMS FROM PAGE 1 
tant ratio of approximately 25 to 1, 
which Karns feels will "increase the 
amount of intentional positive inter- 
actions between resident assistants 
and students." Students will be pro- 
vided with academic resources, such 
as writing centers within their resi- 
dence halls. Clemson University 
101 will also be held within or near 
these living areas to "provide con- 
venient access to a course that 
increases academic success," 
explained Karns. 
While CU 101 is currently taught 
in Lever for those enrolled in the 
program, next year sections will 
"hopefully be held in Sirrine for 
freshmen living in the shoeboxes 
and in Tillman for those living in 
Johnstone," said Karns. 
In addition, Karns noted that 
Clemson's residence halls will be 
changing their policies of substance 
use. 
He pointed out that Lever, 
Byrnes, Benet and Johnstone A are 
currently non-alcoholic residence 
halls and explained that in the fall, 
Geer, Young and Manning will be 
added to the list of alcohol-free liv- 
ing areas. In the fall, all residence 
halls will also become designated as 
non-smoking. 
"We made this move towards sub- 
stance-free living areas in an effort 
to increase student satisfaction and 
student performance. With all 
aspects of the changes implemented, 
we feel that the environment will be 
more conducive to learning," Karns 
said. 
Karns also emphasized that the 
First Class Program for engineering 
and business majors will remain in 
Benet, and that Tiger Fitness, a 
"subset of FYE," will continue to be 
in Byrnes and Lever. 
"Programs such as Tiger-Fitness 
emphasize the wellness aspect of 
residential life. We hope to eventual- 
ly open up Tiger Fitness to all stu- 
dents living in Lever and Byrnes and 
possibly other areas of campus," he 
said. 
In reference to the implementa- 
tion of FYE for freshmen, director 
of Housing Verna Howell said, "I 
am very excited about the changes. 
Though in one sense we are only 
making formal what has been de 
facto — making residence halls like 
Young and Geer freshman living 
areas — we are also expanding a 
program that has made a significant 
difference in the academic perform- 
ance of those enrolled." 
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CAMPUS LIFE 
New studies 
indulgences 
Right amounts of chocolate 
may be anti-aging and 
improve one's mood. 
WILL SPINK 
News Editor 
With chocolate in all shapes and 
sizes seeming ubiquitous on 
Valentine's Day, many worry about 
the negative effects and extra 
pounds the sweet treat brings with 
it. But studies are now saying that 
the right amount of chocolate can 
have beneficial effects on one's 
health, too. 
Chemistry professor Melanie 
Cooper, an admitted chocolate 
lover, explained the ideas behind 
the new theories. 
"Chocolate, especially dark 
chocolate, has a lot of phenols, 
which are anti-aging and supposed- 
ly very good for you," she said. 
The phenols "scavenge radicals 
in the body," which tend to cause 
aging. In addition, chocolate makes 
those who are eating it feel good 
because it has mood-enhancing 
compounds that are similar to those 
found in marijuana, Cooper 
explained. 
"However, I think most of the 
'feel-good' comes from fats and 
sugar," she laughed and said. 
While many people will certain- 
ly use this news as an excuse to 
consume an extra chocolate heart 
or another candy bar this 
Valentine's Day, Cooper still cau- 
tions that the results should not be 
exaggerated. 
"You're fooling yourself if you 
think you're getting health benefits 
from eating lots of it," she stated. 
"It's a surefire way to put weight on 
if you eat a lot." 
In  fact,  according to  Cooper, 
reveal Valentine's Day 
may benefit consumers 
almost everything in the chocolate 
is fats. The fats in milk chocolate 
are particularly bad for people, she 
said. 
Cooper likened the recent studies 
on chocolate to those released last 
year about red wine's positive 
effects on health, which were 
recently broadened to include all 
alcoholic beverages. She said that 
every week people are coming up 
with new findings in relation to 
various foods because that is cur- 
rently the trendy area to be con- 
ducting research. 
"There has been a lot of interest 
recently in the way people eat .... 
But I would bide my time and see 
what happens three or four years 
down the road," she said. 
Cooper discounted another myth 
about chocolate when she 
explained that the much beloved 
candy actually does not harm peo- 
ple's teeth. 
"People think eating chocolate is 
bad for their teeth. In fact, it isn't 
because it coats your teeth with a 
layer of fat and protects them while 
you eat it," she explained. 
Some students plan to take full 
advantage of their temporary 
license to indulge, while others are 
not quite so convinced. 
"I usually think I shouldn't eat 
chocolate because it's not good for 
me, but this (study) gives me an 
excuse to eat and enjoy," said soph- 
omore Keelen Happ. 
Sophomore Paige Blake, on the 
other hand, described herself as 
"skeptical" of the studies and said, 
"I am a huge fan of chocolate, but I 
don't think these studies will make 
me eat more." 
How can one eat chocolate and 
stay healthy, according to Cooper? 
"Stick with dark chocolate and only 
eat small amounts of it," she 
advised. 
DAVID KALK'assistant photo editor 
HEALTHY TREAT?: Chocolate could be beneficial in small amounts. 
CAMPUS LIFE 
Speakers share views on sex 
DEKALB COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS' 
FIFTH ANNUAL TEACHER 
TfYR 17 A TO 
Saturday, March 1,2003 
The DeKalb County School System is seeking qualified teacher candidates 
to join our team of the "Best and Brightest." Principals and administrators 
will be interviewing prospective candidates for the 2003-2004 school year 
and 
will be offering contracts to qualified candidates. 
The event will be held at Stone Mountain High School in Stone Mountain 
Georgia, from 
9:00 a.m.-4:00p.m. If you are looking for a 
GREAT CAREER in TEACHING- 
DISCOVER DEKALB! 
(In Metropolitan Atlanta) 
"A dynamic place to teach, learn and live" 
Interested applicants should apply on-line @ www.pats.dekalb.k 12.ga.us 
before March 1,2003. 
For more information please call (678) 676-1200. 
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"I wish there were more 
people here to hear what she 
had to say because she had a 
great message ..." 
BOB PAN 
UPAC President 
UPAC brings two 
entertainers to campus for 
Valentine's Day events. 
THOMAS SMALLS 
AND MATT WILLIAMS 
Staff Writers 
UPAC brought two speakers to 
the University as a part of its 
Valentine's Extravaganza. 
Comedian Maria Falzone spoke 
Monday evening, and columnist 
Harlan Cohen addressed students 
Wednesday night. 
Falzone, who has appeared on 
A&E's "Evening at The Improv," 
NBC's "Friday Nite Videos" and 
Showtime's "Full Frontal 
Comedy," is one of only two 
women ever to make the finals of 
the San Francisco International 
Comedy Competition. 
"A lot of times people ask me, 
'How does that qualify you to talk 
about sex?'" Falzone said. "I don't 
have a Ph.D. in sex. I don't have a 
degree. I consider myself a sexpert, 
and what makes me a sexpert is 
that I have amazing sex." She joked 
that in getting a Ph.D. in sex, 
"pulling an all-nighter would've 
been part of the course work." 
Falzone described the pressures 
college  students  are under with 
regard to sex. "We live in a society 
where sex is really thrown upon us. 
Everyone 
wants us to do     ^^^^________ 
it, but no one 
ever tells us 
how to do it. 
Who ever tells 
us how to have 
really great 
sex?" she 
asked. 
Falzone      
communicated 
several per- 
sonally formulated rules for "great" 
sex. "The first rule is know your- 
self because sex starts with you. 
You cannot love somebody until 
you love yourself. Same thing with 
great sex - you can't have great sex 
with someone else until you can 
have it with yourself. So start 
thinking, what do you want to do 
with someone? What do you want 
someone to do to you? What are 
your preconceived notions and 
ideals? You want to enjoy sex, 
enjoy that part of your body. How 
can you expect someone to love 
and respect it if you don't?" she 
said. 
Falzone also trumpeted the use 
of condoms and performed several 
demonstrations involving condom 
use and abuse. Bob Pan, a senior 
economics major and president of 
UPAC, was chosen from the audi- 
ence to assist Falzone in one 
demonstration. A condom was 
stretched over his head to just 
below his nose, and he was then 
asked to blow it up around his 
head. 
"The condom on my head, I did- 
n't expect that. I didn't think you 
could get a regular condom over 
someone's head," Pan laughed. 
In another demonstration, an 
audience member smeared chap- 
stick on an inflated condom. It 
popped after several seconds. 
"Now you see what oil will do to a 
condom," Falzone remarked. 
"If any guy has a condom in his 
pocket or in his wallet, throw it 
away. You're not going to be walk- 
ing around on campus and some- 
one is going to say, T want it right 
here, right now.' Store them in a 
cool, dry place," she added. 
While not all the students in 
attendance completely agreed with 
Falzone's view of sex, most 
seemed to feel that she at least pre- 
sented it in a humorous fashion. 
"I wish there were more people 
here to hear what she had to say 
because she had a great message 
and a lot of it is practical sense stuff 
that people don't think about. If 
people thought about themselves 
and thought about sex in a more 
open way, I think it could really 
help a lot of people," said Pan after 
the performance. 
Falzone does her "Sex Rules!" 
presentation at colleges across the 
United States, and even performs at 
freshman orientation at the 
University of West Virginia, 
Indiana State, U.C. Davis and other 
schools. 
Harlan Cohen followed on 
Wednesday with a lecture that 
combined humor, music and an 
interesting approach to dating. 
Like Falzone, he noted that while 
people often advise each other to 
date, no one knows quite how to 
start a dating relationship. 
"Dating in a room is an accident. 
Dating in a room with alcohol hap- 
pens much faster," Cohen jested, 
"but nobody really knows how it 
happens." 
To illustrate how ineffective dat- 
ing tips can be, Cohen, using "The 
Shy Men's Guide to Dating" work- 
book, acted out a grocery store 
encounter with an audience mem- 
ber. He failed to win the woman's 
affection but used this example of 
rejection to explain how dating 
actually works according to his 
"universal rejection truth." 
"What the universal rejection 
truth simply says is ... everyone 
that you desire will not desire you," 
Cohen        said. 
^_^_^___     During   a   self- 
imposed "dating 
hiatus" after sev- 
eral bad experi- 
ences,      Cohen 
"found   clarity" 
and could finally 
see through "this 
dating and rejec- 
tion matrix." 
Cohen listed 
three types of 
rejection. There is random rejec- 
tion, which is when people simply 
fail to notice the attracted person. 
Often people are rejected by cir- 
cumstance, since the situations sur- 
rounding a possible relationship 
hinder its progress. Then, there is 
raw rejection, such as the cold, 
slap-in-the-face "no" people get 
when they ask out attractive peo- 
ple. People who are not aware of 
different types of rejection tend to 
blame themselves whenever they 
are rejected, he argued. 
However, rejection of all sorts, 
Cohen asserted, is "part of the 
process" of dating. "Rejection is as 
unavoidable as breathing," he 
remarked. College, he said, is a 
good time to train for rejection. He 
likened dating to boxing, in that 
one should be both physically and 
emotionally prepared and should 
also have people in one's corner for 
encouragement and advice. 
Fear of taking risks keeps many 
from pursuing relationships with 
others. Cohen illuminated this 
point with a self-written song, 
"Girl Walks By," as he accompa- 
nied himself on guitar. Later, he 
performed another song called 
"Change Me," about outlandish 
changes a guy went through at his 
girlfriend's insistence. 
He ended the presentation with a 
humorous spoken word perform- 
ance about a man who, because of 
fear of rejection, misses the chance 
to date a girl who, he stressed, "was 
so completely beauti-FUL!" 
Jen DeCosta, a UPAC member 
who helped bring Cohen to 
Clemson, saw him perform at a 
National Association of Campus 
Activities convention. She said 
that the lecture tied in well with the 
"Sex Rules!" lecture, since both 
touched on topics concerning rejec- 
tion and having a healthy self- 
image. 
Dubbed "the 'Dear Abby' for 
college students," Cohen is the 
writer of the nationally syndicated 
dating advice column "Help Me, 
Harlan!" 
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New organization to protect campus environment       Tl&B¥ 
Student involvement will be 
essential in success of new 
group. 
SARAH FAIN 
Staff Writer 
For people who wonder what 
they can do to make Clemson more 
environmentally friendly, the new 
Clemson University Environmental 
Committee (CUEC) is one option 
to check out. 
The CUEC had its first organi- 
zational meeting in April 2001. 
Since then it has met once a month 
during the school year to discuss 
and seek solutions for environ- 
mental issues all over campus. The 
committee was formed from 
President James Barker's mission 
to move Clemson forward by 
addressing sustainability and envi- 
ronmental matters. 
Barker named Alan Elzerman 
from the Environmental 
Engineering and Sciences depart- 
ment to be the committee's first 
chairperson. CUEC is comprised 
of representatives from all the col- 
leges, from offices on campus, 
from members of the Clemson 
community and from faculty and 
student groups. Donna London, a 
senior research associate at the 
Strom Thurmond Institute, is the 
project coordinator for the new 
organization. 
"A lot of times when people 
think of the environmental com- 
mittee, they think of it as the recy- 
cling committee, but it is much 
more than that," said London. 
"While recycling is very important 
and necessary, there are a number 
of other issues." 
One of the projects is the 
"Lighten Your Load" project, 
which works to encourage students 
to deposit their recyclables when 
moving out of dorms rather than 
trashing them. 
The committee invites one stu- 
dent to serve as the CUEC Intern 
for each year. This year's intern is 
Erika Hartwig, 
a senior biolog- ^^^^^^^^_ 
ical sciences 
major. She is 
the founder of 
the Clemson 
Sierra Student 
Coalition. 
"I'm    really 
optimistic 
about what the    _____^___ 
committee  can 
do for the com- 
munity," said Hartwig. "It is an 
excellent vehicle for environmen- 
tal change." 
Elzerman encouraged students 
to become involved with CUEC. 
"This committee is up and run- 
ning, and we are looking for stu- 
dent participation and input," said 
Elzerman. He hopes that students 
will bring questions, issues and 
suggestions before the committee, 
and he believes that many of the 
issues the committee is con- 
fronting can be of great interest to 
students. 
"I wouldn't be surprised if 
Clemson couldn't save half a mil- 
"This committee is up and 
running, and we are looking 
for student participation and 
input." 
lion dollars or more in electricity," 
said Elzerman. He suggests that 
this money could be used during 
this time of budget cuts to fund 
other programs that have lost fund- 
ing. 
Elzerman and London agree that 
the University is a leader in the 
realm of environmental sustain- 
ability among South Carolina uni- 
versities. 
"There is a responsibility for us 
to be  a model,"  said London. 
"People      will 
^^^^^^^^_    look to us and at 
how    we    are 
doing things." 
Elzerman 
added, "Our 
responsibility of 
being a model 
applies not only 
to the other uni- 
versities but 
also to being a 
model for the 
students and the citizens that live 
in this area." 
The idea of being a model for 
the community is echoed in the 
mission statement of the CUEC, 
which is "to further an environ- 
mental agenda for the Clemson 
University campus by seeking 
ways to minimize needless con- 
sumption of materials and energy, 
coordinating information, educa- 
tion and research related to the 
campus environment, and to estab- 
lish Clemson University as a 
national leader in incorporating 
environmental principles into cam- 
pus operations and designs." 
ALAN ELZERMAN 
CUEC Chairperson 
The CUEC is a part of the 
Sustainable Universities Initiative 
(SUI) of South Carolina. Clemson 
University, the University of South 
Carolina and the Medical 
University of South Carolina 
founded the initiative. There are 13 
affiliate members within the 
group. One of the goals of SUI is 
to increase environmental literacy. 
Committee chairperson 
Elzerman conducted an environ- 
mental audit of the University in 
1992. In that audit he and a group 
of students examined several areas 
and looked for problem areas and 
places where improvement could 
be made. These areas included 
energy and water use, various 
wastes, procurement policies and 
several others. He is optimistic 
that there will be another audit 
next year to assess where the 
University has succeeded and what 
areas still need work. 
An environmental management 
system (EMS) is also being imple- 
mented. This system is like the 
environmental audit. They collect, 
analyze and evaluate environmen- 
tal data; however, EMS is an ongo- 
ing comprehensive approach to 
improving the environment of the 
campus. 
London is confident that as more 
people learn about the committee, 
they will realize the need for it and 
its importance. The committee 
invites anyone interested to attend 
a meeting. The times and locations 
are listed on the Web site. To learn 
more about the SUI, visit 
www.sc.edu/sustainableu. 
SPACE FROM PAGE 1 
"(Man to Mars) could be one 
of those things that you'll 
remember for a long time, 
and we have the chance to be 
a part of the planning stages 
through Dr. Zubrin." 
Case for Mars: The Plan to Settle 
the Red Planet and Why," which 
outlines his very detailed plan for 
landing men on Mars in the near 
future. 
"This book shows how a flight 
to Mars has progressed from fanta- 
sy to ... a real- 
ity that can be    ^^^^^^^^~ 
achieved by us. 
Zubrin is show- 
ing  the  way," 
said       famous 
astronaut Buzz 
Aldrin. 
The  idea of 
sending 
humans to Mars 
has been a hot 
topic with 
national leader-     ^=^======= 
ship  in   recent 
weeks as the future goals of NASA 
and the U.S. space program have 
been debated. In fact, NASA has 
accepted Zubrin's proposals as its 
plan to get to Mars. 
While Zubrin has recently 
focused much of his attention on 
Mars, Cohen did indicate that 
Zubrin, who has been a prime 
source for national media outlets 
for opinion on the Columbia 
tragedy, will also address the 
issues of the crash with the most 
current information. 
"I'm sure he'll be well armed 
and excited about answering those 
inquiries (on the Columbia)," 
Cohen said. 
Zubrin is also a recipient of the 
prestigious Robert A. Heinlein 
Award for "lifetime achievement 
in promoting the goal of a free 
spacefaring civilization." Other 
recipients of the award include 
Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin and 
Arthur C. Clarke. 
Junior Jeremy Stovall is work- 
ing on part of a NASA rocket proj- 
ect and has "always been interest- 
ed in space." 
He said of the Heinlein award, 
"The fact that they've only given a 
few of these awards - and I know 
all the other names on the list ^ 
that makes him pretty impressive." 
Stovall, who has been reading 
Zubrin's book, feels that NASA 
has had no clear plan or goal since 
reaching the moon and that Mars 
could very well be the next big 
hurdle. Junior Joe Ziska, who is 
also working on the rocket project, 
agrees. 
"(Man        to 
—^^    Mars) could be 
one    of   those 
things that 
you'll remem- 
ber for a long 
time, and we 
have the chance 
to be a part of 
the planning 
stages through 
Dr. Zubrin," he 
said. 
"Being able 
to land people 
on Mars to study it is the most cut- 
ting edge area of research in 
atmospheric physics," Ziska 
added. "This is the leading 
research area, and (Zubrin) is the 
leading researcher in it." 
customer service """™^^—^^^^™ 
JOE ZISKA 
Clemson Junior 
Ziska has read Zubrin's book 
and calls his ideas "pretty revolu- 
tionary." However, he says, Zubrin 
makes them attainable. 
"He's done a very good job of 
explaining how it's possible and 
desirable to get to Mars within 10 
years," Ziska said. 
The Columbia tragedy has, in an 
ironic way, given seemingly new 
energy and focus to the U.S. space 
program, according to Stovall and 
Ziska, which is exactly what they 
say the deceased astronauts would 
want. 
"It made people realize that 
(astronauts) really are risking their 
lives," Stovall explained. 
"It's very unfortunate that it had 
to happen - it was a tragedy," 
Ziska commented. "But the reper- 
cussions from a science and 
research perspective should be 
very good." 
Mr. Jody Tinsley, a lecturer in 
the Clemson geology program, and 
his wife, April Childress, are plan- 
ning to visit Zubrin's Mars Desert 
Research Station in Utah to do 
"simulated Mars missions" for two 
weeks this spring. 
Tinsley, who describes Zubrin as 
a "very dynamic speaker," said he 
first became interested in the man 
to Mars idea through a class proj- 
ect. 
"We were looking at the 
resources necessary for a self-sus- 
taining colony on Mars, and one of 
the students cited this project as a 
source," Tinsley said. 
Zubrin will speak with 
University physics students and a 
local radio program during the day 
Monday. Monday evening's 
address is free and open to the pub- 
lic, and Zubrin will be signing 
copies of his book following the 
presentation. 
JELLY BEAN COLORIST 
Dexterity skills, comfortable working on small objects mandatory 
* Sense of design and knowledge of color wheel helpful 
' Looking for counting, sorting skills and belief in Easter Bunny 
• Personal bean flavor preferences will not be tolerated 
CAN'T FIND A JOB THAT FITS? 
Why not consider joining a Red Bull Mobile Energy Team? It's a 
chance to meet interesting people and introduce them to the 
benefits of Red Bull Energy Drink. Looking for outgoing, energetic 
individuals able to work flexible and part-time hours. Bilingual 
(English/Spanish) applicants are encouraged to apply. 
As part of the team, you'll be behind the wheel of the Red Bull 
Refrigeracer, seeking out people in need of energy. Passion for 
life and a clean driving record a must. Apply online at 
www.recruil.redbullmet.com 
Red Bull 
ENERGY DRINK 
nets 
Clemson begins relationship 
with Japanese university 
The presidents of Clemson 
and Japan's Fukui University 
formally agreed Tuesday to 
establish an exchange program 
between the two schools. 
President Shinpei Kojima 
spent the day touring the cam- 
pus and Clemson Research 
Park, before sitting down with 
Clemson President James 
Barker to sign the exchange 
agreement at the Madren 
Conference Center at 6:30 p.m. 
Clemson already has formal 
relations with four other 
Japanese universities: the 
University of Tokyo, Nagoya 
University of Foreign Studies, 
Chukyo University and the 
University of Hiroshima. 
Aerobics group meets tonight 
Clemson continues its cele- 
bration of Black History Month 
with "Move and Groove 
Aerobics" at 6 p.m. in the 
Hendrix Student Center meet- 
ing rooms. Personal trainer and 
former Clemson football player 
Kenya Crooks will offer tips for 
getting in shape for the spring. 
For details, contact Melissa 
Shivers (656-7625) or Angela 
Nixon (656-0382). 
Famous   musical   comes   to 
Clemson 
The University's performing 
arts department will present the 
award-winning musical South 
Pacific in the Brooks Center for 
the Performing Arts Thursday 
through Sunday, Feb. 20-23. 
This production combines 
the theatrical talents of the 
Clemson Players with the tal- 
ents of some of the best singers 
and musicians from the depart- 
ment's choral and instrumental 
music programs. It will also 
showcase the technical abilities 
of faculty scene, lighting and 
sound designers. 
Curtain times for South 
Pacific are 8 p.m. Thursday 
through Saturday, Feb. 20-22, 
and 3 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 23. 
General admission tickets are 
$8 for adults, $6 for senior citi- 
zens and $4 for students. For 
ticket reservations, call the 
Brooks Center box office, (864) 
656-7787. 
t    y>      ju^ 
Nf 
124 N. Toraville St. - Seneca, SC 2967S 
TUESDAY: ALL YOU CAN EATCRAB LEGS I" 1 
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS: KIDS EAT FREE '   FREE SANDWICH 
THURSDAY: PRIME RIBSPECIAL |    ($495 VALUE) 
SPECIALS j EXPIRES MARCH 1,2003 
i toe over 100 sandwidis, salads, soups,L J 
Ice cream, homemade fur^e, and great   MtsM^mmi 
Seneca. Tim left at In^es. Wfe're on 
le let told coiner atfteft 
at HAM-91 
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U-WIRE 
National gas prices increase for first time this year 
HABAB MOHAMED 
Cavalier Daily (U. Virginia) 
(U-WIRE) CHARLOTTESVILLE, 
Vir. — Weather patterns and inter- 
national events have caused the 
nation's gas prices to rise for the 
first time since June 2002. 
The Lundberg Survey, an inde- 
pendent market research company 
specializing in the U.S. petroleum- 
marketing industry, released a 
nationwide survey Sunday con- 
cluding that gas prices raised an 
average of 11 cents per gallon 
nationwide. 
American Petroleum Institute 
analysts attributed this jump in 
prices to several major factors, 
including both the nation's prepara- 
Clemson University Ski Program 
at Winterplace Ski Resort 
We are pleased to announce the establishment of a special 
Clemson University Ski Program which is being made available by 
Winterplace Ski Resort, near Beckley, West Virginia. Clemson 
University Students, Faculty and Staff wishing to take advantage of 
this special ski program must present their Clemson University ID 
Card when purchasing lift tickets or renting ski equipment. 
SPECIAL PRICES ARE: 
WEEKDAYS (Monday through Friday. Non Holiday) 
All Day Twilight 
OjRSJXt??_3-S_B.03. 3 pm to 10 pm 
Lift Ticket $25.95 $23.95 
Rental Equipment* $22.95 $19.95 
WEE K E NPS   AND   HOLIDAYS 
All Day Night 
Open to 10 pm 5 pm to 10 pm 
Lift Ticket  ^s".9S  S3.7Ais  
Rental Equipment* $22.95 $18.95 
^^_"
1
 Rental Eqiiipmt-nt inchuU's skis, hoots, and poU-s. Di-posil Rtttuircd.  
Largest Snowtublng Park in West Virginia 
•16 lanes and 5 Lifts 
-800 Big, Fat Tubes 
Special Add-On Snowtublng Ticket 
ONLY $9.00 tor 2 Hours 
(Whan purchased *»m«t doy and tlm* «* lift tlckvt) 
SPECIAL  EVENTS  COMING   SOON I 
• Harris Teeter Winter Carnival Weekend-March 8 & 9, 2003 
•'Shovel Race •Ml. Bike Slalom Race ./"Cardboard Box Race 
"Beach Party Weekend and Tube Race-March 15 & 16,2003 
•Holiday Periods-March 22 & 23, 2003 
•Open 8am on Weekends and Holidays and 9 am on Weekdays. 
INFORM AT IO M 
800-607-7669 
W/INTTEI^LACE SKI RESORT 
SNOWPHONE 
SOO-258-3 1Jf7 
West Virginia 
Winterplace tes off 1-77, Exit 28, 
web at: winterplace.com 
tion for war against Iraq and the 
nation's current economic situa- 
tion. 
University of Virginia 
Economics Professor Jason Taylor 
however, said he believes that the 
price hike is not because of the 
United States' economic situation 
but rather is a product of the 
world's oil suppliers who are antic- 
ipating a war against Iraq. He 
explained that suppliers are limit- 
ing supplies now in order to sell 
them during the crisis for a higher 
value. 
"The   market 
tends to move in    _________ 
advance of a cri- 
sis," Taylor said. 
The uncer- 
tainty of war is 
not the only rea- 
son for the cur- 
rent price 
increase. 
Continuing   oil 
strikes in     
Venezuela and 
cold weather 
also are major contributors. 
According to the institute, 
Venezuela was the nation's third 
largest supplier of oil in October 
2002. A current month-long oil 
strike has decreased Venezuelan 
crude oil supplies, which has added 
to the rising priceof crude oil. 
Prices jumped from $28 a barrel 
in January to over $35 a barrel this 
month. Ultimately the increase in 
crude oil has lead to an increase in 
gas prices at United States pumps, 
in-home heating oil and natural gas. 
The institute's analysis and sta- 
tistics conclude the nation's inven- 
tory of distillates, which includes 
heating oil and diesel fuel, is down 
"If prices stay up for periods 
of up to six months a year 
then that could quite possibly 
have an impact on the 
nation's economy." 
18 percent from what it was at this 
time last year. 
Unusually cold weather patterns 
across the nation also have lead to 
increased demand for oil. 
Taylor said he does not expect an 
immediate effect on the economy, 
though problems could arise in the 
future. Increases "won't have a big 
macroeconomics impact," he said. 
"If prices stay up for periods of up 
to six months a year then that could 
quite possibly have an impact on 
the nation's economy." 
Despite Taylor's analysis, gas 
station owners 
in Virgina say 
they are starting 
to feel the effect 
of price increas- 
es already. 
Gas prices 
have gone up an 
average of 12 
cents in the 
Charlottesville 
Some 
JASON TAYLOR 
Economics Professor area, 
owners        say 
their business is 
already starting to slow down. 
"I wonder if it is going to be like 
back in '73," commented Roger 
Morris, manager of a Wilco Gas 
station in the Charlottesville area. 
He said that he fears that this situa- 
tion could eventually have the same 
effect as the OPEC oil embargo that 
occurred in 1973 had on the indus- 
try. 
Taylor, however, was hesitant to 
compare the current price jump to 
past events. 
"This generally occurs during 
military incidents," Taylor said. 
"Whether a real crisis occurs or not, 
prices tend to go up anyway in 
anticipation." 
PEACE FROM PAGE 1 
in computer science, believes the 
United States should be at war 
with al Qaeda but is undecided on 
the Iraqi issue. Mueller plans to 
attend the rally to gain more per- 
spective on the debate. 
"I think [peace is] a compelling 
argument and since I'm border- 
line on the issue, I'd really like to 
learn more about it," said 
Mueller. 
This will be the first known 
peace rally in Clemson since the 
1980s. Barnett feels that this is a 
place for students finally to come 
out and express their opinions on 
war and peace. "We all really 
agree on this issue, and we want 
to try to put out a message," said 
Barnett. 
Mueller, a student senator, has 
criticized students in the past for 
their general apathy. He is excited 
that students are pulling together 
to bring exposure to such a big 
issue. 
"There's too much complacen- 
cy in student body, and this 
allows a liberal marketplace of 
ideas, which is good because we 
can see how they compete with 
each other and take a stance," 
said Mueller. 
Clemson for Peace will bring 
in several speakers for the event, 
and signs will be displayed dur- 
ing the rally. They will set up a 
public address system and plat- 
form for people's remarks. 
Organizers say that the affair will 
occur rain or shine. 
While there is no set time 
frame for the rally, organizers say 
that they plan to continue it 
throughout the lunch hour so that 
people who are working can 
come and express their views 
during the work day. 
NTS 
Heritage at Riverwood 
1 and 2 Bedroom 
Equipped Kitchens and Washer/Dryers 
Pool Tennis Court, Fitness Center 
Burton 
Properties 
Management 
CALL      654-1130 
US        653-7717 
TODAY!    653-5506 
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the Oil 
Spring Break is just around the corner and as ususal most 
college students don't have any money to spend on the 
Spring Break of a lifetime. For those of you not going to 
Hawaii or the Caribbean here are some Spring Break places 
that are sure to be rockin' and won't break your wallet. 
Viva'las Ot Vegan 
By Bruce Morrison 
Creditors calling you day in and out? Insufficient funds when you visit the 
bank? Short on cash and have no place to go for Spring Break? Well, look 
no further than Greenville or as it is known on the street as G-Vegas. 
Visit the bustling metropolis of G-Vegas_for an action packed spring break . 
adventure. Upon~aTrivifig"at historic downtown G-Vegas, you are presented 
with almost culture overload. After spending an entire day traversing up and 
down the main strip (Main Street), you'll be ready to get some good cultural 
food. The Hotdog King can serve up a local delicacy, or you can always try 
Subway for a more ethnic meal. But what other sights and sounds are there 
in G-Vegas? Well, read on to find out. 
G-Vegas has a state-of-the-art arcade: world famous Frankie's Fun Park. 
Located in the heart of G-Vegas, Frankie's Fun Park is a place to spend an 
entire day, relaxing on their full 18-hole miniature golf course, or cooling off 
with the bumper boats. And for the adventurous, the sci-fi futuristic laser tag 
can delight anyone. Not to mention the accurate simulation devices that let you 
experience what it is to be a NYC firefighter in the heat of a crisis. 
For the sporting enthusiast, why not enjoy some world class "AA" baseball 
with the Greenville Braves. Experience the thrills and chills of baseball in 
Greenville Municipal Stadium. Or perhaps Hockey is your sport of choice, head 
off to the Bi-Lo tenter for some action packed hockey with the Greenville Growl. 
By now your ready for the nightlife, and G-Vegas offers a hot and happening 
nightlife. In fact, G-Vegas's nightlife is so happening, you can even buy beer in a 
restaurant on Sunday! So head on down to the different bars on the main strip and 
experience the lihique local brews. Take in a pizza or some chicken wings. 
And when it's all over and time to come home, you can take the historic and 
scenic 1-85 back to reality here in Clemson. No matter what you do in G-Vegas, 
if its experience their huge shopping areas, take in the cultural shows, or experi- 
ence their fine dining, your bound to have a budget conscious and wonderful 
Spring Break. 
St. Patty s in 
By Marie Glenn 
What better way to spend your spring break and St. 
Patrick's Day than "The Hostess City of the South," 
Savannah, Ga.? With some careful planning, you can join 
over half a million people in the second largest St. Patrick's 
Day festival in the United States, while still maintaining a 
reasonable budget. The festivities begin on March 15 and 
extend to the 17, but you can stay and catch some of the 
other great points of Savannah after the festivities are done. 
The first thing that you need to do in planning your trip 
is to gather as many friends as possible. As they say, "The 
more, the merrier!" The more people you have, the less you 
will have to pay for the hotel and for the gas. 
Next, find a hotel ... NOW! Most of the hotel rooms 
near River Street, where all the fun happens, are already 
booked. There are still some further out, but they are going 
fast, so get online and get your room booked pronto. 
Now that everything is booked, get ready to head to 
Savannah for the largest single-day celebration in the 
Southeast. First, be sure to wear your green, so you don't 
get pinched! Revelers of the celebration participate by 
dying their hair green or wearing beads or extravagant St. 
Patrick's Day hats. Of course, other green articles of cloth- 
ing are also worn. 
All weekend, people will be celebrating to prepare for 
the big day on Monday.   The festival will take place on 
■■:■-''■ 
River Street along the waterfront. Festivities will include 
live music, beer stands, and food tents. Music and enter- 
tainment is free and will be held on three separate stages 
along River Street on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. 
Entertainers will be announced when the festival draws 
closer. 
Along with beer stands, bars and restaurants abound in 
the historic district of Savannah. In order to drink outside 
of the restaurants and bars, though, you must buy a wrist- 
band for $5. Be sure to have your ID with you as well, to 
prove that you are of age. The www.savannahnow.com 
Web page provides additional information for those drink- 
ing during the festival. Be sure to check this out for infor- 
mation on the proceedings of the festival so that you do not 
get into any trouble that could have been avoided. 
All of the festivities culminate into one huge parade that 
is held on Monday at 10:15 in the morning. An annual tra- 
dition that has been held nearly every year since 1824, the 
St. Patrick's Day parade will feature over 250 floats and 
marching units from local Irish clubs. People in the parade 
include Irish pipe bands, local and regional celebrities, 
local politicians, and military units. 
After the parade is over, most people usually leave, but 
of course you are always welcome to stay and visit other 
area attractions that Savannah has to offer. The town offers 
museums, historic homes, sites and forts, and art events 
that you can enjoy. You and your friends can also take a 
number of different tours, 
from a ghost walk to a casu 
al tour of the city. If you 
are up for some sand and 
surf,   Tybee   Island   is 
located   a  few  miles 
down the road as well. 
Aside   from   the 
alcoholic       drinks, 
most of the enter- 
tainment offered in 
Savannah is free 
or fairly cheap. If 
you set a budget 
before you go, you 
should be able to make it 
home without taking out a 
loan. 
If you would like to find more 
information about what you can do to 
prepare for your trip, you can visit 
www.savannahgeorgia.com.   The   sites 
offer  more   information   about  the   St. 
Patrick's Day festival and about other points 
of interest in the Savannah area. 
Baseball by the beach 
By E.V. Wall 
Want to go to Florida for Spring Break but don't have a lot of money? Take a chance and combine an old-fashioned road trip with a tour of some of 
major league baseball s spnng taumng feahties From as far back as 1903, baseball teams have been "shaking off the winter doldrums in Florida " 
With an event this steep m tradition and history, how can one resist visiting the southern home of America's pastLe? There are eighteen clubs that call 
For under $ 15.00, you can go to a spring training game and actually have a reserved hlearW *Pat   wX™   ;*'.*. i 
,he ground and suffering under*, ho, sun (SS i„ Angus,,, L, yo"u n^,^ ^£^S^S^S^SZ 
Of course, there are always some teams that everybody wants to see more than nthprc   TU~     u. ... 
ly priced and the tickets a little scarcer.    If you want th^* tid^vo^*™!M J^gameS between ^^ teams m^y be a bit more high- 
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any team that has spring training in Florida. P™8 1Ya"Un8 GraPefrult League, which lets you get information on 
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work on your tan simultaneously. See you at the garneT 8       °ff-Seas0n> now s the Perfect time to get your baseball fix and 
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Place Properties 
Rates start at 
only $330! 
nt include 
Cable Sewer Water Trash 
I save so resell 
■toaey living at 
Place Properties! 
"•• - — - 
' amenities and 
Pool Tennis Volleyball 
Game Room Fitness Center 
Free Fax & Copy 
fllBerkeley Place 
J700 Berkeley Piece Circle* 624.4500 
ItlClemson Place 
|133 CleMSon Piece Circle* 653.9500 
~~ifpi@©~ia IMM •»"" 
0rin0 *ls c°wpon in 
with application to 
receive $100 off 
r
^sonration feo 
ffi Place Properties     «xpir«« s-si-ss 
^5^5?^? 
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elcome to HarfsyQo 
Two Miles from Campus, 
And a World Away 
Introducing 
Clemson's only 
lakefront student 
community. 
Hart's Cove. 
Simply put, there is 
nothing else like it. 
Located on the shores of 
Lake Hartwell, secluded 
by mile after mile of 
hardwood forest, Hart's 
Cove is a world unto 
itself. 
designed to encourage 
academic growth. Every 
suite features its own 
private bath and high- 
speed internet connec- 
tion. 
The community's social 
hub is located along 1600 
feet of private shoreline. 
When completed, limited 
boat slips*, sand volley- 
While its setting places it 
a world away, Hart's 
Cove is actually just two 
miles from the Clemson 
campus. In fact, on crisp 
Saturday afternoons, 
residents can hear the 
roar from Death Valley or 
watch the sun rise over 
Tillman Hall. Years from now, you will 
not remember the layout 
of your suite or the color 
of the walls. What you 
will take with you are the 
lessons you learned, the 
discoveries you made and 
the relationships you 
formed. Things that will 
carry you through the 
rest of your life. It is for 
this reason, and this 
reason only, that Hart's 
Cove was conceived and 
developed. 
Against this backdrop, 
Hart's Cove developers 
have crafted spacious 
two-, three-, and four- 
suite condominium units, 
each is specifically 
ball courts, pool, fitness 
center, outdoor patio and 
fireplace will provide the 
ideal space for creating 
lifelong memories. 
From the solitude of its 
setting to the warmth of 
its residents, Hart's Cove 
provides an opportunity 
like no other. 
For more information 
on leasing a suite at Hart's Cove, contact 
Advantage Property Management at 
864-654-3333 
HI jl 
*Pendmg apfrrwal from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Hart's Cove 
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^TIGERWANTS $ 
Classifications 
100 Help Wanted 
200 For Sale 
250 Automotive 
300 For Rent 
350 Roommates 
400 Services 
450 Retail 
500 On Campus 
550 Events 
600 Greek Life 
700 Lost & Found 
800 Misc 
850 Travel 
900 Personals 
Office Telephone Hours 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Office Address 
315 Hendrix Center 
Clemson, SC 29634 
How to place a classified a< 
By Phone: (864) 656-2150 
By Fax: (864) 656-4772 
By Email: classified@thetigernews.com 
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center 
eadline 
12 p.m. Tuesday 
ent Methods 
Cash, Check 
Classified Ad R 
Students: 25 cents/word 
Other: 50 cents/word 
Bolding: 10 cents/word 
Large headline:   10 cents/word 
(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTlgerNews.com 
starting soon! 
Don't take the LSAT unprepared! 
Classes held on Clemson Campus 
Saturday's begining March 8, 2003 
Call or visit us online today to enroll! 
KAPLAN 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
kaptest.com 1 
ffilHELPWANTED 
Up to $500/wk preparing 
mailings,p/t. Not sales. Flexible 
schedules. 
626-294-3215 
Nantahala Outdoor center now hir- 
ing enthusiastic individuals with a 
passion for guest service for all 
summer 2003 positions. Join our 
fun, dynamic Team in the Great 
Smoky Mtns. with boating.biking 
&hiking around every bend, posi- 
tions: Whitewater raft guide, reser- 
vations, restaurant & retail staff. 
Housing Available. 828-488-2176x 
132, www.noc.com(EOE). 
Add a conversation starter to your 
resume! Learn to work as a 
Whitewater Raft Guide with the 
people who built the business- 
Nantahala Outdoor Center. 5 days 
rafting instruction, 2 scenic south- 
eastern rivers. 1 hecK-of-an-expe- 
rience. this could be the chance 
you've been waiting for! 
1800-232-7238 ,w ww.noc .com 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- 
GUEST RANCH 
Mtns. of N.C.-need wranglers, 
kitchen staff, counselors. 
ww w.clearcreekranch .com 
1-800-651-4510. 
Bartender trainees needed 
$250 a day potential. Local 
positions. 
1-800-293-3985. 
REDFERN HEALTH CENTER 
Monday - Friday, 8 am - 5 pm 
656-2233 
FEELING A LITTLE STRESSED OUT 
Want to Reduce Stress! 
^r<^S 
•Cut down on caffeine 
♦Eat regular meals 
•Determine priorities 
•Believe YOU are in control 
•Evaluate stressors 
'Manage time wisely 
Time management is at the heart of a stress free lifestyle 
Consciously slow down when you're not working 
Invest 30 minutes in vigorous physical activity 3-5 times a week 
Say nice things when you talk to yourself 
Improve the quality of your sleeping habits 
Smile more.   Laugh.   Use humor to lighten your emotional load 
Practice optimism and positive expectancy, hope is a muscle, 
develop it! 
APPOINTMENT LINE 656-1541 
CAPS APPOINTMENT LINE 656-2451 
http://stuaff. Clemson. edu/redfern/ 
LADIES- Graduate debt free 
working part-time; #1 Gentleman's 
club in Greenville. Call Roger or 
Gloria, 864-281-0335. 
LADIES- Graduate debt free 
working part-time; #1 Gentleman's 
club in Greenville. Call Roger or 
Gloria, 864-281-0335. 
F0RSALE 
2002 CLEARANCE 
SCOOTERS 
BUILT BY YAMAHA 
$895 
888-3441 OR 274-0425. 
1 AUTOMOTIVE 
2002 Clearance 
Scooters 
Built by Yamaha 
$895.00 
888-3441 
F0RRENT 
UNIVERSITY PLACE apt. 
Available Aug. 1. Easy commute 
to campus. 4Br. , 2ba., fully fur- 
nished with complete kitchen and 
wall to wall carpeting. Washer and 
dryer, sliding doors to patio. 
$920/mth. 
Call Rick® 864-710-6270 
Daniel sq. condo. Walk to classes. 
2Br/2 1/2 ba. Furnished, new 
carpet, new vineal, fresh paint. 
864-352-3211. 
HOUSE IN Clemson 
3 BEDROOMS, 1 BATH, 
SCREENED PORCH 
825/MONTH. 
653-3512 
DON'T WATT, CALL NOW! 
Daniel square 2003-2004. Call 
467-0987 for more information, or 
visit 
www.DanielSquare .com 
2Br apt. next to Downtown 
Clemson. 5min. walk to campus. 
Perfect for 4. Furnished or 
unfurnished. W/D, 2 full Ba,. 
balcony, quiet, neighborhood. 
Call 882-3953 
Daniel square- walking distance to 
campus. 2br/2ba, W/D. $850 per 
month 
864-710-8007 
3/4 bedroom house for rent. Large 
house in quiet area for rent, xtra 
room for study 
area,washer/dryer,dishwasher,garb 
age disposal, hardwood floor, par- 
tially furnished,3 miles from cam- 
pus, available August. No pets 
please, call Jen for details. 
401-845-6648 
HOUSE IN Clemson 
4BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS 
$ 980/MONTH 
653-3512 
Condo for Rent 
Creekside; 
clean and convenient. 
3Bedroom 1+Bath. 
$500per Month. 
$300 security deposit 
(864)325-9675 
Daniel Sq. 2br. 4 tenants at $255 
per person. 
Call 653-3921 
Lake Hartwell. 2br,2ba,lake front 
with boat dock. Deck, W/D, 
furnished.$800/mo..includes util- 
ities. Max 2 occupants. No Pets. 
Call 864-675-0580. 
House. Clemson. 3Br/l 1/2 ba. 
w/d. Available Aug. lst.$650 mo. 
Call Denise 
 654-0099  
Clemson APARTMENTS 
FREE 1st month RENT. 
Large, clean 1 bedroom and 2 
bedroom units. Washer/dryer 
available. 
Quiet neighborhood close to 
campus. 
230&226 Charleston Ave. 
324-1133. 
Townhouse. Clemson. 2Br/l .5 ba. 
W/D. Deck. Very nice. Available 
Aug.1st. $500mo. call Denise 
654-0099 
Townhouse. Seneca. 2Br/l 1/2 ba. 
Fireplace. W/D. Very nice. 15min 
to campus. Good for Clemson 
employee or Grad student. 
Available may or June. $495 mo. 
Call Denise 654-0099 
House. Clemson. 3Br/2ba. Close 
to Campus. W/D. Carport. 
Available aug. 1st. Call Denise. 
654-0099 
2 furnished apts: 2br,l-l/2 bath, in 
Cedarwood. W/D & dishwasher 
available. $500/mo -i-security 
deposit, close to Clemson and 
local shopping center. 
Call Rahman's realty 
866-830-7773 
Daniel square townhouse. 2 Br. 2 
1/2 ba, furnished, w/d, a.c. 
Available August 2003. 
Call Betsy 
882-2497. 
Condo. WALK TO CAMPUS. 
2Br/2Ba. W/D. Garage/storage. 
Updated and remodeled. $700mo. 
Available Aug. 1st. call Denise 
654-0099 
The Reserve - Summer sublease 
$300/month + utilities 
May to mid-August 
1 bedroom in 4 bedroom apt. 
Female 
Call 356-3003 
Rill] Misc 
THE WHITE RABBIT IS THE 
BEST FOR FUN 
VALENTINE'S DAY GIFTS! 
Have TOTAL CONTROL. Burns 
Fat. Blocks Cravings. BOOSTS 
Energy. 1888-251-1634 
TRAVEL 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,& 
florida. Best Parties, best hotels, 
best prices! Group discounts, 
group organizers travel free! 
space is limited! hurry up & book 
now! 
1-800-234-7007 
www.endlesssummertours.com 
ROYAL OASIS BAHAMAS 
Air fair, transfers, ALL taxes. NO 
HIDDEN FEES! 3 nights $359,4 
nights $399, 5 nights $449. Don't 
get stuck in a bad hotel for $ 189; 
it will ruin your trip! 
Breakaway Tours 
1-800-222-5462 
Ml PERSONALS 
Male, feliz dia!!! Te amo y te 
extranio. Matu. 
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Lady Tigers split pair of games on hardwood 
Clemson falls to Duke but 
heats it up against Maryland. 
MEGAN CULPEPPER 
Staff Writer 
The Clemson women's basketball 
team played host to Duke last 
Thursday in Littlejohn Coliseum. 
Going into the series, Clemson held a 
32-23 advantage, but the Blue Devils 
have won the last four meetings, with 
the most recent being a 69-53 decision 
at Duke earlier this season. It seemed 
that Duke had all the luck along with 
the win in this game as well. 
With a church bulletin crowd pres- 
ent, the Lady Tigers took on the 
Maryland Terrapins in Littlejohn 
Coliseum on Sunday. After falling to 
Duke on Thursday, the Lady Tigers 
revved it and played hard against what 
Coach Davis called "a must win" 
game. Maryland is not an easy oppo- 
nent, but they are beatable. The Lady 
Tigers celebrated their third straight 
win over the Terrapins. 
Since losing to No. 1 Conneticut, 
Duke felt Clemson needed to be a 
sure-fire win. Alana Beard of Duke 
said to the press, "We wanted to limit 
her touches and keep her from scor- 
ing", talking about Chrissy Floyd. 
"She is so strong coming off screens 
and curls." Beard felt that by limiting 
Floyd's time with the ball, they could 
control the game. Although Floyd 
usually scores 16-20 points per game, 
she only hit 11 points for the Tigers. 
Beard and the Blue Devils took 
advantage of Clemson mistakes and 
took the game; however not right 
away. 
ADAM HODGEDEN/pholu ilitor 
BACK OFF: Julie Talley keeps an arms length from Duke's Vicki Krapohl in 
the Blue Devil's 61-49 win on Thursday. 
Leading 10-5, the Lady Tigers got 
the game going. Although it took the 
Blue Devils a while to get started, 
Beard's three-point play gave Duke 
the lead they needed 22-21. She then 
added two foul-shots and a layup to 
further their lead. Beard was definite- 
ly on key. Starting the second half, 
Amanda White cut Duke's lead to 55- 
47 with foul shots. 
When asked about Clemson 
offense, Coach Davis said, "We just 
struggle so badly offensively. We've 
tried everything under the sun to get 
better." 
This was Duke's 33rd win in a row 
against ACC teams and fifth straight 
over the Lady Tigers. This loss takes 
Clemson to 11-10 overall, and 3-7 in 
the ACC, while Duke stays at the No. 
2 spot. 
Heading into the Maryland game, 
the Terrapins held a 28-22 lead in the 
series. The Lady Tigers defeated the 
Terrapins earlier this season at 
College Park, Md. Maryland enters 
the game with a 9-12 overall record, 
and a 3-7 mark in the conference. 
Senior Chrissy Floyd is now one 
point away from tying for second 
place in Clemson history for career- 
high points. She is standing at 1794 
points. 
Starting out the game, the Lady 
Tigers were on top right away. With a 
ten point lead midway through the 
first half, Amanda White kept her 
team alive. 
White scored a career-high of 21 
points as four other ladies scored in 
the double digits as well. With White 
being 9-5 from the field and three for 
four on free throws, Clemson had the 
extra plays they needed to take the 
game. 
At the half, the Lady Tigers led 
only by five, 38-33, over the 
Terrapins. Taking their first lead of the 
game, Maryland lead the Tigers by 
only one point. It was only a matter of 
seconds-before* Clemson was back in 
the driver's seat with a 47-42 lead. 
With 15:45 minutes remaining in 
1 bedroom/1 bath • 2 bedroom/2 bath • 3 
bedroom/2 bath 
864.654.0058 
Fax: 864.654.0221 
864 issaqueena Trail ■ Central, SC 29630 
www.cjapts.com 
Recreation and Amenities 
• CAT Bus Stop 
• Sparkling Pool 
- Tennis Court 
• New Putting Green 
-New Elegant Clubhouse 
- New Fitness Center 
• Personalized Service 
As low as 
$28.95/month! 
Powered by Interweb 
■Woodbuming fireplaces 
- Washer/Dryer Connections 
-Ice Maker 
-Mini-Blinds 
• 24 hr. Emergency Maintenance 
A Corcoran Jennison Community 
Apartment Home Features 
- Screened Porches/Patios 
- Spacious Floorplans 
-Energy Efficient 
- Built-in Microwaves 
- Pets Welcome 
the game, White once again pulled 
through and hit a three-point play at 
the free throw line. Maryland cut the 
margin by one again, but Clemson 
held on tightly. Needing a wider mar- 
gin, Clemson had important plays by 
Leah Roper and White. Roper had a 
steal and gained points from a layup 
offit. At the buzzer, Clemson saw that 
they had dominated, and they took the 
game, 85-67. 
ADAM HOOGDDVpholo editor 
FOR THE SCORE: Khaili Sanders 
attempts a shot aginst Maryland. 
TOUGH FROM PAGE 20 
games played combined. 
With solid defense, reward usu- 
ally follows. Unfortunately in the 
case of this year's Clemson team, 
the players have been unable to 
capitalize on the hard work. Tiger 
defenders have forced 275 
turnovers from the opposition. The 
Tiger offense though, has turned 
the ball over 270 times. 
"Turnovers have been the great 
equalizer for us this year," said 
Shyatt. "They are a general con- 
cern. We have certainly negated 
good defensive play with bad 
turnovers. We weren't having this 
problem early, but the ACC games 
have been different." 
Though it is an area of weak- 
ness, the Tigers are in good com- 
pany. This season the ACC has 
become a turnover-happy confer- 
ence. In fact, Clemson's 14.2 
turnovers per game are the second 
fewest in the league. The recent 
trend in conference play is sloppy, 
fast-paced action. 
Few teams have found the com- 
posure to slow the offense down in 
an effort to avoid an inordinate 
amount of turnovers. In Clemson's 
case, the turnovers seem drastical- 
ly disappointing, given the excep- 
tional effort displayed on the 
defensive end of the court. 
CLEMSON NORML 
Presents 
Cannabis Rising 
^» *ff .**■<*'   ^■■«p****M^»*  "^H ysstmSs^S^, 
s
^ ^ 
In Amsterdam's famed hash coffeeshops you can order coffee, 
tea, or...marijuana! Are the Dutch too permissive, or have they 
found a peaceful, practical alternative to the war on drugs? 
Monday February 17 @ 7:30 
Daniel Auditorium Rm. 100 
uueb Pore/ 
and NOT 
just online 
London........$374 
railS. >•••». «.««.3>*r*l'U 
Amsterdam...$287 
Madrid $350 
Sydney. ....$1654 
Fare is roundtrip from Greeneville/Spartanburg. Subject to change and 
availability. Tax not included. Restrictions and blackouts apply. 
(800) 297.8159 
fSIC www.statravel.com TRAVEL 
onunt     »     onTHEPHOnc     »     on cfimpu/     »     on THC /TBEET 
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Depo-Provera is 99.7% effective. 
Not only is Depo-Provera 99.7% effective, but you need 
just one shot on time every 3 months to stay pregnancy- 
protected. So, unlike the Pill, Depo-Provera isn't your 
every day birth control. 
Remember. Deoo-Provera doesn't protect vou from 
HIV/AIDS or otiw sexually transmitted disease?. 
Some women using Depo-Provera experience side 
effects. The most common are irregular periods or spotting. 
Many women stop having periods altogether after a few 
months and some may experience a slight weight gain. 
You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant, 
if you have had any unexplained periods, or if you have a 
history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver 
disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be a 
possible decrease in bone density. Ask your health care 
professional about prescription Depo-Provera. 
See what Depo-Provera is all about. 
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or 
visit nftpo-Provera.corvu 
ICQS trace 
>twe \n\§ cX\o£! 
ttv edro' 
^ro&e 
sterone »ce^
e w .ctabte 
sos?e' ,n$\ofl 
6»irtK control ^ou -thirxk aeou-t jus-t 4- x a *ear. 
Please see important product information on adjacent page. 
?3 2G0J f^tatOt $«Be<*W* tptasmnw 
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Tennis takes on top teams at Harvard 
Tigers come away with one 
win anftwo losses at Havard 
Classic. 
DIMITRI NAJIM 
Staff Writer 
The Clemson men's tennis team 
competed at historic Harvard 
University in Boston, Mass., this 
past weekend in the Harvard 
Classic, facing three solid teams 
from around the country: 11th 
ranked Minnesota, 73th ranked 
Boise State and 29th ranked 
Harvard. Clemson was victorious 
against Boise State only, winning 
5-2 on Saturday. The Tigers fell to 
Minnesota 4-2 and Harvard 4-3, 
coming away with an overall 1-2 
record for the weekend. The men's 
tennis team now stands at 6-2 for 
the season. 
"After our close losses, I 
learned that it's easy to stick 
together when we win, but this 
weekend proved that even 
when we take a loss we're still 
a unit. " 
ASH MISQUITH 
Sophomore, Men s Tennis 
The highlight of the Harvard 
Classic for Clemson was junior 
Damiisa Robinson, who went 3-0 at 
No. 5 singles. Robinson defeated 
Avery Ticer of Minnesota 7-6, 6-3, 
and Matras Silva of BSU 6-1, 6-1, 
on Saturday, then picked up where 
he left off on Sunday by downing 
Chris Chiou of Harvard 6-3, 3-6, 7- 
6. The rest of the team didn't fare 
as well against Minnesota or 
Harvard, however. While sopho- 
more Nathan Thompson was able 
to notch a victory against Thomas 
Haug of Minnesota 6-3, 6-4, 
Sander Koning, Jarmaine Jenkins, 
Ash Misquith, and John Boetsch all 
suffered defeat against the Golden 
Gophers, forcing the Tigers to 
default the doubles matches after a 
4-2 singles record on Saturday 
morning. Said Misquith of the 
competition, "Minnesota was a 
solid team that came prepared. But 
the atmosphere and playing envi- 
ronment was really good, with 
Harvard University being such a 
prestigious school. It was my first 
away match of the season, and I 
could definitely feel the difference 
in playing at home and playing on 
the road." 
The Tigers fared a little better 
against BSU, with Jenkins knock- 
ing off Guillame Bouvier 6-4, 2-6, 
6-4, Micah Thompson overcoming 
Mahmond Rezk 3-6, 6-3, 6-4, and 
Robinson's victory. Koning and N. 
Thompson both suffered defeat, 
with Koning dropping his match 
with Thomas Schoeck 6-4, 7-5, and 
N. Thompson losing 3-6, 6-4, 6-2, 
to Marcus Bernston. In doubles 
play against the Broncos, the num- 
ber No. 2 team of Koning and 
Boetsch was victorious over 
Schoeck and Silva 9-8 (7-5), whi 
N. Thompson and Jenkins wc 
their No. 3 doubles match 
default. Robinson and Misquit 
lost at No. 1 doubles to Bernston 
and Bouvier 8-5. 
"Boise State competed really 
well. They were a tough team to 
handle," said Misquith. "We would 
have liked to have come away with 
three wins (for the weekend), but 
things don't always fall the way 
you want them to. As long as we 
continue to prepare and take care of 
the little things, the rest of the sea- 
son looks promising." 
The host team gave Clemson a 
rude welcome, with Jenkins getting 
downed by Mark Riddell 4-6, 6-4, 
6-1, Thompson falling to Cliff 
Nguyen 6-3, 5-7, 6-3, and Boetsch 
going down to Oli Choo 6-1, 6-0. 
In doubles action, all three 
Clemson teams suffered defeat 
with the No. 1 doubles tandum of 
Thompson and Jenkins losing to 
Riddell and Dave Lingman, the No. 
2  doubles team of Koning and 
Boetsch losing to Choo and 
Nguyen 8-1, and the No. 3 doubles 
team of Misquith and Robinson 
falling 8-5 to George Turner and 
Chiou. On a high note, Clemson 
notched three victories in singles 
play Sunday, with Micah 
Thompson defeating Lingman 6-4, 
6-3, Koning knocking off Turner 
and Robinson beating Chiou. 
"After our close losses, I learned 
that it's easy to stick together when 
we win, but this weekend proved 
that even when we take a loss we're 
still a unit. One of our strongest 
points is that our team's chemistry 
is really good, because we have 
complete respect and trust for one 
another," said Misquith. 
The Tigers will travel to Seattle, 
Wash, this weekend to take part in 
the Great Northwest Shootout at 
the University of Washington to 
challenge the 13th ranked Huskies 
and 32nd ranked Tulane Green 
Wave. The Clemson men's tennis 
team is ranked 33rd in the latest 
ITA poll. 
SPORT 
BRIER 
Golf Retains Top Ranking 
The Clemson golf team is 
ranked No. 1 in the latest 
Golfweek/Sagarin poll. The 
Tigers are ranked ahead of 
UNLV, TCU, Florida and Wake 
Forest according to the computer 
poll published by Golfweek. 
Individually, Clemson has 
three of the top 10 players in the 
nation according to the latest 
Golfweek/Sagarin rankings. 
Senior D.J. Trahan is the top 
ranked Tiger as he holds down 
the No. 4 position. Junior Matt 
Hendrix is ranked ninth, while 
sophomore Jack Ferguson is 
ranked 10th. All three will be in 
the Clemson lineup at the 
Mercedes Collegiate next week. 
They will be joined by senior 
Ben Duncan and junior Gregg 
Jones. The Tigers start play on 
Monday. 
Spring Women's      Soccer 
Schedule Announced 
The Clemson women's soccer 
team will participate in five 
exhibition events this spring as 
announced by Head Coach Todd 
Bramble Monday afternoon. 
Clemson will play three events 
at home during the month of 
March and will play on two 
Saturdays in April. 
On Sunday March 2, Clemson 
will play host to Limestone 
College at 2:00 p.m. On 
Saturday, March 8, Clemson will 
play host to two club teams. The 
Lady Tigers will play Norcross 
Magic U-17 team at 10:00 a.m. 
and the Greenville Futbol Club 
U-18 team at 7:00 p.m. 
On Saturday March 29 , the 
Lady Tigers will play host to the 
Region III ODP team at 7:00 
p.m. at Riggs Field. 
Spring Break in Panama C% Beach, Florida! 
B6ACH R{$Orn"&<ON«ftSNCEClNT6R 
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♦ Airport. Liiaoosiiw Smw 
WORLD FAMOUS     Dj-Bh^na.-' 
:*-jf*jIfyf Jf " fS&Ji)      HorWs latest & Longjr${ 
I JM*Vf   MMFl k><£Partv 
Spring &realffl50$! 
\V<>| TShiri Ctmtt'sf stui Wrf Jockey Short 1'ontVijl 
• St\ i'wr fat %tul}>ip*>r (iHCXta 
Reservation!; 800,488.8828 
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Contraceptive Injection   &|rt^ oorvtroi ^ou-tMr^ a&out just 4-^cayear 
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension 
DEPO-PROVE«A Contraceptive Injecfow 
(fnedroxyprogssterone acetBts injacloble suspension, USP) 
This product is intended to prevent pregnancy, tt does not protect against HIV 
infection {AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases. 
What is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive injection? 
DFPOPRCMr&A Contraceptive injection k a form of birth ccotroi that «s giv&n as m 
tnt.f.if?Kt«iite? injection (,i shot) =n ih-:> UjtkXk Or uppftr an* <»\Oft way ~i months {•■ i M'*H). To 
continue your contra^pliw- ;>(-of«a.o> y<;u .v.mt. return for your next inject bo promptly a* the 
end of 5' mofiths [13 *«efoj. Df'PO •W.M-'fJA t;<>»Utf» roedroxyprogesK'tvne acefia*e, a 
chemical similar to (but not -M yurw; as) iha natural horraoTift p*ogj»;ofone. •■wricfi & pxx£oc*?d 
by yowr ovaries ovnng the second Mf of j*our menstrual cycle DKPOPRCUffiw acts by 
prevCfttiftg your egg Cftfe from npeoiM If an egg. =s not nsto*s6d foow (he OMioles during your 
niftrmru^l'cyKte.ji cannot tsecan-ie lerti/ftd by spgrtrt #■*) *»*&# in prsgrtgncy V>HK> l-i'<CM-?<A 
also cayses charra»t it) she LAKJI of your UKJOJ* tfv»? m-ike *t «;-ss hkyiy kr- atin^mCjf 10 pccut: 
How effective is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection? 
The MSeaCy Q* DEPO-PROVTRA Car-.U'-ue^^a \-r\iHf.hoa ot:p-&\&, or. following ihR 
feconwtefidftd dos^c: sch^d.il* ftx<ifiV {^^ 'H* often do ■ get my ihot of D£PC>PRCM^RA 
CooicAcephvs- ii.j^Ht-onf"). To mafce swna you are fKJt'"pf«gK«w when you first get 
DBK ;PRC;Vi!PA (llontrasftptivfi lnjftc:'ion, your firvl injection rrsij«.t be giv<tt*> ONLY dating 
the f'*st $ dayiiof* normal nk'^s'iri^iXihodiONLY -,v]\Hn ihi-. first l> iUy<:> «IK-I■ aw«:birj:h if tx<>i 
brea5t-feedir»j',; ar.d. =f exrlii^iivsiy fci^ast-feedin^. ONLY at the sixth week after rhifdbiiih. It Is a 
fon»4erm injeciahk: ccvitraceptiv* when ^dmfPistered 4t S^nonth JO-weak) iiAaniak 
D£P<> PKCMKA Contrifeptive Ifljectiw; is over WX> efSAc&ve. making 3 «ne of tl« most i^iaf^e 
metnods oi birth control wabble, "i* «*eans than the average anoua pnsgrnncy rate Ls !«•<,■). iha!? 
on*- ferev(>ry KK) womi-si wf>o uw? DtiPO-PRCMilVV "Hw ftife<tivim$*s> cl'moiss: 'onti at:ept^ 
methods depends in part on how pliably each woman uses the rr>ethod. The effectiveness of 
D^fH>PROvtfVS depends only or. the pationt ^u^n^ ever/ i vor-ir.-i (13 weeks.} forhernext 
trijectxift. Voyr healtlvcans provider will htsp yvm cot^ke DfcPO-PHOv'bRA with other 
cofl*r»cepiivs' mtrtlxKJs a?x.f j^ve you fht; ittfomiaBon you need i« ordef to ds?dd« mtidt 
coreracept^t! method in the right cnofos for you. 
The following table shows the percent of wd^icn who got pnsj^ant v*hte using rffierent Wndt of 
contraospOvc methods It gives both the iowest oxpcctco rate of pn::jvu'H:> ithe rate expected 
in woman wt-o uie each method exactly as it should be u«d% Arm iha typical rate of ptegrur-cy 
fwhtch fcJrJWJes w<;(Tt(?n WIK* became pegn.int Ix^cause tt)ey forgot to us<: thet? btrtJi t:£xii)?^ or 
because they d»d not Mow the directtcos exacfiy). 
Percent of Women Experiencing en Accidental Pregnancy 
in the First Year oi Continuous Use 
Mathod 
Lowest 
Expected TVpte- 
DfIK.i-PROvt.Ko. 0 ■: 0.3 
ftn?)l.-i?(K fNsx-plsm) ■"»,' aj* 
fannte iWiil*iliijn jj 04 
Male ««*«attc.4i 0.1 Oli 
a.i 
OS 
iUD 
to 
ye 
3 
Condom Mtftcnif ^x-^m^Kje; i 1? 
Oi.HSh;,i^.^ iVilh <^i;^ft\^i^) 6 ;               ,3 
f.'» -t.il !.» 6 i                   IS 
V.'!!h«JasMi \ !« 
ftbiodit o»M«wnce \.i ]                20 
SiiannKjdB ja^oft > 1                2I 
;iM:Ni  >*-•!' '.Mi: P.-.^«- 
6 
^ 
.a 
Ita mttoa *'', ^            B 
• =f yj>M lk»v^ had tortcer of tft<: breatt 
• :f yon have had a strata 
• If you have or hitv^ hid blood dots (phlebitis) *n your legs 
• ■■'. yi>u hav** p.-0-btems with your ^^; or liver disease 
• IfyoM irs- al:-;?rgk to OK-PO Pi'OV* ;V\ (irH^mxypf-oge^ror'Kf a^tafy or- any of its otf*e* 
rjwedienU), 
What other things should I consider before using oePO-PROVERA 
Contraceptive Injection? 
You vwl ha^ a physical eM&rvtt£bn before >t>(jr- dootor oresoriiei DLPOPK(A'CRAs it is 
important ;o t#& your heeWHare provider ;f yoo have any m tm: fc^osving: 
• ai liimlfy history of breest ceocer 
« ^o abftomwl rnwiimoarwii (bre»si x-ray), $txtx^ssc bnw«ft ci«t*» brewa nodutes or lutnp*, or 
bteeding from yA-xir nipples 
• tidney disease 
• irre^jfe)? c;r scanty inenwu&j periods 
• Hi$i blood pressure 
• rrmine IvudKhfts 
• a^thn^a 
• epiep&y (canvutsuvH w seizures) 
• diabetes or A family history of diabetes 
• A history of depratvon 
• it you .ire taking aiy pr4?st-:ription or Ov£T>4h&<QI#frM Jm;Tj;<;iiio(n 
This product is intended to prevent pregnancy, tt does not protect against 
transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases such as 
chlamydia, genital herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis B, and syphilis. 
What M I want to become pregnant after using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive 
Injection? 
Because DiPG PKCA-'hRA is a long-acting birth <ontrd roethod.it talres some time after your test 
injection for itsstfext to war ofl. fe-xl on the results inmt a lai-gf? sludy done io tf« iJmted States, 
for women who stop ueine DS'CM'ftOVEftA *" order to lxs;t;me ptifigfian:, =t is e«poc;!:cti th;tt 
about half of >?*ose w»»> Ix^on*- pri-^wi): wiS tb so in about =0 rifxirhs aitttr the* List In^iifkifi; 
about two tlwjs of those *vfKi betoJise pi^gjanf will do so in abcifi 12 months about 83% of 
those who become pnsensnt wM do so in about 15 rix)ntf>s; itnd about 935K of those -VXJ become 
£xi^xi--it wilt d?> so i=i t«bo(jt ;8 mordhs efter lhe» last injection. The ler-$>tb of Dims you use 
D£R>f-f<M\8A K» rso dTtfd t»> Ixw tongii: t;jl»^_y*:KJ to laKooie [ysj»w«t After you Stop usiht <t 
What are the risks of using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection? 
f .iweg«'or Atenstrool tifceding 
Ihe side effect reported most ireoujentiy by women who use DEPO-PRdWSRA for 
oantraception »s a ctiar^ En theif nermd nwnstnAi c*de   Dorktg tfie *r^t year of uwog 
Df.P<> PRCA^KA, you n?i^it  t*ave <srw  or mans of the  foS<jsWf-!«  changes;    intsutar <;r 
yr(jr#<liaatsie fcleedir'^ <»■■ s;x;tt:ng, atv increase w dw:rease iti nu**    uil  -I        f    t    ■> 
at as i.:Tx;syaiiyrTea'Tyc»'cor^inuoo5btefidmS!Owe«c« ,;' l Sfe \j-H<CVfRA. 
and 'f this happens, ybo sht>yld &?e your fieaTth c&v. pa^vx^ tight &&w. With <;ontiiHiud ^se of 
Df PQ -PROvtftA. Weedingiu-su% decieem aod ortany wOftx?n stop having periods completely. 
if; <ito*raJ studfes of DfrO-PROVFPA :>$% of the women stucfod reported no meosfru^ 
bleeding (amsnormea) afser f year' of jse, and fS% of the women SfuiJeO reporwrt ;K> rni^stru.)! 
l-Jeedir^ alter ? ye^irs of use. The reason t*vtt *«xjr periods stop <s because DfPO PI<CMf<A 
causes A resliiig «atft in your ovaries Vshan yoof ovaries do not peleast1 an e^ monthly the 
n-guhr montisW growth of the iirvn^ of your uterus does not oorur and therefo*>s. the Weeding 
th.*t comes wan your »«ii« -if;*«'(stnj:«fon rk;es ?vx ufca place. When you Stop udng 
t^-rO-PRCM^A yourmemtrual penod wi» usuvkjc in ftne,return to its normal cycle, 
2£cme Arl.ne.'Ky Qw&s$ 
Ur>c ot'OFKVPfsOViriKA rtsay be associated with a decnsaseintneamowni of mfnenslstated in 
your bones This r.otjid inensase yotp- dsfc of deveV>p»ng bone fraounss. The rale of bone miners 
toss is grftates? in th« earty years of DEIK^PftOlnwA use, bit after that it begins to resemble the 
normal rate of age-naiftted bone mineral loss, 
Stodtes oi wnmen who i'*-^; used eKferent forms of tontrarepiion :'ounif tha- wntn<?n who used 
D£PCM*ROvBsA for oootraception had no increased overall risk of developing cancer of the 
breast cvmutarut, cervix, or liver, ttowavsi;women under 35 years of &%$ wnosa Ird exposure 
to EXiP<:>r'Hi)VCPA was within the previous 4 to !i years may h.v*-« a sligf-fl?v -FXr-.^sed risk of 
developing beasr cancer umiiir to that seen with oral ^ontracejstMB. You should tiiscuss th^s with 
your health c:are provide 
lameK IhaaeletatOaawfipeaBi ItfttW^a-S*?. 
*?r<X>* N(*T.lAi"ir   j^x^ixj- «vv?vt. 
Who *houW not use OEPO-PROVERA Contraceptivt Injection? 
No! *» wtOTW) *x»! uw Of. PO PfK)Vt:i\A Y«i AouWrwl IKI> KKSPRCVERA I ynu t.M 
.my of tne following condttions 
• if you think ><jy migN b» poynrH 
• *f >t»i I^.'K -w^- Mpnri bnbdn| \\^t?t->ut ;i kixv^r MMSOH 
S«&ise OEPOPRO/ERA Is such x> ftffe«M> rontr*-<>ptive msthexj. the risk o( accidem.il 
pegrtv»cy lor viomen who ge; thesr shots nMptaty ^Mery :i rotjntfn [13 wMtc^Q >s v*ry ICTA'. 
Wh-fc thcit; have bctti noons of an HK ceased nsk of low binh wci^it ar^d neanra mtar • death 
or otfx? Ix^aith problems in irirjnti; cc^rxsviKi dosi? to the fcme of tr^?ctioo, su:h pn?gr'xiixxis art? 
uncommon,   tt you think you may ha*: become- prc^nam vvhgc using DtK>-H<OV1^RA for 
contraraptKjr.. see your health-care prwcjer as soon as posi-ble. 
iA*crj?c RCCXOXK 
Sortie -Aomsfi using D£.PO-PKOVi:RA Contrace)ytlve loiectiot! have; re-^octed severe and 
potentially !iii> ThtTi-afoninp. ai'i?rgic reactions knervwo as ijoa(ihylaici.s ami arwtptiy-iacloid tcsactKjns. 
Symptoms include the sudden onset of hives or swefcng and llohing of the skin breathing    t^arrnadi & i-lpphn Company 
difScuities. and a drop in btocd cressurc. KalarnaAKi. rf| 49001. USA 
Wth» fi*s 
VM>;>ten v.^x> ttse !x>'mone tv)s*;d contc<iCft>5ives niay h^ve ar snereass-ci riis; of bkncsd ctors or 
sttoke. AtsUj >f a contraceptive method fails."there « s po^bilily tliat the fertvizecf c^gg will oegin 
to lievefcp csitSKle csf ftat uterus (eckjpic preana(xy}.'W!:i!» itwse event:; a?e tars, you shixiid 
tr^tyyurhy-iilh t.^!« -xor^er ilytXc ii.i^> ai-y <>! the pic:i:iems i;shxl s's the next seclioti. 
What   $ymptoms   may   $ignal   problem*   while   ueing   DEPO-PROVERA 
Contraceptive Injection? 
Call your Wraith car* Cirt>,:clry t-T-yi^diaraly tl any of these nrofcterns occur fo^cywicie ^c, ;rijeaion 
of DEPOPRavERA. 
• sharp chits? {>Atn. axtgfisng up of l*:tlxl. ot suitcien slxirrrHri.s oi hrr:alf I (indrcajing a po'isjf-fi? clot 
in the tisn^) 
• sudden sa*re fieacsacha oc voiniiinj. dtoinsss or Isintitxr. pcobfertss with you- eyesiglvt or 
speech, weakness, or dijrnfjness in an aoai or k:g (indirat.'ng a possoie stroke} 
• severe pain or sweBcw »s the ca;t (indicating a possitse clot in me leg) 
• taxisskiliy 1-tMvy vagma! bleediM 
• severe pain or tenderness in the lower abdominal *nsa 
• persigenj i»lrl. pus, o<-i!l«i!w ,s; !h(: insertion sit« 
What are the poesftle side e«ect« of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection? 
i VVi;a!hf Gdctl 
^iou may arsserieixit: a sv^j-'il ?,a.o svlxk: ytsu arc uw;g UtPOs-ws^VcKA. /Sixtul lwt> thirds of 
lite women wlx: used I.H-.K.) i-W.MHA in rtoicai tnais repotted a sve#)l: gain of aixiut ^ poutxfs 
doring the first year of use. Vbu may continue to gam weight eltia the first 'roar Worasn in one 
large study wo used DtTO-PRCViSRA for 2 years earned an average lota! of SI pounds over 
thosa 2 years, or approxinutefy 4 pounds pet year Women who continued for 1 years gained an 
average Icjtai o; ! Is pou-xls over those *i years, or a|jp!CBc.-)-.ite!y 3.:> ixxiixls [xir vear Wcnrieo 
vrfio continued far 6 ytsirs gained an a-.«<a>je total of i«.:; pounds iy.«r those 6 years, rx1 
apixoximatiSy Ws pounds per year 
2C*e.- 5* Sects 
In a clinical study of over 3.900 y«otnen wfx3 used DtPOPROVSRA fcr up- to 7 vears, some 
women reported Its: Waving effects tha; ITSW C«- nay not have, oeen niiittxf to iheir use: of 
DtTO-PROvlEttA: irressilar mensttual Weeding,. artKnomtea. headache, nervouBlesa, abtloininai 
Ciart^s: dij-dness, weakness or fatigue. <k»isel atxsial desjne, leg tramps nausea, vitginat 
discharge or irritation, breast swtSing and lenctemess, bSoating, swelSng of 8x» lands or feet, 
backache, depression, insomnia, acne, pekic pam, no hair growth or excessive hair loss. rash, hot 
flashes, and joint [xwi. Other probtemi -^ene reported by very few of the VKJUK-U in the cimfcai 
injis. fxi! scitne ol these could tie serious. These "scside tcxiytiisioiis. lairxfee. uixtary tra« 
inSeetions. ailei^ic inactions, fitinfm* p* aiysis. cisteopoiosis lack of return to fertility, deep vein 
Birombosis, puknonary emttolus. breast canca: or cervical cancer If these or any other pioWeint 
occur dunngyoijr ose of DtPO-PROVEfiA, discuss mem witn your iK-allhcare provider 
Siould any precautions be followed during u»e of DEPO-PROVERA 
Contraceptive Injection? 
i AlCesecf Hsxicxts 
Oorin| the time you are using DOXJ-fROVtRA for eootraception. you may skip a period, or your 
pertcxJs may stop coinpfotefy.   if you liave beer: rexeiving your DKK> 1'ROVSRA itiecticms 
rejjuiaiiy eveiy 3 monlhs (O v«eks). ?hen you ana c»»u,ihiv not ,->rei-;iwil. However. K you think 
it»! you maybe piftitriaht.si>e vix.il hsaiih-rans provider 
ZLiSxmxo! r «-s: iras--!s:(i!XS 
Jj® ''(*«":?lliiiS<i s>r 'ir,y laixwiory tests, tell your health c*e provider !t«it you aie. using 
OHO Rcc.h.'cf<A lea consnKephon. c-stain blood tests are affected by hormones such as 
Qc PC fnxOV'i- RA 
lOerj! tooctoa 
Cvtaoren fanAmduHStrMde) is an ariixancer drug that m,» signlficamlv decrease the 
effectiveness of DfTO PfsOVttsA a tix: tw<i drugs areSven tforna thesanw tme. 
^.iVp/Sing A>fu^x;i5 
Aflhough DfPO PROVFRA <a> be passed -o me nursing infant «l lt«? bnBast ntiic no harmful 
•mets have been fotisd in Usese chWrtn, rePO-fROVtRA. does not prevent the breasts from 
BJXifiSi '"*•s0 " **" te lSssl 'v* h""** mothers.  However, to i«nimiite the amount of 
tPO-PRcJiAiMA ifiii! is passed to the Man) m the Ira -.veek:, after birth, you shoiJd wait unU 
fc weeks uftar ihsigwe, t<:fore vixi stai • using DEPO-PROvtRA fix coousxeiition. 
Mow often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive injection? 
ifx-t reccimrnandad dot* of Dc.PO-WOVCRA is ifit! ms> every ;i months (H weeks) g^eri c a 
single mtramirtCuU: injection in llxc buttock or upper aryn, lo make sure that sou are not pregnant 
at tlxa hme of the c,-, 
5 dirys of 
it of it,,-: is si injection, it is essential thai the iisection ix; vivitn ONLY during the lira 
a normal menstrual period. If used fcslowing the deiivev til a chiki. -he first iniernon of 
DER/PPf ATcRA MUST be gtven wtiiim 5 davs afar childbirth if MM ^rt rx» breast leading or 
6 weeks aSer rhildbnth if sou are exclusively breast-feeding. If you wait longer than 3 months 
fl3 weeks) batween inseci«)ns, ;x longer than 6 v.'«*s after dafWy >r:i« heatth are provider 
stxiuid deteraiine tliat yctu are not preplan! before giving you your injection of l>bPO- PRC/fcRA 
Rx CXify CfJ-7-S 
Pharmacia 
& Upjohn 
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Two-sport stars excel in competitions 
Football players showcase 
speed on track team.. 
ANREA MESSERVY 
Staff Writer 
It is a rare quality for athletes to 
excel in multiple sports. Everyone 
knows Deion Sanders ruled both 
worlds of football and baseball, and 
he is unique in his own. Can col- 
lege athletes do the same on top of 
their schoolwork and personal 
time? Tye Hill and Airese Currie 
have proven that it is possible to 
participate in two different sports 
during one school year. These two 
athletes have excelled in football 
and track, and had demonstrated 
that it is possible to enjoy the best 
of both worlds. 
Hill and Currie proved them- 
selves this past weekend in 
Lincoln, Nebraska at the Adidas 
Track Classic. Hill, a sophomore 
from St. George, SC, finished sec- 
ond with a time 6.80 in the 60m 
dash. Currie, a sophomore from 
Columbia, SC, finished fifth with a 
season-best time of 6.86. In the 
200m, Hill's time of 21.79 placed 
him seventh, and Currie had a time 
of 22.15. 
Obviously, football practices and 
games have paid off for these two 
when it comes to being in top shape 
for track season. Currie has had a 
great career in both football and 
track. In 2002, he was voted most 
improved wide receiver of spring 
practice in football and also a 2002 
All-American as a member of the 
4x100m relay team as a freshman. 
He scored a touchdown on an 18- 
yard run on a fumble-rooski against 
Louisiana Tech in the 2001 
Humanitarian Bowl. Then, in the 
400m relay he finished second in 
the nation at the NCAA Outdoor 
Championships in Baton Rouge, 
La., setting a school record time of 
38.86. Currie feels so confident in 
his performances at Clemson that 
he even changed his football num- 
ber from 9 to 1. This is a bold move 
considering he took one of 
Clemson's greatest players, 
Woodrow Dantzler's, former num- 
ber and wears it with pride. 
Another player who has switched 
his number from 13 to 8 has very 
positive expectations for the 
Clemson football and track teams. 
In football he is expected to give 
Clemson an explosive running back 
position, which Clemson has 
lacked in the past few years, and 
DAVID KAtX'assistanl photo editor 
SPEED TO BURN: Dual-sport star Tye Hill sprints past the Ball State defense 
last fall at Death Valley. His speed has also helped better the track team. 
running is this athlete's forte. In 
track he recorded a season best time 
of 6.94 in the preliminaries of the 
60m dash at the Virginia Tech 
Challenge. He was a high school 
All-American in the 100m as a jun- 
ior and senior, which gives both 
coaches Tommy Bowden and Bob 
Pollock high hopes for this young 
man. 
These two athletes have proven a 
lot to their Clemson fans and hope 
to accomplish much more in their 
two remaining seasons at Clemson. 
Explore your career potential at 
www.gecareers.com 
or check for us at your career center 
••on 
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minute 52.85 seconds, while 
Derrick Wyatt and Scott Shaw also 
posted season-best times of 
1:56.54 and 1:57.48, respectively. 
In the mile run, Shaw turned in a 
season-best performance of 
4:12.58 to finish 10th, while Mike 
Barton, Wyatt and David Adams 
also posted the best times of their 
careers. 
Jason Meany finished sixth in 
the 3000-meter, completing in a 
time of 8:27.46. Ryan Fenton 
placed 11th in 8:37.11, and Matt 
Pimentel completed the race in 
8:53.93. The Tigers' distance med- 
ley relay team of Barton, Rick 
Hill, Garrick Copes and Adams 
placed fourth with a time of 
10:28.67. 
In the 4x400-meter relay, 
Clemson's top team of Harper, 
Boiling, Eure and Gardner record- 
ed a season-best time of 3:15.13, 
placing them fourth. 
George Kitchens was the high 
finisher for the Tigers in the long 
jump, finishing fifth with a mark 
of 23-4 3/4. Kai Maull also placed 
fifth for the Tigers, posting a sea- 
son-best mark of 48-1 3/4 in the 
triple jump. Derek Gilson regis- 
tered a distance of 47-11 3/4 in the 
shot put. In the pole vault, both 
Ryan Hunter and Andrew Kessler 
cleared 14-11. 
For the women who competed at 
Notre Dame, Marquita Dortch set 
a season-best time of 8.84 in the 
60 hurdles, placing her fifth in the 
Meyo Classic. In the 60, Silja 
Ulfarsdottir clocked a time of 
7.72, good enough for an eighth- 
place finish, while Shannon 
Murray recorded a season-best 
time of 7.60. Ulfarsdottir led 
seven Lady Tigers in the 200, 
posting a time of 24.64 to finish 
sixth. 
Six other Lady Tigers set sea- 
son-bests in the event. Murray 
placed seventh in 24.74, while 
JaToya Moore was ninth, complet- 
ing in 24.84 seconds. Shakirah 
Rutherford was 10th with a time 
of 25.02, while Danielle Whaley 
was 11th in 25.06. Denise Cruse 
and Angela Thomas also posted 
the best times of their season, 
completing in 25.64 and 26.16, 
respectively. 
In the 400, Ulfarsdottir clocked 
a season-best 54.73 for a third- 
place finish, while Rutherford was 
11th in 56.72. Cruse placed 12th 
(56.83), while Angela Thomas and 
Dortch finished close behind with 
times of 57.83 and 59.14, respec- 
tively. 
In the 800, Jennifer Barton and 
Laura Ann Rukat also recorded 
season-best times, finishing in 
2:24.86 and 2:27.81, respectively. 
Top distance runner Casey Phillips 
posted a time of 3:07.30 to place 
ninth in the 1000, and Barton 
placed 11th in 3:18.46. Phillips 
also competed in the mile run, 
clocking a time of 5:02.01 to place 
11th. 
The Lady Tigers' 4x440 yard 
relay team of Ulfarsdottir, Murray, 
Cruse and Moore finished in sixth 
place with a time of 3:52.57, In the 
same race, Dortch, Rutherford, 
Whaley and Thomas finished 
eighth in 3:57.38. 
In the pole vault, Joana Costa 
cleared 12 to place third, another 
season-best mark. Thomas 
notched a 12th place finish in the 
long jump, leaping 17. Katie 
Pickett cleared 5-3 3/4 to finish in 
a tie for sixth in the high jump. 
Allison Bradshaw set a season- 
best in the shot put, recording a 
mark of 41. In the weight throw, 
Mary Gosselin placed seventh 
with a distance of 49-9, while 
Bradshaw recorded a throw of 34- 
8. 
Up next for the Lady Tigers is 
the ACC Indoor Track and Field 
Championships on Feb. 21-22 in 
Chapel Hill, N.C., while the men 
return to action this weekend in 
Blacksburg, Va., for the Virginia 
Tech Challenge. 
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Time to put the Tigers back on top 
Second half of ACC play 
shows no improvement 
Well we didn't win the 
recruiting battle this year. 
Things are not looking bright for 
Clemson football. Last season's 
team seemed to consistently get 
worse game by game while the 
rest of the nation improved. 
The season was capped off by 
a humiliating loss in a mediocre 
bowl. Without the South 
Carolina win, many fans would 
probably given up all hope right 
now. 
Donations to IPTAY and sea- 
son-ticket hold- 
ers will both sig- 
n i f i c a n 11 y 
decline over the 
next year. Every 
person who has 
ever touched a 
football will be 
calling for 
Tommy 
Bowden's head 
10,000 times before the first 
play of the season is run. The 
ironic thing about it is, changing 
coaches still won't fix the prob- 
lems in Tiger Town. 
Less season ticket holders, 
lower attendance, smaller dona- 
tions to IPTAY and a possible 
contract buyout all equal to less 
money to spend fixing facilities. 
Clemson will fall further behind 
in its athletic renovation time 
table and the state's top high 
school will continue to look at 
schools they think put more 
value on their football programs 
- the schools that have every 
amenity possible for them. 
Like it or not, that's the way 
things are today. You can't bring 
in the best on tradition alone. 
Miami is one of the few schools 
in the country that can compete 
with lesser facilities. Clemson 
could too - if we had a South 
Beach nightlife. Also don't for- 
get the players coming in now 
remember more about the Ken 
Hatfield/Tommy West days than 
the Charlie Pell/Danny Ford 
days, and we all know those 
HEATH MILLS 
Sports Editor 
weren't pretty. 
One other thing we fail to for- 
get when looking back on many 
of our great teams, is that we 
cheated to get them. Granted 
everyone cheated in those days 
(and having your rival's AD, 
Vince Dooley, as the head of the 
NCAA Ethics Committee gets 
you caught more than most), but 
the "arm's race" of today is just 
a legal way of cheating. Can't 
give them cash under the table 
and a new car? Just throw in a 
few extra leather 
couches, big 
screen TVs and 
Playstation 2s in 
the players 
lounge. Make a 
newer, fancier 
looking weight 
room. Catch my 
drift? 
In Clemson we 
claim to be die-hard football 
fans. Now it is time to back up 
our claim with our checkbooks. 
North Carolina State, one of 
those teams way ahead of us in 
recruiting this year, is putting 
the finishing touches on a $100 
million field house and renova- 
tion of Carter-Finley Stadium. 
Georgia Tech is pouring $70 
million into stadium changes. 
Just two years ago, Virginia 
(who incidentally has been a 
force on the recruiting scene for 
two straight years) shelled out 
$82 million for their football 
program. Heck, even Duke is 
putting together a $22 million 
dollar field house. 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
schools invested over a half-bil- 
lion dollars in the past four years 
to facility upgrades. These are 
just the schools in the ACC, 
which is not typically a football- 
oriented conference. The 
Southeastern Conference teams 
are doing the exact same thing, 
as is the rest of the country. If 
we are going to claim to be a 
football powerhouse, or much 
less a football school, it's time 
to put our money where our 
mouth is. 
A design has just been created 
for the new West End 
Zone/Heritage Center project to 
put our football facilities and 
Death Valley back on the map. 
Inside are new weight rooms, 
locker rooms, coaches' offices, 
position meeting rooms and a 
museum celebrating great 
moments in Clemson athletics. 
Club level seats will adorn the 
top of the new addition and be 
the closest of their kind in the 
country. All that is needed for 
this project to go forward is the 
financial support of Clemson 
fans. 
Imagine a high school senior 
seeing all of the new amenities 
provided to a Tiger student-ath- 
lete with an entrance that leaves 
Clemson's main attraction, 
Memorial Stadium, in the back- 
ground. The Wolfpack, Tar 
Heels and Cavaliers may have 
the better facilities right now, 
but they will never have The 
Rock, The Hill, "the most excit- 
ing 25 seconds in college foot- 
ball" or 85,000 die-hard football 
fans packing their games. Once 
we are even in other places, 
those advantages will again put 
Clemson over the top. 
What can the average poor 
student do? Talk up these proj- 
ects around old alumni. Speak 
positive on the direction of Tiger 
athletics. Encourage others to do 
the same. Join the IPTAY 
Collegiate Club. Buy a brick for 
Tiger Pride (what better gradua- 
tion gift than to get your name 
on the sidewalk around the sta- 
dium for $?30,) Let's all make 
the future bright for Clemson 
sports. Go Tigers! 
Heath Mills is a junior majoring 
in biosystems engineering. 
E-mail comments to 
sports@TheTigerNews.com. 
NCAA bans popular energy drink 
LINDSEY JOHNSON 
The Daily Universe 
(Brigham Young University) 
(U-WIRE) PROVO, Utah - 
NCAA athletes who drink the Red 
Bull Energy Drink in excess 
amounts could possibly test posi- 
tive in a drug test. The NCAA bans 
the supplemental use of caffeine for 
all sports. 
According to the NCAA Web 
site, there is a list of banned-drug 
classes such as stimulants, anabolic 
agents and street drugs that are pro- 
hibited for NCAA athletes to use. 
The stimulant guarana, added to 
the list for the 2002-2003 academic 
school year, is an herb that is used 
to make the stimulant caffeine. Red 
Bull is not a sports drink like 
Gatorade or PowerAde, but an 
energy drink. 
Red Bull is a stimulant energy 
drink loaded with high amounts of 
caffeine to boost energy, concentra- 
tion, physical endurance, reaction 
speed, vigilance, emotional status 
and to stimulate metabolism. 
In comparison, one can of Coke 
contains about 35 milligrams of 
caffeine per 12-ounce can. Red Bull 
contains 80 milligrams of caffeine 
in one eight-ounce can. Diet Coke 
has a caffeine content (47 mil- 
ligrams) greater than Coke by 12 
milligrams of caffeine per 12-ounce 
can. 
If athletes were tested with a con- 
centration in their urine that 
exceeded 15 micrograms/ml, a pos- 
itive drug test would be produced. 
"One Red Bull would not cause a 
positive drug test," said Rachel 
Olander, a specialist with the 
resource exchange center. "This is 
only excess amounts." 
Olander works in the Resource 
Exchange Center for the National 
Center for Drug Free Sport, the out- 
side company the NCAA hired to 
conduct all random drug testing. 
According to Olander, there is a 
gray area with caffeine intake. The 
amounts of caffeine you consume, 
the time you intake it and your 
body composition can all be factors 
to consider. Drug Free Sport based 
out of Kansas City, Mo., has a 
resource center that provides free, 
confidential and accurate informa- 
tion for athletes to call if they have 
any questions regarding supple- 
ments they are taking. 
The National Center for Drug 
Free Sport Resource Exchange 
Center works closely with the 
NCAA and is a great source to 
assist athletes with questions in 
order for them to gain knowledge 
and avoid harsh NCAA penalties. 
According to the Red Bull Web 
site, "It is recommended to drink 
one can of Red Bull Energy Drink 
about 30 minutes before the start of 
a concentration task or the start of a 
race or game in sports. This is about 
the time for the ingredients of Red 
Bull Energy Drink to become effec- 
tive in the body." 
However, if you drink Red Bull 
in excess amounts, an athlete could 
be jeopardizing their eligibility. 
There are two types of drug test- 
ing procedures BYU athletes go 
through. First, the NCAA conducts 
one random drug test; second, the 
University Drug Testing 
Committee administers multiple 
drug tests throughout the season. 
"Large amounts of caffeine add 
additional energy and can enhance 
performance levels," said Dr. Bruce 
Woolley, a member of the 
University Drug Testing 
Committee who helps drug test 
BYU athletes. 
According to Woolley, when a 
positive drug test occurs for a mem- 
ber of the football squad, it means a 
one-year suspension plus missing a 
potential postseason bowl game. 
For basketball, it might include a 
one-year loss of eligibility. 
Ail-American Nikki Hughes, a 
track sprinter and hurdler said it is 
important for the NCAA to conduct 
random drug tests for athletes. 
"Track is one of those sports 
where everyone is trying to find 
that extra little edge," Hughes said. 
The key is to be smart when con- 
suming these drinks and supple- 
ments in the body. Products such as 
caffeine can be abused, but can also 
serve a functional purpose. 
Caffeine is a great healing agent 
used in green tea and in many med- 
icines including the over-the-count- 
er headache medicine Excedrin. 
The NCAA and National Center 
for Drug Free Sport is there to warn 
and help athletes perform to the 
best of their ability without having 
to consume harmful substances into 
the body to enhance performance. 
Blue Devils send Shyatt Tigers 
home with tails between their 
legs. 
BO GILLOOLY 
Staff Writer 
In a night characterized by strug- 
gling offenses, it was evident that a 
player from either team could rise 
up and single-handedly win the 
game. That's exactly what hap- 
pened as Dahntay Jones scored 13 
of his 15 points in the second half 
Sunday and the ninth-ranked Blue 
Devils beat Clemson for the 15th 
straight time, 65-55. 
The Tigers committed 26 
turnovers on the night, their largest 
number of giveaways this season. 
The loss drops Clemson to 12-7 
overall, 2-7 in the Atlantic Coast 
Conference. 
The Blue Devils scored 20 points 
off the Clemson turnovers, while 
the Tigers managed 10 points off 
Duke's 16 giveaways. 
The victory moved Duke (16-3, 
6-3) one-half game behind ACC- 
leading Wake Forest and into a sec- 
ond-place tie with Maryland, which 
lost at Georgia Tech earlier Sunday. 
The Blue Devils play the 14th- 
ranked Demon Deacons in 
Winston-Salem on Thursday night 
in an ACC season in which the 
home team has dominated. 
"Our kids have done a real good 
job and we can get better," said 
Coach Krzyzewski. "That's what 
we need to do in the month of 
February. The competition will 
make you better." Duke had just 
one double-figure scorer on the 
evening — Dahntay Jones who fin- 
ished with 15 points. Casey 
Sanders added eight points and a 
career-high 14 rebounds for Duke, 
which won despite shooting a sea- 
son-low 33 percent. A key to the 
game was that the Blue Devils were 
able to attempt 13 more shots than 
the Tigers (62-49) because of 
Clemson turnovers. Duke also 
received enough scoring through- 
out the lineup to overcome the 
Tigers' trio of players to hit double 
digits. 
Chey Christie led Clemson with 
17 points, with Ed Scott adding 11 
and Chris Hobbs chipping in 10. 
Despite the poor offense, Clemson 
turned in another strong defensive 
game, holding the Blue Devils to 
just 33 percent shooting on the 
night. 
"We had a real good opportunity 
that they could have knocked us out 
very early and it was our defense, 
our ability to get five people back 
and dig in that kept us in the game 
the entire first half," Clemson head 
coach Larry Shyatt said. "We sur- 
vived that run with a couple of 
shots by Chey Christie and the 
about five or six straight stops 
defensively." 
The Tigers opened the second 
half with a 9-2 run, the last basket 
by Scott pulling his team within 35- 
34 with just over 17 minutes left in 
the game. The game was stopped 
for about 15 minutes with 17:59 
left when a Duke student collapsed 
in the stands. Krista Shirley, a 
freshman from Seattle, received 
medical attention and appeared OK 
when she left the court on a stretch- 
er, smiling and waving to the 
crowd. Less than a minute later, 
Clemson pulled to 35-34 as Duke 
started the half 1-for-12 from the 
field. 
But the Blue Devils answered 
with a 11-0 run over the next six- 
plus minutes as Clemson went six 
minutes without a point. Dante 
Jones extended the lead to 47-34 
with 10:49 left, and the Tigers 
never recovered. Four minutes 
later, a layup by Duhon pushed the 
Duke lead to 15 and Clemson never 
trimmed it to single digits down the 
stretch. 
Clemson had lost by an average 
of 17.4 points during its drought 
against the Blue Devils, but none 
started worse than this one. The 
Tigers managed just seven points in 
the opening 11 minutes, missing 11 
of 14 shots with 10 turnovers. At 
one point, Ray Henderson had a 
shot from the foul line that missed 
the rim by 2 feet as Clemson's 
offense looked non-existent. 
Duke's biggest lead of the half 
was 12 points, but the Tigers closed 
within four before the Blue Devils 
avoided their lowest first-half out- 
put at home with two baskets from 
Sean Dockery over the final 47 sec- 
onds, giving Duke a 34-25 halftime 
lead. 
The Tigers next ACC opponent 
will be this Saturday when the 
North Carolina Tarheels come to 
town. 
Following an out of conference 
loss to South Carolina, the NCAA 
tournament is out of the question 
and the game against the Tar Heels 
is a must win if Clemson has any 
shot of making the National 
Invitational Tournament at the end 
of the season. 
Jomo Entertainment 
Presents: 
STEEL PULSE with dubconscious 
Fri. Feb 14 at Georgia Theatre in Athens 
DIRTY DOZEN BRASS BAND with Ion Clean/ 
a i ne ADsoiute Monster uentiemen 
Thurs. Feb 20 at Georgia Theatre in Athens 
KELLEB WILLIAMS 
Fri. Feb 21 at Variety Playhouse in Atlanta 
GRAHAM C0LT0N 
Sat. March 1 at Tasty World in Athens 
RAQ and JOHN BROWNS BODY 
Thurs. March 6 at Georgia Theatre in Athens 
STEVE KIMOCK BAND 
Fri. March 7 at Variety Playhouse in Atlanta 
SMILING ASSASSINS 
Sat. March 8 at Variety Playhouse in Atlanta 
Tues. March 11 at Georgia Theatre in Athens 
All Shows are on sale now! For tickets or more information please 
call (706) 546-9291 or visit us online at 
www.joemoentertainment.com 
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1. Arizona 
2. Louisville 
3. Kentucky 
4. Florida 
5. Oklahoma 
6. Texas 
7. Pittsburgh 
8. Duke 
9. Kansas 
10. Notre Dame 
11. Marquette 
12. Creighton 
13. Oklahoma State 
14. Illinois 
15. Wake Forest 
16. Maryland 
17. Syracuse 
18. Xavier 
19. Mississippi State 
20. Georgia 
21. Missouri 
22. California 
23. Conneticut 
24. Stanford 
25. St. Joseph's 
number game 
17 Consecutive wins that the 
Louisville Men's Bastketball team 
had going into their game with 
Saint Louis Wednesday night 
13 Consecutive wins that 
Louisville's arch rival Kentucky 
has going into tomorrow's game 
between Kentucky and LSU 
62 Straight vitories for 
Conneticut women's basketball 
team after defeating Syracuse. 
;*; y wh 
"I was going to try to forget my 
jersey in the locker room. That 
way (Jordan) had to go out there." 
-NBA All-Star on wanting 
Michael Jordan to start in last 
weekend's NBA All-Star game. 
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STANDINGS 
Team        Conf. Overall 
Wake          6-2 16-3 
Duke          6-3 16-3 
Maryland   6-3 14-6 
Virginia      5-4 14-7 
NC State    5-4 12-7 
GA Tech    5-4 12-8 
UNC          3-6 12-10 
FSU           2-7 11-9 
Clemson     2-7 12-7 
No streak here, Tar Heels come to town 
Two batteredACC teams 
look forward to changing 
their fortunes in Tiger Town. 
ROY WELSH 
Assistant Sports Editor 
On Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m., 
the Clemson men's basketball 
team will take on the Tar Heels of 
the University of North Carolina. 
The contest presents a crucial 
opportunity for two 
teams that have strug- 
gled to gain some 
momentum heading 
down the stretch. The 
Tigers stand at 2-7 in 
the conference heading 
into the game, and the 
Tar Heels stand at 3-6 
in the conference. The winner of 
tomorrow's game may have a 
chance to get back on track and 
regain NCAA hopes. 
The Tigers have struggled 
through the entire series with the 
Tar Heels, with only a 17-111 
record against UNC. The last time 
that the Tigers pulled off a win 
against Carolina was a 75-65 upset 
February 2001 when Clemson top- 
pled a No. 1 UNC club. 
Although Clemson's 2-7 confer- 
ence record may not show it, the 
Tigers brand of basketball has 
improved some of late. Although 
the Tigers had 26 turnovers the last 
UP NEXT 
UNC 
Saturday 
1:00 p.m. 
TV: Jefferson Pilot 
RADIO: 104.9 FM 
time out against the Blue Devils, 
Clemson was able to avoid the 
defensive breakdowns that have 
plagued them during the past few 
years. 
The Tigers were able to hold 
Duke to 65 points and .339 field 
goal percentage on Sunday. 
Although no one finds happiness 
in moral victories, it is comforting 
to know that Clemson has shown 
some promise on the defensive 
side of the ball lately. 
It is difficult to pre- 
dict which style of play 
the Tigers will bring to 
the table on Saturday. 
After considering a 
slow, defensive style 
of play to be their forte 
for most of the year, 
the Tigers sped up the 
tempo in their victory over 
Georgia Tech, and it will be inter- 
esting to see what style of play the 
Tigers bring to the floor tomorrow 
afternoon. If the Tigers continue to 
play a more upbeat style, they will 
rely on the guard play of Ed Scott 
and Chey Christie. 
Regardless of how the Tigers 
approach the Heels offensively, 
Clemson must play good defense 
and the Tiger big men must not 
allow UNC to gain an advantage 
on the inside. 
In a game that is always antici- 
pated by Clemson fans, the Tigers 
will look for what could be a big 
FULL EXTENSION: Chris Hobbs dives for a loose ball against UNC last year. 
win against a young, but talented 
team. Clemson will look to slow 
down Rashad McCants and 
Raymond Felton, who scored 20 
and 15 points, respectively for the 
Heels during the first face-off 
between Clemson and UNC earlier 
this season. 
Olu 
Babalola 
Height: 6' 7" 
Position: F 
Notes: Defensive spe- 
cialist will be needed off 
bench to slow down 
North Carolina superstar 
Rashad McCants. 
A 
Raymond 
Felton 
Height: 6' 5" 
Position: G 
Notes: The Latta, S.C. 
native scored 15 points 
against the Tigers in 
Chapel Hill earlier this 
season. 
'*'!    l\ 
Rashad 
McCants 
Height: 6' 4" 
A Position: G 
Notes: The freshman has 
been the Tar Heels go-to 
guy this season. To beat 
UNC, the Tiger guards 
will have to stop him. 
Tigers, teammates and "Big Mo " 
Building Momentum 
We just want to go out there and try to win 
one game at a time. It is very possible for us to 
beat North Carolina tomorrow. If 
everybody shows up on a partic- 
ular night to play a team, to play 
as one unit, we have a great 
chance to win. I think the way we 
have to look at the game tomor- 
row is we have to have drive, no 
matter who we are playing. The 
motivation should be to find a 
way to get a "W," no matter who we are playing. 
If we are going to think about a postseason tour- 
nament, we have to win some games. 
Duke 
I think we played fairly good half-court 
defense against Duke, except for a couple of 
breakdowns. I think in their minds, they were in 
such hurry to score, and get ahead of us. They 
thought it would be easy to go ahead and beat 
Clemson early and get ahead of 
us by 50 points. I think we played 
fairly good defense. They didn't 
score many points. 
TOMAS 
NAGYS 
Tiger 
Basketball Chey Christie 
He is a great guy and a good 
team player. A lot of people may 
not see that. He will always sac- 
rifice for the team. He is just such a good guy, 
and I think he is going to be tremendous in the 
next two years — not just as a basketball player, 
but as a person. He is not one of those egotisti- 
cal types of guys. He is not worried about him- 
self at all. He has a lot going for him. 
Deciding on Clemson 
I think the deciding factor was that a couple of 
my friends had already played at Clemson in the 
past. 
Andrius Jurkunas, who played here in the 
past, had a big influence on my decision. I 
thought it would be easier coming here already 
knowing somebody. I knew that there was 
someone that would help me and Jurkunas did 
that during my freshman year. He is like my big 
brother. 
There are lots of great things about Clemson. 
I have met a lot of great people down here, and 
I have learned a new culture down here. I 
learned how to live the college life. It is tremen- 
dous to get your education and your diploma, 
and to improve your basketball skills while play- 
ing in a great conference. Overall, I am very 
happy. 
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UPCOMING SCHEDULE 
 Women's Tennis  
vs. UNC-G, Friday, 2:30 p.m. 
 Men's BasketbaJI  
vs. UNC, SaTuTday, 1:00 p.m. 
 Men's Track 
at Va. Tech Inv., Saturday, All Day 
Women's Basketball  
_ at UNC, Sunday, 5:30p.m.  
Woes'  t>~ 
Continue* 
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Gamecocks' late run drops struggling Tigers 
Clemson loses first out of 
conference of the season in 
76-59 defeat in Columbia. 
ADAM BURLEY 
Staff Writer 
This year's in-state rivalry against 
the South Carolina Gamecocks 
would have a similar result as most 
other games in the second half of the 
Tigers' season — another one in the 
loss column. 
The Tigers lost 76-59 to USC this 
past Wednesday before a record 
crowd of 17,010 at the new Carolina 
Center in Columbia. This was the 
largest audience to ever watch a bas- 
ketball game in the state of South 
Carolina. 
With just under six minutes left in 
the second half, USC's leading scor- 
er Carlos Powell hit a 3-pointer to 
spark the Gamecocks to a 15-1 run 
that left the Tigers reeling. 
This game's second half proved to 
be no different for the Tigers, as 
their opponent scored more consis- 
tently and played tougher defense to 
pull out a victory. Clemson's 
offense looked to be a little better in 
this game, using good ball move- 
ment and low-post play to get some 
points on the board. However, late in 
the game, the Tigers suddenly shut 
back down offensively and defen- 
sively, as they let the Gamecocks 
score bucket after bucket and even- 
tually pull away with the lead. This 
trend has started to be the story for 
this basketball team — not hitting 
shots late in the game to keep them 
within reach for a victory at the end. 
Senior guard Ed Scott led the 
Tigers with 21 points. Scott seemed 
to score every big bucket, as the 
sluggish Tiger offense failed to pro- 
duce another scoring threat besides 
Scott. 
Olu Babalola was the next highest 
scorer for the Tigers, as he chipped 
in 12 points. The Tigers failed to 
score over 60 points for the seventh 
time in eight games. Coach Larry 
Shyatt's ball club has had no real 
leadership on the offensive end of 
the basket, and tonight was no dif- 
ferent. Scott scored but continued to 
commit turnovers along with the rest 
of the Tigers. 
As the Tigers went down nine 
points at halftime, they struggled 
and survived on poor shooting by 
the Gamecocks. USC opened the 
game on a 12-0 run before the Tigers 
marched back to cut the lead to nine 
points going into the half. 
The Tigers came out in the second 
half by scoring four quick points, 
and although they seemed to have 
some sort of promise, it wasn't to 
be. 
The Gamecocks answered every 
time the Tigers would draw close — 
something the Tigers haven't been 
able to do this whole season. 
Led by Chuck Eidson with 20 and 
Chris Warren with 17 points, the 
Gamecock offense was powerful. 
Four South Carolina players ended 
in double-digit scoring for the 
evening. 
The Tiger defense had been the 
strong point for this team all year. It 
kept high-flying Duke to a season 
low 65 points last week, and seemed 
to keep the Gamecocks at time 
scratching their heads. But the 
Gamecocks found the tiniest holes 
in the defense, exposing the Tigers 
weaknesses and capitalizing on their 
mistakes. Even in the second half, 
Clemson's defense kept them close, 
drawing to within one point after Ed 
Scott's free throws made it 43-42. 
But the Gamecocks would not look 
back this time. USC went on to 
score its third highest point total of 
the season, capped by Warren's sea- 
son high performance and the key 
shot by Powell late in the second 
half. 
The Tigers have only come away 
with two victories since the start of 
the ACC season. In those, games, 
they played up to their true ability, 
holding off Virginia and Georgia 
Tech to get the victory. It is frustrat- 
ing to see the Tigers lose it in the 
end, as all enthusiasm and emotion 
seems to be drained in the last few 
minutes. If the Tigers look to go 
anywhere in the postseason, they 
need to address the issue of keeping 
their composure in the late minutes 
of theballgame. 
Clemson's next game is Saturday 
versus the North Carolina Tarheels 
at Littlejohn Coliseum at 1:00 p.m. 
Tiger defense remains tough 
Offense fails to keep pace 
with ACC's second-best 
defense. 
NICK CONGER 
Staff Writer 
The Clemson Tiger men's bas- 
ketball team can play defense. 
While the offense has been sput- 
tering all season, Clemson defend- 
ers have worked hard to keep 
games close and to even win a 
few. 
In last Sunday's 65-55 loss in 
Durham, the Tigers held the Blue 
Devils, the ACC's most prolific 
offense, to 19.5 points below their 
season average. Two weeks earlier 
Clemson held defending national 
champion Maryland to 52 points, 
29 points less then their season 
average. 
So how, given their struggles at 
the other end of the floor, are the 
Tigers the third best defensive 
team in the ACC? "We play tough, 
solid team defense," said head 
coach Larry Shyatt. "In today's 
game it is tough to put the team 
above self, but these guys do." 
The Tigers give up 66.2 points per 
game this season. 
Coach Shyatt demands team 
unity on the defensive end. 
Though at times he implements a 
match-up zone, the team plays 
man to man defense for the major- 
ity of the game. On the floor, the 
defenders are constantly moving, 
switching and calling out screens. 
"Everybody should be responsible 
for somebody on the court," 
Shyatt stresses. "It's tough, but our 
guys are up to the challenge." 
Moreover, Coach Shyatt 
believes that performance in prac- 
tice carries over to the game situa- 
DAVID KALK assistant poto editor 
GET ON UP: Clemson senior Tomas Nagys skies to pull down a rebound 
against Georgia Tech last week. 
tions. His coaching staff has a 
unique and systematic approach to 
defense. "We grade everything 
statistically," said Shyatt. When 
reviewing tape from the previous 
game, the coaches pay close atten- 
tion to significant plays that may 
not appear on the stat sheet. They 
are concerned with the hustle and 
determination showed on the 
defensive end. They grade highly 
for those who sacrifice their bod- 
ies and take a charging call. If a 
player   misses   a   rebound   that 
should have been collected, that 
play is recorded as such. "You're 
(the players) evaluated on your 
effort statistics rather than your 
production," said Shyatt. 
While the quickness of 
Clemson guards Chey Christie, 
Edward Scott and Olu Babalola 
undoubtedly fuels the team's 
offensive success, it goes a long 
way on defense as well. The three 
have  83  steals this year in   19 
SEE TOUGH,PAGE 14 
1 HOOGDEWphoto editor 
TIGHT SQUEEZE' Chey Christie attempts to split a pair of South Carolina 
defenders. Christie was held to five points by the Gamecock defense. 
Season bests mark 
weekend track meets 
Men and women host 1952 
season best marks in 
Nebraska and Notre Dame. 
TONY BROERIG 
Staff Writer 
The Clemson men's and 
women's track and field team 
completed competition at the 
Nebraska Adidas Track Classic 
and the Notre Dame Meyo Classic, 
respectively. The men set 33 sea- 
son-best marks, while the Lady 
Tigers posted 19 season-bests. 
Leading the men were Roy 
Cheney, Tye Hill, and Jacey 
Harper who each turned in top- 
three performances. In the 60- 
meter dash, Hill finished second 
with a time of 6.80. Harper placed 
third, with a season-best time of 
6.84, while Airese Currie was fifth 
with a season-best time of 6.86. 
Larry Griffin finished 6.87 sec- 
onds, putting him in sixth place. In 
the 60-meter hurdles, Cheney 
placed third with a season-best 
time of 8.04. In the 200-meter, 
Harper had the high finish of the 
day for the Tigers with a second- 
place finish in 21.62, another sea- 
son-best. Hill added a seventh 
place in the 200 with a time of 
21.79. Griffin was 10th in 22.06. 
Ronald Richards notched a season- 
best time of 22.07. Also compet- 
ing in the 200 were Robert Ibeh 
(22.14), Currie (22.15) and 
Grafton Ifill (22.31). Michael 
Boiling's time of 48.43 in the 400 
gave him a fifth place finish. 
Meanwhile, six other Tigers post- 
ed season-best times in the event. 
Marcus Hodge improved his sea- 
son-best time in the 800 to one 
SEE RUN, PAGE 17 
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: A Tiger hurdler works on form as he is timed in 
the hurdles at practice. 
0    u 
electing a gift for that special person in your life can sometimes 
become quite a daunting task. The present that you choose 
depends on how long you have been dating the person, how roman- 
tic they are, and other characteristics of your relationship that are specific 
only to your relationship. In order to take some of the stress out of trying to 
pick out that last-minute Valentine's Day present for your sweetie, here are 
a few gift ideas that can give you a headstart to a thoughtful present and a 
wonderful night. 
continued on pg. 6 
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Multisound talent harmonizes at Edgars 
MARCIA K. MARTIN 
Staff Writer 
What do the Indigo Girls, Shawn 
Mullins and John Mayer have in com- 
mon? All are recognized artists that 
got their start at Eddie's Attic, an 
acoustic music venue in Decatur, Ga. 
Claire Kettlebelle, vocalist for the 
band, hope for agoldensummer, and 
seasoned performer at Eddie's Attic, 
might one day join the ranks as a 
nationally acclaimed musician too. 
Don't miss your chance to see her 
band play live alongside Leslie 
Helpert at 10 p.m. tomorrow night at 
Edgar's Pub in the Student Union. 
Born and raised in the heart of 
Atlanta, Ga., Kettlebelle has "always 
sung a song," as she poetically puts it. 
Do not be mistaken, however. Not 
only has Kettlebelle been blessed 
with a naturally beautiful voice, but 
she has also mastered a wide variety 
of musical instruments, including the 
slide and bowed guitar, the singing 
saw, the clarinet, the accordion and 
the kazoo, as well as foot percussion 
(which includes tambourines, cackles, 
and desk bells). During her child- 
hood, Kettlebelle fooled around with 
the viola and piano, taking up her first 
serious instrument at age 16: the gui- 
tar. Two years later she broadened her 
musical horizons even more and 
began writing songs. 
Even at this early stage in her life, 
Kettlebelle was already accustomed 
to performing before people. She had 
gained plenty of experience by sitting 
in on performances with her father's 
various R n B cover bands over the 
years, strumming her B&W Fender 
Telecaster and singing harmonies. 
Her first band was a trio in high 
school amusingly named The Git 
Krunk Band. Her next band, a duo 
called Claire & Santiago, was fol- 
lowed by yet another double act: 
Claire & Bain's Maple Yum Yum. 
After performing continuously for 
some time, Claire & Bain's Maple 
Yum Yum amassed a strong and loyal 
following in the Southeast. Despite 
the band's local success, however, the 
duo chose to split up last summer. 
Kettlebelle emerged from the split 
in July 2002 as the lead vocalist in her 
latest project, hope for agoldensum- 
mer, a quintet that is composed of 
Kettlebelle, Deb Davis, Jamie 
Shephard and Will Taylor. According 
to Kettlebelle, the band's mission is to 
"create beautiful, dynamic sounds by 
way of multi-instrumentalism and 
soaring vocals." Each member con- 
tributes his or her own instrumental 
expertise to the band's eclectic sound. 
Davis, a hardcore vegan pacifist and 
former lead guitarist of The Josh 
Joplin Group, plays guitar, xylophone 
and accordion for the band. 
Shephard, drummer for the Atlanta 
band, Solaar, primarily provides the 
drumbeat, but also plays the coke bot- 
tles, bells and guitar. Taylor, a mem- 
ber of the Athens Chamber Music 
Society and three orchestras, is the 
violoncello expert of the group. With 
Kettlebelle's lyrics and vocals, hope 
for agoldensummer produces music 
so unique that it is difficult to classify 
it. Until Kettlebelle settles on a new 
genre name, the group desires to have 
its music referred to as "eclectic 
acoustic, grotesquely beautiful." 
The members of the band found 
each other and are held together by 
their mutual admiration and respect of 
each other's musical genius. They 
also connect because of their cause, 
which is, in Kettlebelle's words, to 
"align ourselves with positivity in the 
midst of disgruntled, disillusioned 
complacence." At their shows, the 
group usually hands out political liter- 
ature. 
The band is currently working on a 
full-length album that will be released 
at some point in the future. 
According to Kettlebelle, the upcom- 
ing album is currently on an "indefi- 
Lightning quick love strikes 
ALLISON CANTRELL 
Business Manager 
A little love, a bit of mystery and a 
big Bad Apple combined this week to 
create a magical and romantic atmos- 
phere for 30 single Clemson students 
searching for Mr. or Miss Perfect. 
Made up of males and females, the 
students participated in 10 five-minute 
free dates this past Tuesday at the new 
downtown bar The Bad Apple. 
Sponsored by UPAC and a fast-flying 
cupid, participants, made up of an even 
number of males and females, spent 
five minutes getting to know one anoth- 
er in a relaxed environment. 
Jen DeCosta, a senior who works as 
the Lectures Chair for UPAC, headed 
the Speed Dating event. "The first time 
I saw it was on 'Oprah,' and I got real- 
ly excited because I thought it would 
work well in a college environment," 
DeCosta says. With help from "Oprah" 
and the Internet, DeCosta continued to 
research the idea. 
With the help of campus advertis- 
ing, mass e-mails and word-of-mouth, 
Decosta got the word out to campus 
about the speedy pre-Valentine's Day 
event. 
The event was split into two rounds, 
and the guys were in the hot seat. With 
women seated around the room, the 
guys were charged with seeking out 
and talking to five girls for five min- 
utes. After their five minutes, guys were 
signaled (or saved) by a bell to move to 
another table. 
Following each "date," the love- 
birds indicated if they wanted to speak 
to that person again by circling "Yes" or 
"No" on their sheet. If both people 
received a "Yes" vote from the other, 
they received an e-mail from the UPAC 
matchmaker with some contact infor- 
mation and the message that they have 
made a match. The rest is left up to fate. 
Some students participated reluc- 
tantly, and others were not sure what to 
expect from the event. Monica Guertin, 
a sophomore, who attended the event 
with her friends, says she was not sure 
what kinds of guys would be there, but, 
to her surprise, she met some interest- 
ing guys. Her friend, Erin Moorhead, 
also a sophomore, added, "Even if it's 
not romantic, at least you've met a cou- 
ple of new people." Jonathan Davis, a 
junior, added "It was better than I 
expected. I was scared that you would 
come in here and have awkward silence 
and be searching for things to say, but it 
was good." 
"I think it's a good environment; it's 
safe to meet new people," Decosta said. 
"It's really hard when you're on cam- 
pus and you get stuck in the same 
group. This is a way to meet people on 
campus that you probably would have 
never met before, and it's in a good 
environment." 
Although some students may have 
made love connections, others were 
thankful for the five-minute time con- 
straint. 
"I think five minutes is good 
because it's long enough to where if 
you like the person, you'll know^ and 
then if it's way too long, you think, 'If 
it's any longer, I'm going to die,'" 
Moorhead says. DeCosta says she 
hopes this first-time event will become 
a Valentine's Day tradition for 
Clemson. ® 
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Courtesy of Claire Kettlebelle 
BELLE'S RINGING: Claire Kettlebelle, of Atlanta, Ga., plans to bring her 
unique blend of music to Edgar's Pub for a concert. 
nite pause" because of her constantly 
changing ideas. Anyone anxious to 
hear a sample of the sublimely raw, 
heart-wrenching music that hope for 
agoldensummer creates, including the 
group's hit song, "Malt Liquor," 
should drop by Edgar's Pub tomorrow 
night at 10 p.m.. © 
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Single male's survival guide for 
Valentine's Day: how not to be a loser 
BRUCE MORRISON 
Staff Writer 
No matter what you believe the 
purpose of Valentine's Day is, be it a 
day of love or a fake holiday created 
by greeting card companies, there is 
one universal truth - being single on 
Valentine's Day sucks. 
Nothing is worse than being a sin- 
gle male on this most foul of days. 
Women have it much easier: they will 
tell you otherwise, but don't 
trust them.   It is the men who 
are  left to  forge  the  flower 
shops for the mythical "perfect" 
gift to give to a woman.   And 
thanks  to  women's  constant 
pickiness, many guys go single 
on Valentine's Day. So, without 
further ado, here is the guide to 
surviving this wretched day. 
First we must cover a few 
"Don'ts" in the "Dos and 
Don'ts" of Valentines Day. Don't lis- 
ten to R.E.M.'s "Everybody Hurts" 
over and over; you'll just get sad and 
depressed. Also avoid all "romantic 
comedy" movies. Besides being the 
most pathetic and useless film genera 
in existence, the complete lack of real- 
istic conditions will have you ready to 
send a heavy object through your TV. 
Also, don't expect any kind of rational 
thought from a woman within a week 
of Valentine's Day and up to a week 
after. Something in those little "Kiss 
Me" candies messes with their brains 
causing unpredictable behavior and 
spontaneous crying. 
So, now that you have the "don'ts" 
down pat, how do you go about get- 
ting a date for Valentine's Day? First 
of all, don't be desperate. Women can 
smell this a mile away. You have to 
act like if you have time, maybe you 
"Women have it much easie:. 
they will tell you otherwise, but 
don't trust them . " 
can go for dinner, you guess. Keep 
them wanting more, which is not easy. 
You must embrace your teenage angst. 
A good way to achieve instant angst is 
to listen to the song "She Hates Me" 
by Puddle of Mud. This will allow 
you to achieve instant angst. Only 
once you have a firm unliking of 
women will they be magnetically 
drawn to you. 
But, for journalistic reasons, lets 
assume you do not have a date. 
Ignoring the obvious, like sitting in 
your room in the dark in a fetal posi- 
tion, what can you do? The bars are a 
nice suggestion; nothing says romance 
like pitcher and after pitcher of beer. 
Just you and the boys - that is, single 
boys. But maybe a night of drinking 
and swearing isn't up your ally. That's 
why you head up to your local 
Blockbuster, for some movies that 
show women as they really 
are. 
The Single Male's Movie 
List: 
"Species," "Porkys," 
"American Pie," "Revenge of 
the Nerds" and "Showgirls." 
These movies can easily paint 
a picture of the Valentines 
woman at her best.  But most- 
ly, as the single male, you just 
need to remember all of those 
lonely housewives who call into radio 
talk shows and cry. And if all of this 
doesn't help, just keep telling yourself 
you're "above the hype." If you say it 
enough, you'll believe it, and then you 
can tell all your friends that you don't 
celebrate the holiday because your 
against corporate America.    Or you 
can     always    just     cry     in    the 
fetal position. © 
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the redneck corner 
DANNY PHILLIPS 
If there's one thing that 
Southerners love, it's racin.' There's 
just something about turnin' left. 
When I mention racing you probably 
think of the pre-packaged network 
coverage of the Daytona 500 (or the 
Indy for you Yanks). If you do, I am 
willing to bet you're a Gordon fan 
(I'm callin' Earnhart Jr. to take it 
Sunday). What you may not know 
about is that there is a whole subcul- 
ture in the south that spends Friday 
nights at the track. Local tracks are 
strung together in divisions and 
"leagues" of their own. These are the 
recruiting fields for high profile rac- 
ing industry. 
There's a song by comedian Tim 
Wilson about a boy born in the 
stands at Talledega, it goes, "They 
call me, 
DaleDarrelWaltripRichardPettyRust 
yAwesomeBilllrvingGordanEarnhar 
t Smith Johnson, Jr." Where do you 
think these guys came from? These 
drivers weren't just picked by a 
sweepstakes; they had to work up 
through the ranks from go-karts to 
dirt tracks and then to small road 
tracks before a real sponser even 
notices them. These races are going 
on all over the South. The size of the 
winnings determines the number, 
and usually the quality of the racers. 
One of my favorites to attend has 
always been the dirt track. 
They come in all lengths. Some 
short dirt tracks are banked so much 
that they don't feel a need for walls 
on the outside of the curves. I have 
heard a tale of a guy whose tie-rods 
snapped and sent him up, over and 
into the boughs of a pine tree. He 
didn't get hurt because his pinto got 
hung in the tree. The longer tracks 
are where you see those oversized 
dunebuggys with wings racing on 
television. Any local track can be 
substituted. 
I'm not sure if it is the sound of 
motors purrin', the smell of cold 
beer, or just the constant inhalation 
of fumes denying oxygen to the 
brain which bring about the emo- 
tions and tempers of a Redneck. I 
have personally worked on a pit 
crew for a dirt car team in the stock 
division. Anything that you can 
imagine happening in the infield of a 
half mile track was possible on any 
given day. Before the races while 
everyone is getting their car ready 
the general attitude of the mullet 
majority is usually upbeat and posi- 
tive. Of course there is always some 
poor shmuck that worked all day on 
his car to only get in and it not crank. 
Watch out for him when the final 
races start - he'll probably be the 
guy trying to climb the Grand 
Marshal's flag stand with Budweiser 
in hand. 
Before the first heat races, most 
of the drivers will be out doing hot 
laps trying to pack the wet dirt left 
behind the water truck. 
Conversations among the pit crews 
vary from tire size and density to car 
stagger. Once the heat races start so 
does the action. Every team 
becomes its own little nation, trying 
to make allies for advancing its posi- 
tion. The drivers are usually oblivi- 
ous to the war fought between the 
walls. They do, however, contribute 
to the tension in the pits. Everyone 
knows that rabbin's racin', but when 
a couple of cars seem to always find 
each other, words start getting 
exchanged in the pits. Things get 
even worse when someone gets 
wrecked. 
Once the main events start, the 
air in the infield seems like it could 
be cut with a knife (mostly because 
of the exhaust fumes.) From the 
stands, you have an up-front and per- 
sonal view of bumpin' and rabbin', 
spins, wrecks, and everyone's 
favorite — the fight on the track 
after a wreck. You gotta get into the 
infield for the real battles though. If 
you thought those Blackcats that 
blew-up in your hand when you 
were eight years old had a short fuse, 
then you have never seen a barley 
and hops influenced pit crew with a 
warped up Camaro that they have to 
beat back into shape for next week. 
If you happen to catch the right track 
on the right night you may see the 
infamous Mullet Kwon Bo style 
Tire-Iron-Cold-Cock. @ 
Danny Phillips is a senior majoring 
in wildlife biology. E-mail comments 
to timeout@TheJigerNews.com. 
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V-day blackens the heart for some 
ELIZABETH MULVANEY 
Staff Writer 
Valentine's Day is infamous 
among those "in love" for flowers, 
candies, and romance. But in some 
student's memories, cupid's arrow 
got a little off track. Freshman, soci- 
ology major Justin Brock still thinks 
about his fourth grade heart break. 
He and his girlfriend had been 
"going out" for some time and were 
"pretty serious" for elementary 
school. He had picked out the per- 
fect stuffed animal, flowers and 
candy and couldn't wait to give them 
to her at school on Valentine's Day. 
When it was finally time he got 
out her present and proudly present- 
ed it. She gave him a present too. 
The only problem was the card on 
the front had his best friend Carson's 
name instead of his own. "I found 
my friend and told him I had a pre- 
sent for him from Mary Kathryn and 
it turned out he had a present with 
my name on it. 
My girlfriend actually had two 
boyfriends and had accidentally got- 
ten the gifts mixed up," he said. 
Needless to say, maybe Justin's rela- 
tionship wasn't quite as serious as he 
had thought. 
Stephanie Black, senior Spanish 
and international trade major, can 
relate to Valentine's heartbreak. In 
ninth grade none of her friends had 
dates so they had decided to set each 
other up with "crushes." She bought 
a new outfit and everything to pre- 
pare for the big event. 
That morning the girls were going 
to ask Stephanie's boy of choice to 
go out with her that night, but before 
they had a chance he asked her best 
friend out. Even worse, she went, 
and Stephanie sat home alone! 
Sophomore Cathy "Chatty" Wood 
had a similar story from the fifth 
grade. She and her "boyfriend" 
never talked because they didn't 
want anyone to know that they liked 
each other but when Valentine's Day 
came around, he sneeked a tiny fig- 
urine in her desk with no card. 
Cathy found the figurine but never 
suspected her boyfriend would do 
such a thing, so she immediately 
turned it into the lost and found. 
Two weeks later Cathy's 
boyfriend broke up with her and 
sources say it was because he was so 
embarrassed about the figurine inci- 
dent. Oops! 
For freshman education major 
Courtney Kramp, the story was just 
the opposite. Her junior year in high 
school she had been dating a boy for 
a few months when Feb. 14 hit. He 
went to another school, so she 
brushed it off when she hadn't heard 
from him that afternoon. However, 
by evening she decided to give up on 
the date and went over to a friend's 
house for some girl time. Around 
7:00 her boyfriend called her cell 
phone and asked where she was. 
He was furious to find out she had 
gone out and hung up with no expla- 
nation. Courtney spent the evening 
at home and later found out that her 
"date" had to pay a fine to cancel 
expensive dinner reservations, given 
her dozen roses to his mom, and sent 
his parents out with the play tickets 
he had for her. 
Talk about overreacting! "I guess 
I didn't really have a bad Valentine's 
Day," she said, "more like a bad 
Valentine!" 
Creativity was key  for senior, 
psychology major Justin Amburgey 
on Valentine's Day his senior year in 
high school. His girlfriend had 
warned him not to give her a boring 
traditional gift, like roses, but to 
think of something different. 
She probably should have been 
more careful what she asked for 
because Justin ended up surprising 
her with a cactus! "I went to the 
flower department and saw the cac- 
tus, I thought it was sort-of like flow- 
ers, but more creative," he said. His 
girlfriend was pleased with his cre- 
ativity, but not exactly thrilled with 
the cactus itself— go figure! 
At least Justin put some thought 
into his gift. Freshman wildlife biol- 
ogy major, Jen Thompson remem- 
bers her junior year Valentine's Day 
when her boyfriend's mom did his 
shopping for him. "My boyfriend 
gave me my present and said it was 
from him, but really he had no idea 
what it was," she said. 
When she opened the box, she 
found the ugliest necklace she had 
ever seen. "All he could say was 
'I'm sorry' and it was obvious that he 
had had nothing to do with it." 
Busted! 
Hopefully this year's special day 
will be all smiles and sweethearts. 
But remember: Roses are red, vio- 
lets are blue, don't laugh too hard, 
this could happen to you! © 
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Paid Advertisement 
11A Doctor's Confession to the City of Clemson..." 
And why, despite all, I still do what I do... 
Dear friend. 
Confessions are tough. Real tough. 
But, sometimes a confession can set the record 
straight, and I want to give credit where credit is 
due. Before I talk about my confession, though, 
let me say a few other things first. Let me tell 
you about this photo, and why I use it in my ads. 
I'll start with me, the guy on the right 
Let me tell you my story... 
Years ago something happened to me that 
changed my life forever. 
"Back then I was in little league 
baseball when I hit my First home-run in 
Rochester, Indiana. That was one of the few 
games my mother ever missed in my athletic 
career. She was in the hospital having back 
surgery for her pinched nerve in her low back. 
Fast forwarding to my high school years, my 
Mom began to have excruciating headaches and 
low back pain again. These would cause her to 
go home from work and lay in a dark room. 
These headaches would cause vomiting at times. 
It's strange how life is, because now people running off to the doctor as much.    This  is 
will come to see me with their headaches and low especially important if you are self-employed. 
back problems.   Also they come to me with their And an entire week of care in my office may cost 
migraines, chronic pain, neck pain, shoulder/arm what you could pay for one visit elsewhere. 
pain, whiplash from car accidents, backaches, ear 
injections, asthma, allergies, numbness in limbs, 
athletic injuries, just to name a few. 
Here's what my Mom and Kathy had to say: 
You benefit from an amazing offer- Look, it 
shouldn't cost you an arm and a leg to correct your 
health. You are going to write a check to someone 
for your health care expenses, you may as well 
write one for a lesser amount for chiropractic. 
When you bring in this article (by March 10, 
2003) you will receive my entire new patient exam 
for SI 7. That's with x-rays, paraspinal work- 
up...the whole ball of wax. This exam could cost 
you $150 elsewhere. And, further care is very- 
affordable and you'll be happy to know that I have 
affordable family plans. You see I'm not trying 
to seduce you to come see me with this low start 
up fee, then to only make it up with high fees after 
that. Further care is very important to consider 
when making your choice of doctor. High costs 
can add up very quickly.    By taw, this offer 
1 could hardly get in and out of the car and had excludes Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries. 
My Dad told me when Momma's not happy extremely bad headaches and low back pain but 
nobodies happy. today 1 am enjoying life. My son will treat all his Great care at a great fee...Please, I 
Fortunately, our family medical Doctor patients as if he was treating me."- (Cherri  hope  that  there's  no  misunderstanding  about 
referred my mom to another doctor because he Cathoun, Mom) qttaiity of care just because 1 have a lower exam 
was out of possibilities, after having surgery and "I really believe chiropractic has been the most fee.    You'll get great care at a great fee. My 
trying multiple drugs. My mother was willing to beneficial to me during pregnancy due to the relief qualifications-I'm a graduate of Logan College of 
try anything at this point but was definitely not of my low back discomfort." (Kathy Cathoun.  Chiropractic in St. Louis Missouri   You can be 
having   surgery   again.   He   sent   her   to   a wife.) entrusted of me to take care of tiny babies to avid 
Chiropractor who performed an exam, took You know it is my goal that patients  athletes. After graduation my wife and I decided to 
some films, and then "adjusted" her spine.  The come to me and thank me for "curing" them for  move and start a practice here in Clemson near 
adjustment didn't hurt; she said it actually felt this or that, but I have a confession.      My  family. I just have that low exam fee to help more 
good.   She got relief.   It helped my Mom so confession is that "I've never healed anyone of people who need care 
much it inspired me to become a chiropractor. anything". What I do is perform a specific spinal 
Now for Hanna, who is the taller of the two adjustment to remove nerve pressure, and the My assistant. Debbie is a really great 
ch.ldren in the photo   A year ago she had her body responds by healing itself.   We will get person. Our office is both friendly and warm and 
first ear infection    She was not a happy little tremendous results. It's as simple as that! we try our best to make you feel at home.   We 
girl   Imagine, a little girl pulling on her ears have a wonderfc, * ^ fc 
looking at Mommy and Daddy to help.  After I Being a chiropractor can be tough, because  Our   office   is   called   CALHOUN   FAMILY 
started to adjust her the earache started  to there's a host of so-called experts out there. They  CHIROPRACTIC and it is at 1353 Tiger BLVD. 
improve immediately, and now, her earache has te    peop e a lot of things that are hist niain   «,,;*„ A / ■   .L , ■*!■» 
not returned. Late.y she asks Daddy if he needs ridicuU about my SSS^Z t^ £2ft 3»*S 3REK2M 
adjusted. She adjusts her Daddy and her baby speak for themselves, like the Virginia study that  SSJ»^5Ja**.£tS** 
dolls almost every day. That seems like a small showed that over 90% of patients who saw a  appointment We can help you   Thank you 
thing, but it makes a huge difference to her and chiropractor were satisfied with their results ill r it        n r 
Mom and Dad. That's just incredible! ' -Ryan Calhoun, D.C. 
The other little one, Clayton   doesn't know        Forty-eight million Americans no longer have  P.S. When accompanied bv the first 
enough to speak but he gets regular adjustments health insurance. —' * L- -*   ■ I am a so 
inst in *t&u "mned iin"  Thk k fnr h^lnin« h;™ *«* tu ■   u     c- , ound offenng the second fam By member this same justtosur,   tuned up.    This is for help ng h.m that their benefits are reduced. That's where examination for only $10 
fight colds and sickness and keep his immune chiropractic comes in. Many people find that they 
system strong. actually save money on their health care wee    * • • -.   ♦ 
As for my wife Kathy, chiropractic was very expenses by seeing a chironracJATTI. , y°U lma8'"e n°! haV'ng t0 
beneficial during pregnancy.    She experienced JtJ^Z^^^L^'^^ d°Ct0r'S °ffice?   Well, your time is as valuable as 
episodesoflowbackpainand by regu^ your a^XX-aS^jK T. That's-h>'- have a no-wait policy. You 
adjustments her pain was managed and under drugs.   The immune system fights colds rt    fl w,It b*= seen within minutes of your appointment, 
control. —> -*-- 
and other sicknesses. So you may not be 
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GIFTS THAT WILL MAKE 
By Marie Glenn 
Before deciding on the present that you want to give, consider how long you and 
your beau or belle have been dating and how close you have become in this time 
span. This plays a crucial factor in the selection process because you do not want to 
give something too personal if you have not been a couple for too long. 
A note to guys, before you even think about it: no chocolates or candy. Why would 
she want something that she can't keep and that will do nothing but help her put on 
the pounds? There are plenty of other ideas without succumbing to the candy. 
If you are searching for a present for someone who isn't exactly your significant 
other yet, think of ways that you could let that other person know how you feel to make 
that relationship spark. Flowers are always a nice choice for the beginner. Roses are 
popular this time of year, but why not try to jazz things up a bit and show your creative 
side. There are definitely more choices out there besides the usual dozen roses - not 
that there is anything wrong with roses of course. Another present that is perhaps 
more daring is to buy two tickets to a concert, play or other form of live entertainment. 
Try to find out what kind of music or entertainment that your heartthrob is into. Does 
he or she like the theater, rock concerts, orchestras or sporting events? When you ask 
the person out and show the tickets, heypr she is sure to be impressed. Just be sure 
that the person does not already have pfens for the night. 
If you have made it between a day and eight months, there is some potential for 
that blossoming relationship of yours. It is how time to move on to bigger and better 
things. Some of the classic gifts of the holiday include cologne, clothing and watches 
Cologne or perfume is a nice little gift for your first Valentine's Day together. It never 
hurts to help your honey smell nice. Clothing such as nice shirts, boxers, ties or paja- 
mas are also goodies that your beloved will cherish. Before choosing the articles of 
clothing though, be sure that you know your significant other's style of dress You want 
to be sure that he wears what he receives. Another gift idea is a nice watch 
Everybody loves a nice watch, and at least with this gift, you know that your boy does- 
n t have an excuse to be late. 
If your relationship has endured eight months or more, your sweetheart deserves 
the good stuff. If you would like to give a personal touch to your present, give her a 
Build-A-Bear stuffed animal. To obtain a Build-A-Bear, you must go to a Build-A-Bear 
Workshop and create it yourself (you can go to www.buildabear.com to find locations) 
While there, you pick an animal, then you stuff it with cotton, kiss a heart and put it 
inside, clean and fluff it, and then dress it in the appropriate attire. You can also put a 
voice box inside the bear with your own voice on it saying, "I love you'" 
Although these Build-A-Bears can run a high rate, if you still feel as if you need 
more ideas, then remember that lingerie and jewelry are always a plus with the ladies 
Lingerie shows how personal you would like to really get with your honey and a ring 
is an especially good choice if you have long-term obligations in mind. A weekend get- 
away would be a fun idea as well. Even if you and your guy simply head to a place 
only a few minutes away, this gives you two the chance to be alone without the annoy- 
ing interruptions of roommates and other people that may be hanging around your 
pl3C6. 
».■ ^uTu561"tha} Practical 9ifts are Just as great. Give that special someone some- 
thing that he needs or something that he will be able to use in the future. One student 
mentioned that she is giving her graduating boyfriend a nice leather portfolio and 
name cards for his new professional job when he leaves school 
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OUR SWEETHEART SMILE 
And if you ever run into a position where you guys both want the same thing for 
Valentine's Day, then by all means, go for it. There is nothing wrong with giving each 
,otl]fir the same gift - in fact, there is even a name for it: reciprocal presents. This just 
reinforces the fact that you have a great deal in common with each other and that is why 
you are together, among other things. If you both want to go to a concert, simply give 
J each other a ticket to the concert. You not only get the gifts taken care of, but you also 
f»ara. able to enjoy the event together at a later time. 
All of these presents sound great to give, but what about for those of us who can't 
afford all of the jewelry and pizzazz that is often associated with the big day seeing as 
| this is a college campus? If you run into this problem, why not be creative? If you have 
3n»ugh pictures, you could make a scrapbook of the time that you have been together. 
It can include pictures of you together, concert stubs that you attended together, little 
phrases that you say to one another, or any other little tid bits that remind of your awe- 
| some relationship. Even if there are not enough pictures of you two together, you can 
always use one and put it into a picture frame that you create. Write a poem or a song 
| for your sweetie and recite it to her. You can also give him the Valentine cards that we 
all remember from elementary school anawrite little poems are phrases on the back of 
I them. Give them to him sporadically throughout the day to make his whole day bright, 
"ftnd if these ideas alone are not enough for that special person in your life, you can 
| always create a combination of all of the ideas that have been given. 
When making your decision about what to give, don't fret too much - your special 
I someone loves you for who you are and will love just about anything that they get from 
fyou. ® 
| 
V 
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Disney releases videogame 
set in world of wonder 
KINGDOM HEARTS 
Play Station 2 
BRUCE MORRISON 
Staff Writer 
"Kingdom Hearts" by Squaresoft 
represents one of the more ambitious 
celebrations of game crossovers.    In 
"Kingdom Hearts" you play as 
Sora  (voiced  by  Haley  Joel 
Osment), a child who wakes up    * * 
to find himself away from his 
small peaceful island in a strange 
land. At the same time, univers- 
es  away,   Donald   Duck  and 
Goofy have discovered that King 
Mickey is missing.  They travel 
via interdimensional spacecraft 
to the same world that Sora has 
found himself in.    It does not 
take long for Donald and Goofy 
to realize that Sora has the "Key" 
that they require to defeat the Heartless 
taking over the different worlds. 
"Kingdom Hearts" combines two 
very distinct worlds into one game; the 
first is the world of Disney, featuring 
just about every Disney character. 
From your two right hand men, Goofy 
and Donald Duck, to Hercules, Jafar 
and the Queen of 
Hearts to name a few. 
The characters just 
interacting with each 
other is enough to 
make a fan delight 
with joy, but then you 
combine these Disney 
icons with those from 
the Final Fantasy uni- 
verse (owned by 
Squaresoft). Video 
gamers delight at see- 
ing such Final 
Fantasy characters as 
Cloud, Squall and 
Sephiroth in addition 
to many others. In 
fact the list of charac- 
ters for this game is 
through the roof. 
Featuring an impres- 
sive list of voice 
actors, fans are in for 
a real treat seeing all 
of their favorite char- 
acters in new adven- 
tures. 
One thing rather 
interesting about this 
game is even though 
it is by Squaresoft, it 
is not a turn-based 
role based game. 
Instead all battles 
happen in real time, 
allowing you to dodge 
in 3rd person. As 
Sora, you wield the 
might     keyblade. One     thing 
Squaresoft's Final Fantasy games are 
known for are the odd swords charac- 
ters wield (such as the gunblade from 
"Final Fantasy VIII," or Tidus' 
waterblade from "Final Fantasy X"). 
As the holder of the keyblade, the fate 
of more than just your world, but all 
words is at your mercy. All of the dark 
powers, from both universes have 
teamed up to take over and crush the 
worlds to gain ultimate power. 
As Sora, you will have both magic 
"The characters just interact- 
ing with each other is enough 
to make a fan delight 
with joy..." 
and physical attacks. It takes some 
time setting up magic attacks and they 
do not do enough damage compared to 
the damage a physical attack can make. 
Fortunately, Goofy and Donald are by 
your side. Goofy is a strict physical 
attacker, while Donald is a magic cast- 
er.  They are computer controlled and 
can do a fair amount of damage, but 
they rely on you to do most of the 
work. Attacking is relatively easy, and 
that comes around to hurt the game. 
For any experienced video gamer, the 
game plays very easy. In fact the game 
play is incredibly easy; the puzzles, 
however, are not. This is a thinking 
game; unfortunately, enemies spring 
up constantly and can become just 
annoying. 
The game play is average and 
simplistic, and the puzzles really 
don't offer anything new, so 
why is this game so good? The 
' • answer is in three parts: first the 
huge cast list, including honest- 
ly about every Disney character, 
even characters you may not 
think of, such as Jack from "The 
Nightmare before Christmas" 
(and all the other characters 
from   Halloweentown),   Piglet 
     from  "Winnie  the  Pooh"  and 
even Flounder from "The Little 
Mermaid." The second reason 
this game is so popular are the 
voices. Major Hollywood talent lent 
their voices to this game. Haley Joel 
Osment ("The Sixth Sense," "A.I."), 
David Gallagher ("7th Heaven"), 
Dan Castellaneta (voice of Homer 
Simpson) and Gilbert Gottfried 
("Problem Child," "Aladdin") are 
just a few of the award winning voic- 
es in the game. With 
such familiar and 
respected voice tal- 
ent, the game sounds 
great, and is pleasing 
to the ear. The third 
reason gamers flock 
to this game is the 
great environments. 
Each world in the 
game is a section out 
of Disney lore. Each 
wonderful movie has 
locations rendered in 
colorful 3D. 
"Kingdom 
Hearts" for both the 
fans and the casual 
gamer. For avid fans 
of either Disney or 
Final Fantasy, there 
is a surprise around 
every turn. To see 
Donald Duck talking 
to Cloud is enough to 
put a fan into over- 
load. And for the 
casual gamer, 
"Kingdom Hearts" is 
entertaining and easy 
to learn. The only 
drawback to the 
game is it can be too 
easy, and too short 
for the avid gamer. 
In addition the game 
play is a bit simplis- 
tic, making for rather 
routine play. @ 
SHACK 
366 College Ave. - 654.6752 
8 Upstate Locations to serve you. 
Also, New Shipments of: 
- Handbags 
- Bedding 
- Housewares 
- Ann Taylor 
Markdowns in every department and 
going fast! 
You should be shopping 
"The Shack". 
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BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING 
Rated: PG-13 
ERIN RIDGEWAY 
Staff Writer 
Most readers have heard of "My 
Big Fat Greek Wedding," the indepen- 
dent comedy that came out of nowhere 
to smash records and exceed expecta- 
tions to become the highest-grossing 
romantic comedy of all time. Star and 
screenwriter Nia Vardalos garnered an 
Oscar nod for Best Original Screenplay, 
and it's easy to see why — "My Big Fat 
Greek Wedding" is a smart belly-laugh 
of a movie with a big fat heart. 
Frumpy Greek-American Toula has 
spent her whole life an outcast. As 
Toula explains in the first few minutes 
of the film, she is expected to do three 
things in life: marry a Greek man, have 
Greek babies and cook for everyone 
until the day she dies. She works at her 
family's restaurant and expects to do so 
forever, until she meets a handsome 
stranger, Ian Miller (John Corbett, "Sex 
and the City") who inspires her to enroll 
in a community college and become the 
woman she's always wanted to be. 
Serendipitously, she and Ian cross paths 
again months later, begin dating, fall in 
love, and decide to marry. The only 
potential problems with their relation- 
ship are the differences between Ian's 
WASP-y family and Toula's loud, over- 
whelming, enormous family. 
This film's charm lies not in its 
straightforward, no-surprises plot, but 
in its loving characterizations, broad 
humor and realism. This movie is 
believable because the characters and 
situations don't feel synthetic. It does 
not take place in some alternate uni- 
verse populated by artificially beautiful 
people in unrealistic relationships, like 
so many romantic comedies. The char- 
acters look like real people, and the 
family depicted could be any family. 
Whose family doesn't have eccentrici- 
ties that balloon into hilarious quirks in 
the retelling? In the case of "My Big Fat 
Greek Wedding," Toula's father firmly 
believes that a squirt of Windex will 
cure any ailment and that every word 
has its root in Greek, including 
"kimono." 
Despite the broad humor, this film 
depicts a family that truly loves one 
another. In quieter moments, the audi- 
ence gets a glimpse of their deep devo- 
tion and their earnest desire for Toula's 
happiness. While efforts to help the 
couple to the alter go awry, their even- 
tual acceptance are proof that their 
hearts are in the right place. 
This film is appealing because of the 
universal nature of the subject matter. 
Instead of "My Big Fat Greek 
Wedding," it could be "My Big Fat 
Italian Wedding," "My Big Fat Jewish 
Wedding," or even "My Big Fat 
Southern Wedding." Everyone who 
sees this movie will be reminded of 
some wacky relative, some boisterous 
family gathering, or some horrible 
bridesmaid dress they suffered through 
out of love. "My Big Fat Greek 
Wedding" is a hilarious, heart-felt con- 
fection that audiences will get a kick out 
of. Opa! © 
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Sweet singer earns awards 
* $ $ » 
COME AWAY WITH ME 
Norah Jones 
BRITTANY TRIPLET! 
Staff Writer 
If you ever wondered how some 
chick named Norah Jones nabbed 
eight Grammy nominations, including 
Best New Artist, then go get her 
album titled "Come Away With Me." 
Norah's blend of soul, blues and jazz 
along with her distinctive voice and 
piano skills leaves a classic album for 
all collections. "Come Away With 
Me" is a perfect CD to chill out and 
relax to, for a car ride on a rainy day 
or really anytime. While listening to 
her album, one can imagine strolling 
into a smoky jazz bar with Norah 
Jones sitting at a piano spouting off 
song after song. 
Explore your career potential at 
www.gecareers.com 
or check for us at your career center 
imagination at work 
Aircraft Engines • Consumer Products ♦ Consumer Finance • Commercial Finance • Equipment Management • Industrial Systems 
Insurance • Medical Systems • Plastics • Power Systems • NBC • Specialty Materials • Transportation Systems 
The album can attribute much of 
its success to the first single, "I Don't 
Know Why I Didn't Come." The 
song is a sweet melody of Norah's 
vocal range and original piano com- 
positions. Her original lyrics also 
mirror the image of a confused love. 
"I've Got To See You Again," is 
another gem off of Norah's album. 
The song, with its slow violin and 
piano intro leads into a Latin feeling 
beat. The slow beat and blend of the 
instruments created a salsa dance feel 
to the song that makes you want to get 
out of your seat. 
Jones also sings a few old remakes 
of songs, including Hank Williams' 
"Cold, Cold Heart." Jones' blue-sy 
songs have a old school feel to them, 
like you discovered some unknown 
singers. Norah Jones' unique and 
beautiful voice is always the center of 
attention in her songs. Her voice 
blends with the upbeat tempo of 
"Feelin' the Same Way Again" to cre- 
ate a another hit song. In addition, 
her blend of voice, lyrics and piano 
composed an original CD that every- 
one needs to pick up for those days 
when good music is needed to revive 
the soul. 
For a sample of her music, check 
out Norah Jones on the Grammys this 
year where she is nominated for eight 
grammys and will be performing as 
well.© 
THE TIGER'S 
RATING GUIDE 
Five Paws 
So good that we would 
experience it sober. 
& & & & i& 
Four Paws 
Definitely worth your 
time and money. 
■i'i-'i-'i. 
Three Paws 
Not stellar, but worth 
checking out. 
Two Paws 
Not worth your money, steal 
it from a friend. 
an 
One Paw 
An incredibly poor display 
of wasted effort. 
# 
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Plenty of love to go around for Patty Griffin) 
$ $ « $ 
1000 KISSES 
Patty Griffin 
SISSY MCKEE 
Staff Writer 
One of the rare singer-songwriters 
of our generation, Patty Griffin, not 
surprisingly, penned another incredible 
album. New England born, Griffin's 
raw and colorful emotions wind and 
bend throughout her soulful writing. 
Graced with a voice the size of Texas, 
Griffin projects with the likes of 
Bonnie Raitt. Her male counterpart 
could easily be Bruce Springsteen. She 
masters telling you what you do not 
want to hear and employ language that 
is distinctly spirit. Her third album 
"1000 Kisses," released on ATO 
Records, is an excellent follow up to 
her electrified second album "Flaming 
Red." The sound of "1000 Kisses" is 
more closely linked to Griffin's first 
acoustic album, "Living With Ghosts." 
The lyrical elements and stylistics of 
the music seem to be sustained by her 
incredible voice.   It seems the music 
industry cannot get their minds around 
her talent. Griffin had a falling out 
with her label, A&M, after "Living 
With Ghosts" did not have the same 
sales as A&M's darling Dave 
Matthews Band. In the falling out, 
Griffin lost the rights to "Silver Bell," 
by far the best album never released, 
since it was recorded on A&M time. 
"1000 Kisses" is full of incredible 
writing including Springsteen's 
"Stolen Car" which Griffin fantastical- 
ly covers. "Making Pies," the only 
song from the lost "Silver Bell" album 
to make it on the album, invokes the 
wisdom of age and expe- 
rience: "Did I show you 
this picture of my sweetheart 
taken of us before the war? 
We tied our ribbons to the fire 
escape. They were taken by the 
birds who flew home to the country as 
the bombs rained on the world." Yet 
Griffin slips a moral into the story: 
"You could cry or die or just make pies 
all day. I'm making pies." Emmy Lou 
Harris sings harmony on the star of the 
album, "Long Ride Home" which 
opens with the lines: "Long black lim- 
ousine, shiniest car I've ever seen." 
This song accounts 
the first day spent alone by a widower: 
"I said goodbye to you and I threw my 
roses down. Ain't nothing left at all in 
the end of being proud with me riding 
in this car and you flying through them 
clouds" — beautiful and hauntingly 
uncomfortable. ® 
Valentine 
Dear Dan, 
You will always be my Big Bear! I 
love you so much and I can't wait 
to marry you. 
Love, Alex 
V 
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To Kellie, my sweetheart... 
Your eyes say it all when you 
look into mine - you are the 
one. I love you with all I am. 
Forever yours, Mike 
Dear Meredith, 
Just wanted to tell you that I love 
you, sweetheart. Hope you have 
a wonderful Valentine's Day. 
Love, Heath 
To the Best Boyfriend Ever, 
Thanks for all the errands you did 
this week while I was busy. You 
always make my day brighter 
when I see you. 
Love, Whitney 
* 
* 
* 
V 
¥ 
¥ 
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* 
* 
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CeCe, 
Thank you for being my lady fair. 
Marriage doesn't suck at all. 
Love, Garrett  _ 
Sarah, you, the Catalyst: 
A welcome relapse into my 
character of "romantic 
irresponsibility" which has 
introduced me to what love can 
truly be. 
Love, Will 
Danny, 
Thanks for being my down and 
dirty lovin' redneck. 
Love, Renee 
¥ 
¥ 
V 
V 
¥ 
V 
V 
V 
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M       Sweet Greenville Rose, M 
M Your grateful trellis wishes you a M 
M     Valentine as rosy as dawn M 
M sprinkled with dewdrop kisses of ^ 
youthful morn. IS. 
John, 
I love ya sweetie! 
—Marie 
* 
V 
* 
V 
* 
Mary Taylor & Kristen, V 
Thanks for being wonderful, V 
sweet sisters. I love you very V 
much. -Will Spink V 
Sign yp for 
r*|Sunc3n\ UnPlan 
NO LIMITS ON MINUTES. PERIOD. 
CALL ANYTIME TO ANYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY. 
ALL DAY. ALL NIGHT. ALL YOU WANT. 
GET THE SAME BILL EVERY MONTH. 
No long distance charges. No roaming charges.** 
Simply pay a $49.95 monthly subscription fee. 
Get a free phone when you 
sign up for any SunCom plan < 
—white supplies last. 
*o*>M 
AT&T Wireless eGetit SunConr 
Meinber of the AT&T Wireless Network 
START THE SEMESTER OFF RIGHT—UNPLAN TODAY! 
SunCom Store Locations 
Greenville 
The Market on Woodruff 
864-325-7860 
525 Congaree Rd 
864-325-7S00 
Cherrydale Point 
Shopping Center 
864-325-7850 
FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY 1-877-225-5786 
Store Hours: M-F oa-8p 
Spartanburg 
WestGate Malt 
{next to JCPenney) 
205 W. Btackstock Rd 
864-621-7720 
{M-Th ioa-9p, 
F-Sat loa-oijop, 
Sun »:30-6p) 
Weekend Hours: Sat ioa-6p, Sun it30-sp 
Marketplace at Hillcrest 
1985 East Main St, Suite 1 
864-621-7717 
(Sun i:jo-6p) 
220 W. Blatkstock Rd 
(across from West Catc Mai!) 
864-621-7700 
(Sun j:jo-6p) 
New expanded digital 
wireless coverage in and 
around the Thome Blade 
Country dub and 
Golf Course! 
Exclusive Authorized Dealers 
mmta 
CORPORATE SALES 864-987-5555 shop online www.SunCom.com 
Uw«!t.m«i!«*..S« J<t<«.«.<>t-. f«Josiiwr!onths«vi«iS!«ew«ot«<iii.r*il. ' free digital phone *»hb*.w,ihnt» xti^itM^Mt supcltiUst TbeMSi i,/.-^I-I,*^. ,.    ,  . 
UnWan (mrij. area depends on individual UoWan 2«nt. Your monthly subscription fro includes: ill rails placed and received within vou, lt,W.„ rl 1    £?2? ^ »*<*■ «w»«t* ftoe settlor, may wry. "SunCom 
joe. nationwide anytime minutes for calls placed and received who., the screen on you. phone do«» oo( u. -f Mr "Nationwide a„v,imT ™ „,.,!    » "r!5? 52S°° y0*" ***** •>''*<**** TUte," and an additional 
pee minut.. Additional nationwide anytime minute packages available. Nationwide catling include, all staler, except Alaska  tee, rUi wu! f. »       ""* 'nc,a4*d 3°« minutes ~i» be billed at a Hat .aw of »o 
assistance to compete, SMCw reserve, the rig* to terminate your agreement t more thai so* of vow nkMM are not en kWaWe. Network SMbn 1-^* ff S.JT5* 25 *7V,fV J" "t<,";"' J < "* "">" 3""" 
stores *t» details, ©auntom aoot. ™etwer». sootoo. se.v.te ava.li.bie lor .evdents of ^ct,(,ed ilP codes onV- Otfce. rcst.irtiora apply. See 
THE TIGER http://wvm.TherigerNews.com 
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That frickjn' comic 
TIMEOUT pat 
by Garrett Holt 
So uiWce cta^e coN^rolWs 
wWt AVievj oloo^^ 
by Miss Tique 
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) Try to keep your Valentine's celebration sim- 
ple. Extravagance for an Aquarius can lead to a disastrous outcome. Play it 
safe and rent a movie and order in some pizza. 
Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20) Since Pisceans are romantics at heart, go all 
out for the romantic holiday. Dozens of roses, a candlelit dinner and romantic 
music are your thing. Oh, and skip the wine — go all out and get the ham- 
pagne! 
Aries (March 21 -April 19) Skip the Valentine's date with your sweetie 
and go out with your friends instead. The night will be lighter on your emo- 
tions and you will end up enjoying yourself more. 
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) Be creative for Valentine's day. Have a pic- 
nic in the living room complete with flowers, the moon and stars. You can do 
this with your honey or with friends. 
Gemini (May 21 - June 21) A group date is so much fun for you. After all, 
the more, the merrier! Go bowling or have a competitive, but fun darts or pool 
tournament. The most important thing is to make memories. 
Cancer (June 22 - July 22) You don't need a holiday to profess your love 
— you are a lover 365 days a year. Valentine's Day is just another day to you, 
but you are planning on being romantic anyway. 
Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22) Leos want to be adored. Unfortunately for your 
better half or your friends, you want Valentine's Day to be all for you - but you 
deserve it. Prepare to be treated like royalty. 
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) Quit being so practical, Virgo. So Valentine's 
Day is commercialized. Just try to be a romantic and make the most of it. You 
might be surprised at the outcome. 
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23) Don't think about yourself today. Go out of 
your way to make your loved one or friends know how important they are to 
you. Flowers, dinner, cards and music are a good start. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21) Use Valentine's Day to do something produc- 
tive. Think about helping out with a charity or service organization to show 
your love for yourself and your love for others. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) Let your adventurous spirit guide your 
holiday celebration. Go hiking or horseback riding to celebrate your love for 
nature. Take time to appreciate the sunset. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) Do what you feel like doing for Valentine's 
Day. If you think you should spend money on others, go ahead. If you have 
trouble throwing away money, just consider it your Capricorn instincts. 
The Puzzler 
ACROSS 
1 Aviv 
4 Remedy 
9 Belonging to (suf.) 
12ls(p.t.) 
13 Amphitheater 
14 Give approval 
15 Sedative 
17 Correct 
19 Wan 
20 Taro plant 
21 Aquatic animal 
23 Engine cooling device 
27 Danger 
29 Window 
30 Box Office (abbr.) 
31 Order (abbr.) 
32 Smell 
34 Second smallest U.S. state (abbr.) 
35 Southern New England state (abbr.) 
36 Wide-mouthed pitcher 
37 Rent 
39 On the same team 
42 Gr. god of war 
43 Clock face 
44 Melodious song bird 
46 Recond keeper 
48 Behaviors 
51 Policeman (slang) 
52 Muse of lyric poetry 
54 Bring action against 
55 Small bed 
56 Measured 
57 Number 
123               ■4         68         7         8               ■ 9         10       11 
113                                                          Il4 
18                             18                                               HI 17       18 
■ is                           KM 
21       22                                   B'/3       24                                                    28       28 
27                                        28             128                                              ■30 
31                              |S2      93                                        MM 
35                       [38                                              |if 37       38 
38                 40                                                    41             B42 
■ 43                                                      l44        4S 
48       47                                              ■**                                                   **       *° 
SI                                   1(2       »                                              ■54 
65                                   l$8                                                         H'S7 
DOWN 
IFiap 
2 Mistake 
18 Family names in zoology (suf.) 
20 Cheese 
21 Game 
22 Scary 
24 To the left (naut.) 
25 Fat 
26 Positions 
28 Senator 
33 in fact 
34 Blackest 
36 Prince (Arabian) 
38 Deserve 
40 Good at doing 
41 Make happy 
45 Head movement (two words) 
46 300 (Roman) 
47 Card game 
48 Cushion 
49 Feel remorse 
50 Chinese currency 
53 Egyptian sun god 
Answers to last week's puzzle ■ ' A L O N A R E N A ■ 
M A T U R E D E V O T E 
I T   II G A V E   1        1 A N O N 
D U N  II L E V E •-(  II E H T 
A R I A  II R A T E S   II A R 
$ N E L I   1 O V E R     L Y 
I C 1 O H N E V e 1 
C H E E s E 1 L E G E R 
H E  II N E R V E  II  R A L E 
E A T   II R O A N S   II L E T 
E V li A C O  II V A 
R E L A V S 
« 
A M P E R 
I - E E D s ' R A 1 N ■ 
On Tap 
mmmmmmmmMmmmmmmm.  
•      " :  .'      ' '   ■ ■ ■ ' ■ 
February 15, 3:30 p.m.  Central Spirit Oyster Roast 
Lot 4 near Doug 
Kingsmore stadium 
Come enjoy free oysters after the men's basketball vs. UNC game. 
Bring your ticket stub and join in on the food, music and games. 
February 17, 7:30 p.m.  President's Honors Colloquium 
Self Auditorium 
Strom Thurmond Institute 
Dr. Robert Zubrin, internationally renowned author and astronauti- 
cal engineer, will present "Mars Direct: Humans to the Red Planet 
Within a Decade." Sponsored by the Calhoun Honors College and 
the Strom Thurmond Institute. Free and open to the public. 
February 18-19, 9:00 a.m.       Spring Career Fair 
2003 
Hendrix Center, 2nd Floor 
The Career Fair offers the opportunity for students from any major 
and class year to talk to employers about permanent jobs and 
internships in a wide variety of careers. Free and open to the pub- 
lic. 
February 20, 8:00 p.m. "South Pacific7' 
Brooks Center 
for the Performing Arts 
World War II and personal prejudice form the potent backdrop for 
this timeless love story that defines the classic American musical. 
Tickets: $8 adults, $6 senior citizens, $4 students. 
http://www.TheTigerNews.com O THE TIGER 
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Spring 2003 
Career Fair 
February 18 & 19 
9:00 - 3:00 
Hendrix Student Center, 2nd Floor 
Don't miss your chance to talk 
with companies offering jobs, 
internships and networking. 
TIPS 
1. Research companies at 
http://career.clemson.edu 
2. Dress nicely 
3. Bring resumes 
4. Attend both days 
Special Thanks to our Spring Career Fair Supporters 
Coty, Crown Cork & Seal, GE, Harris, Michelin, Milliken 
Sponsors: Michelin® Career Center, Delta Sigma Pi, 
National Society of Black Engineers, Student Government 
Association, Graduate Student Government Association 
Donors: Cingular Wireless, Monterrey Mexican Restaurant, 
Fuddrucker's, Columbo's Pizza, Tiger Town Tavern 
Michelin® Career Center • 316 Hendrix Center • 656-6000 
http://career.clemson.edu • Career-L@clemson.edu 
